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II GLOSSARY OF VARIABLES AND PROGRAM LISTING
A:	 Glossary o' Variables
The glossa try Of the variables I n the M'1'BAC program 1.e divided into
two parts, one listing the COMMON variables and tine other listing the
local. variubles,
	 Lacli last is presented alphabetically,
	 Array sizes
are indicated by numbers [it
1, M111AC's COMMON Variables
Alphawumeric names of unknowns to be plotted and/or
print- plotted,
Convergence lndicatovi 0 - convergence achieved;




Largest absolute error allowed in the solution of initial
cond'iti.ons, i
Largest absolute error allowed i.n the transient solution
of core-winding currents,
Absolute temperature (degrees Kelvin),
all of a transistor.,
o f of a transistor,
Name for X-axis !it
Name for Y-axis in plot,
Base-collector current, if^,_1.,,
Slope of i fe vs, V e at the previous iteration,
( i ree. t y + rar)ldma^
Base-collector voltage, Ve<_iy'
Bale- emitter current, if,<-1>'
Slope of i f  vs, V e at tale previous iteration,
(i fe<
-1' + . 1 re )/O m e'
Bits e= call tter voltage, Ve<_1,,




















I11VALV(6,6 Bowtdary	 value specified	 for	 circuit- Caiaure	 termination,
C:AVG(20) Capacitance	 o' a	 capacitor'
CC1.(20) aI, 0,9	 Vel, of	 a	 transistor,
C(;2(20) alt, 110. r	 = 11,590/0'md	 of a	 transistor.
03(20) c 	 = 1/bI,[ c 	 of a	 transistor,
Gbi,
	 20) ear	 = 1/V,R ,	 of a	 transistor'
Ci)Tl(20) rifle = T O /Al	 of a	 transistor,
CI)T2(20) d120 =	 i	 +	 ('I',, /Al)	 of	 a	 transistor,




CICOLG(20)	 —,rllector current of a transistor,
C1(1 013L(20,10)	 Core-winding current,
CICOMI.(20,10)	 Core-winding current at the previous At'
GI MOD( 20)	 Diode current,
C111,M'111(20)	 Emitter current of a transistor,






C'1'(11 1 2) C1`(J,l)-maximum At	 for	 the Jth period',	 CT(J,2)-termina-
tion	 time of	 the Jth period,
CI(20) C1	 =	 0,9	 Vrpd	 oI'	 u	 diode.
C2(20) a2 =	 1161md =	 11,59010'm d )	 of	 a diode,





C4(20) e4	 =	 1/vthd	 of	 a	 diode,
DI,1111' Tfine	 step,	 At,
DI(20) Diode current,	 1fde-1y'
DMAX Maximum deviation	 (in	 percent) of parameter	 values,





DTM2 At(-' 2 ) '
DTI (20) dti	 71d/4t
	
of	 a	 diode,
IYI'2(20) di 2	 =	 1	 +	 (I d /4t)	 of	 a	 diode,
DT3(20) dt3	 =
	
0jbd/L1t	 of	 a	 diode,
DV(20) Vd<_1,	 of a	 diode,
E(19,16,2) Data	 of the Jth	 time variable source at the Lth break
point;	 E(J,L,l)	 Source magnitude;	 E(J,L,2)	 =	 Break-
point
	
time,	 J = 1	 for photo	 current;	 J	 = K +	 1	 for
Kth	 source,
EC1(20) Cle	 0,9	 V(Pe	 of	 a	 transistor,





EC4(20) cAe	 1/VCpe	 of	 a	 transistor,
EI7f1(20) dt^e	 =	 7"e /4t	 of a	 transistor,
EDT2(20) 11 12e=	 1 +	 OWAt)	 of a	 transistor,
EDT3(20) d tae =	 C,,,IAI	 of a	 transistor,
11 1(20) Present value of a	 time-variable source,
EI'1(20) Value of a	 time-variable	 source at	 the prevfouA dt,
" EZB(20) Extrapolated	 back	 sener voltage Ei6,
E2 091 ) P resent slope of- a t me^vsrfable sovrae= -
p(20) MMN of  core,
1W 20) Fb of a core,
FBI(20) FB1	 of a	 core,
MDB(20) PdB of a core,
FDZ(20) Fd,	 of a core,
VD1(20) Threshold Fdi	 of a core,
1102(20) Fd2 of a core,
FD3(20) Fd3 of a core,
FD4(20) Fda of a Core,
NM1(20) F(_ 	 of a core,
1'M2(20) N(-2)	 of a	 core.
FM3(20 f	 a	 Core,
63
FO(20) FO	 of a core,
FOPP(20) Fo of a core,
FO1(20) Fai	 of a core,
H(60,60) Conductance matrix of the circuit,
IAC(6) Number of AND conditions of a normal-termination statement,
IACF(6) Number of AND conditions of a circuit-failure-termination
statement.
IBC Control set in Subroutine ELEM;	 0 - fill N and T arrays
[Part (1)1;	 1 - compute currents and test convergence
[Part	 (2)].
ICS(6,6) Indicator of normal-termination 	 condition,	 1	 if V(	 )	 <<;
2	 if	 V(	 )	 >,	 -I	 if	 IV(	 )I <;	 -2	 if	 IV(	 )I >.
ICSF(6,6) Indicator of circuit-failure-termination condition;
l
	 if	 V(	)I if V(	 )	 >;	 -1	 if	 (V(	 ) I 	 <;
-2	 if	 IV ( 	)(	 >,
IGRAPH Count of graphs plotted.
INCIL(20) 1 - initial	 inductor current CIL(N) 	 = CILO	 regardless of
NSVVAR or N&' L,' 0 - otherwise,
INDL(20) I.naactance at an inductoT.
1OC Number of OH statements describing normal-termination
conditions,
IOCF Number of OR statements describing circuit-failure-
termination conditions,
IPX Number of points to be plotted per frame,
ITRMAX Maximum number of iterations above which variable values
are reset and At is divided Sy 4,
ITRTST Number of iterations below which At is multiplied by 2
(if not exceeding TI) 	 and above which At is divided by 2,
IX(5) Index number of a break point for a time-variable resistor,
JCAT Index number of a period for which 6t	 is specified,max
JG(19) Index number of a variable-source mode,
JKKJ Solution of initial conditions, 	 0 - converged;
1 -- did not converge,
JKLJ Number of initial-condition iterations,
n
64
JSJ	 Control. indicator; 0 - initially; 1 - prior to call
on Subreutinc INTIAL; -1 - throughout the transient
solution,
JV	 Present number of stored p lot points.
KCAP(20)	 Capacitor nodal voltages indicator: 1 - unknown;
2 - Vb = V,by 3 - Vo = V:a.
KCORF(20,10)	 Core-winding nodal voltages indicator; I - unknown;
2 - Vb = Vsb ; 3 - Va = V,b,
KDIOD(20)	 Diode nodal voltagcs indicator; 1 - unknown;
2 — Vb — V., b ,	 `^	 Va = VSO,.
KFAIL
	
Number of variable resettings with no convergence before
ITRSIAX is changed,
KEMAX	 Maximum number of trials before ITRMAX is changed
(doubled if KFAIL = KFMAX; halved if KONVRG = KFNIAX).
KIND(20) Inductor nodal voltages indicator; 	 1 -- unknown;
2 — Vb 	 =	 Vsb;	 3 —	 Va: =	 Vsa'
KIVS(20) Indicator of nodal voltages of current and voltage
sources;	 I - unknown;	 2 - Vb = Vsb ,	 3 -	Va 	 =	 V, 0,,
KONT 1 - continued run;	 0 - otherwise.
KONVRG Count of successive time-step solutions f?,..	 xt	 .d.	 less
than ITRTST iterations,
KPFIT Dependency of scales and boundaries of trot frarhas on
those of first frame" ` 'U — in'depEnd^nt; '1 — A InAepen-'
dent;	 Y fixed by first frame; 	 2 - fixed by first frame
except for independent X boundaries;	 3 - fixed by
first frame,
KPLOT 1 - plot at the end of present mode;	 0 - otherwise,
KPRPLT 1 - print-plot at the end of present mode; 0 - other-
wise (OW-T is set to 1 if JV > IPX or CPTINE'% TLIKIT
or NAW	 5}.
KPUNCH Set. to 1 when the processor time of a mode run exceeds
the time limit,	 in order to punch cards for a continued
run;	 0 - otherwise,
KRES(40} Resistor nodal voltages indicator;	 1 - unknown;
2 -
 Vb =	 Vsb %	 3 - V o 	 = V,o,
KTRAN(20) Transistor nodal voltages indicator: 	 I - unknown;
2-Vt
	V,b	 3-Va = V,e %	 q_Ve= Vse,



























Zener-diode nodal voltages indicator; 1 - unknown;2-A0 VA; 3 - V, = v1d,
Index number of Terminal a of a capacitor,
Index number of Terminal a of a core winding,
Index number of .Terminal a of a diode.
Index number of Terminal a of an inductor.
Index number of Terminal a of a current or voltage source,
Index number of Terminal a of a resistor,
Transistor type; 0 - npnf I - pnp,
Index number of Terminal a of a zener diode.
Index number of Terminal b of a capacitor.
Index number of Terminal b of a core winding.
Index number of Terminal b of a diode,
Index number of Terminal b of an inductor.
Index number of Terminal b of a current or voltage source.
Index number of Terminal b of a resistor.
Index number of Terminal B (Base) of a transistor,
Index number of Terminal b of a zener diode,
Index number of a time-variable source (0 if do),	 T
Index number of Terminal C (Collector) of a transistor,
Type of a variable source; 1 - current; 0 - voltage.
Index number of Terminal B (Emitter) of a transistor,
1 - elastic i is included; 0 - elastic I is neglected,
Initial (lowest) maximum number of iterations above




















































Logical control of MONITOR print-out in Subroutines
RWIND and IND.
Logical control of MONITOR print-out in the main program
and Subroutines RWRUNC and INTIAL..
Logical control of MONITOR print-out in Subroutine RES.
Logical control of MONITOR print-out in Subroutine AUX(K;.
Logical control of MONITOR print-out in Subroutines
RWTRAN and TRAN,
Logical indicator of whether or not NDTMIN < NEDELT <
NDTMAX.
Logical control of MONITOR print-out in Subroutine ZEN.
Logical control values specifying in which subprograms
MONITOR print-out will be executed if NOTMIN < NDELT <
NDTMAX.
Number of times variables have been reset and At divided
by 4 due to convergence failure. For each At, if
NAW = 0 at the first iteration, then NAW = 1 in the
following iterations until convergence is achieved.
Ratio of computed points to plotted points.
Ratio of plotted points to printed points.
Number of :aracitors.
Number of cores.
Number of variable sources.
Index number of the current time step, At.
Number of diodes.
Value of NDELT beyond which MONITOR print-out stops.
Value of NDELT before MONITOR print-out starts.
ND-1.
Initial variable values: -1 - compute; 0 - zero;
1 - read in.
Iteration count during a given time step.
Total count of transient-solution iterations.





Control indicator: 1 - until inelastic flux switching
begins, thus preventing stop-switching exit; 0 - other-
wise.
NOVAR(6,6)	 Index number of a variable whose value is tested in a
condition for normal termination.
i




NP(20,10) Number of identically switching cores in parallel repre-
sented by a single core across a given winding.
NPLTVT Number of variables	 to be plotted.
NPLTW Number of variable-vs.-variable plots.
NPP(10) Index numbers of variables to be plotted 	 (if negative,
then	 no V - vs. - t plot).
NP1(10,2) Index numbers of variables plotted vs, 	 each other:
NP1(J,1)	 for	 Vx ;	 NP1(J,2)	 for	 Vy.
NR Number of resistors.
NRP(40) Number of break points if R varies with time.
NS(20,10) Number of identically	 switching cores in series repre-
sented by a single core across a given winding.
NSVIL Indicates whether the present mode will 	 initially	 retain
the inductor currents of the previous mode: 	 1 - yes;
0	 - no.
NSVPHI Indicates whether the present mode will initially 	 retain
all magnetic	 flux values of the previous mode: 	 1 - yes;
0 - no.
NSVVAR Indicates whether the present mode will 	 ini'.,ially retain
all	 the final time variables of the previous mode:
1	 - yes;	 0 - no.
NIRANS Number of transistors.
NV Number of unknown nodal voltages in the circuit.
NW(20) Number of windings of a core.
NZ Total number of unknown nodal voltages and auxiliary
unknowns.
j
NZEN Number of zener diodes. i
NIB 1 - include phase-plane plots; 	 0 - otherwise..	 k
N3B -1 - solve initial conditions only;	 0 - halt if error
in initial condition solution; 	 1 - print if error in







PDTEMI(20) of	 q 	 core.








PHI(20) Icp of	 a	 core,	 }
PIIID(20) of	 a	 core.
PIIIDOT(20) cp of	 a	 core,	 f
PIIIMI(20) (P(_	 of	 a	 core.




PIIIR()20 of	 a	 core,r	 1
PIIIS(20) s of	 a core.
PI1I0(20) Initial ¢ of	 a core.
PPIC(20) Collector-base photocurrent.
PPIC1(20) Collector-base photocurrent at	 the previous time step.
PPID(20) Diode photocurrent.
PPIDl(20) Diode photocurrent	 at	 the previous	 time step.
e
PPLE(,20) Emitter-base photocurrent.
PPiE1(20) Emitter-base photocurrent	 at	 the previous	 time step,
PRSYNB A printer symbol used to print-plot specified output.
PSTEP Weight of previous-iteration results on computed winding
current of a core.
PWCR(20) Dissipated power in a diode.
;Y
PWTR(20) Dissipated power in a	 transistor.
P1(20) Auxiliary core parameter pi.
P2(20) Auxiliary core parameter P,.
P3(20) Auxiliary cote parameter p3.
P4(20) Auxiliary core parameter p4.
P5(20) Auxiliary core parameter P5.
P6(20) Auxiliary core parameter P6.




118(20) Auxiliary	 core parameter pd.
P9(20) IAuxiliary	 core parameter p0,
11 10(20) Auxiliary	 core parameter plo.
P11(20) Auxiliary	 core parameter p11'
P12(20) Auxiliary core parameter	 p12'
P13(20) Auxiliary	 core parameter	 p13,
P14(20) Auxiliary	 core parameter	 p1,t.
P15(20) Auxiliary core parameter p15.
P16(20) Auxiliary core parameter	 p1r,`
P17(20) Auxiliary core parameter p17.
P18(2'0) Auxiliary core parameter p18'
P19(20) Auxiliary core parameter p19.
P20(20) Auxiliary core parameter p^0.
QCR(20,7) Diode parameters: i s d ,	 m d ,	 R,td ,	 Cj0d,	 Vq)d,	 IN 1„	 Td
QTAN(20,16) Transistor parameters: 18n ,	 8 j ,	 7',,	 7",	 1,,,	 in "	CjO,.,
V(P C ,	 14X	 l sC , M " Cj o e ,	 Vm e ,	 Rttt	 IPPcj	 rppe,
R(40) Resistance of a	 resistor.
RC(20) Series	 resistance of a	 capacitor.
RCSH(20) Shunt	 resistance of a	 capacitor.'
RELER Relative error allowed	 in	 a solution of initial	 conditions..
RELERR Relative error allowed	 in	 a transient	 solution of core-
winding currents.
RC(5,5) B  of a resistor whose	 resistance vr,ries	 with	 time.
RL(20) Series	 resistance of	 an	 inductor.
RLSH(20) Shunt	 resistance of an	 inductor.
R1lAG iNN	 scale	 factor =	 E(1,1,2).
RINUDT Number of 8t's above which STSWEX is effective.
ROP(20) PP	 of	 a core.
ROP1(20) P.1	 of	 a core.
RVS(20) Series	 resistance of	 a	 voltage source.
RW(20,10) Resistance of a core winding.
. n
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RM 20) high	 resistance R Z	 of	 a	 zener	 diode,
1IM 20) Low buck	 resistance R at	 of	 a	 zenev	 diode,
S(20) inductance	 value	 of	 u p.	 inductor,
SAVEXL(10,3) Values	 of	 XL	 in	 Lite previous	 call	 on	 plot	 routines,
SAVIXR(10,3) Values	 of	 XR in	 the previous	 call	 on plot	 routines,
SAVEY130 0,3) Values	 of	 YB in	 the previous	 call	 on plo y .	 routines.
SAVI?YT('10,3) Values	 of	 YT in	 the previous	 call	 on plot	 routines,
S'l'(19,2) Variable-source data. 	 ST(J,1)	 =	 NI	 =	 number of break
points	 (1.	 if	 de);	 S'T(J,2)	 indicates	 type;	 -1	 -	 dc;
0 -	 hold	 lust value;	 1	 -	 cycle,
STARTS Central	 processor	 time	 at	 the beginning of each mode 	 run,
SGSWEX 1 -	 terminate mode	 run if flux	 switching of all	 cores
is completed	 and	 t	 >	 NUDT '	 At;	 0 —	 otherwise.
T(60) Current matrix of a circuit,
'IT Time .
IT(354) Storage	 of	 the X-axis	 values	 (usually	 time)	 for plotting,
TFR(5,5) tt	 of	 a	 resistor	 whose	 resistance	 varies	 with	 time.
'l'1 Maximum At,	 CT(JCAT,1).
T[\'IEIN	 Time at the beginning of a mode (used to prevent stop-
switching_ exit if TE <. TIMEIN- + NUM • -DELT) .
TITLE(12)	 Circuit name, saved for plot labeling.
TLI;11[T Maximun; central processor time of a mode run before
results are print-potted, continued-run	 cards	 are
punched, and	 the	 run	 terminates,
TOW 19) Overall time of previously completed cycles.
TOOLD Value of M	 at	 L• he last	 time At-dependent diode terms
were	 set.
TO1	 Previous At; controls tasks in Subroutine ELEMt
> 0	 Part (1), to fill li and T arrays; < 0 - Part (2),
to compute currents and test convergence.
TTOOLD	 Value of At at the last time At-dependent transistor
terms were set.
V(70) Unknown nodal voltages	 and auxiliary	 unknowns.
1'1(20) Magnitude of a de	 source in Subroutines RWIVS and IVS.
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XL X value of	 the	 leftmost	 plotted point.
XLAMDA(20) A	 of	 a	 core.
XLEFT(20) Left boundary	 of plot	 frame	 (in mks	 units).
XLMDAD(20) T.d	 of	 a	 core.
XNT(20,10) Number of	 turns in	 a	 core winding,
XNU(20) v	 of	 a	 core.
XNUD(20) vd	 of	 u	 core.
XP(713) Y values	 for points	 to	 be plotted;	 set	 up	 in Subroutine
pLApR from Array Vp(10,350).
XR X value of	 the rightmost plotted point.
XRES(5;5) Exponen=t-p of a-resistor whose resistance_ varies 	 with time,
XKIGRT(20) Right boundary of plot	 frame	 (in mks	 units),
XSCALE(20) Scale of X variable 	 (in mks	 units/inch),
XUNIT(2,20) Units of	 the X variable.
YB Y value of next	 to	 the	 bottom-most plot point,
YBOTTM(20) Bottom boundary of plot	 frame (in mks	 units)
YSCALLi(20) Scale of	 Y	 variable	 (in mks	 units/inch).
VICON(20) INCOA of	 a	 nonlinear	 inductor (zero	 for	 a	 linear
inductor),
VP(10,350) Values of	 variables	 stored for plotting,
VZB(20) Reverse boundary-value	 V, b of a	 zener	 diode,
VZF(20) Foiwurd boundary-value Q of a	 zener	 diode,
VI(70) K _W
V2(70)
WSQSOL Logical control	 of MONITOR print-out in Subroutine SEQSOL,
YT	 Y value of the next-to- the- topmost plot point.
YTOp (20)	 Top boundary of plot frame (in mks units).
YUNIT(2,20)	 Units of Y variable,
ZV(20)
	
Negligible 0 value of a core.
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2. MTRAC's Local Variables
The following Local	 variables have	 the	 same meaning in	 several READ-
WRITE and	 computation	 circuit-element	 subroutines;
CC Carriage	 control	 character	 for printing;	 blank -	 single
Space;
	 0	 -	 double	 space.
I'l 'Type of Terminal	 a;	 blank	 -	 floating;	 S -	 Source,
G -	 Ground.
1'3 Alphanumeric blank =	 611bbbbbb,	 where b	 represents	 a blank,
KO Temporary storage for KM	 1 -	 V 	 and V t 	 are unknown;
2	 -	 V„	 =	 Vs(J;	 3	 -	 V b 	=	 V,l,,
I(Ol Temporary	 storage for	 the index number of Terminal 	 a
(also Terminal 13 of	 o	 transistor	 base),
K02 Temporary	 storage	 for the index number of Terminal	 b
(also Terminal C of	 a	 transistor collector).
N l.ndex	 number of	 a	 circuit	 element.
R2 'Type of Terminal	 b:	 blank	 -	 floating;	 S -	 Source;
G -	 Ground.
The glossary of	 Local	 variables	 is	 given	 as	 follows	 for	 each	 sub-
program separately.
(1)	 Main program
DTTM Length of a cycle of 	 a mode time (value of CT(J-1,2) 	 when
C']'(J,l.)	 .	 0).
ERR Parameter of Subroutine SCQSOL which indicates a singular
matrix if ERR {'0.
1'13TCH(2) Storage for name of MTRAC segment in memory.
GENDA1 Alphanumeric "PLOTS" (segment name).
GETOFF Logical	 indicator which is set to TRUE if the run should
terminate	 after plotting.
JII 'Index number of the previous break point of a variable
source	 [=	 JG{J)1
J,1 Index of inner loop during which one 6t	 solution
is obtained.	 The loop will	 repeat NB times	 for each
plot	 point.
JJJ Index of outer loop during which NB plot values are





KDTIM 0	 -	 until	 end of	 first	 cycle;	 1	 -	 otherwise.





LABEL A	 temporary storage 	 value for monitoring,
NI Number of break points of a variable source,
RWCOR1 Alphanumeric " RWCORS" (Segment name).
RWELMI Alphanumeric " RWDATA" (Segment name),
SOrAR A	 temporary	 storage logical	 variable,
SOLVEI Alphanumeric "SOLVE" (Segment name).
TEMP Temporary storage.
TERMNT A	 temporary	 storage logical	 variable.
T"E1 Difference between t 	 and	 the next break-point time of a
variable	 source	 (negative,	 except when	 starting	 a new
mode),
TOK Difference between t	 and the beginning time of a At-
specification period,
	 used	 to	 adjust	 t	 and At	 before
starting a new period.
T1 Difference between	 t	 and	 the next break-point	 time of a
variable	 source.
(2)	 Subroutine IIOLLER(	 )
No special	 local	 variables.
(3)	 Subroutine RWRUNC
Al Alphanumeric for termination conditions: 	 A -	 Absolute
value;
	
otherwise -	 algebraic	 value.
A2 Alphanumeric	 for	 termination	 conditions:	 G -	 >:
otherwise -	 <.
CKT Alphanumeric name (up	 to 6 characters)	 of a circuit or
a circuit mode.
HOL Alphanumeric blank =	 lHb,	 where b	 represents a blank.
HOLABS Alphanumeric "AM" = MABC.
IIOLBLN Alphanumeric	 triple blank =	 31ibbb,	 where b	 represents
a	 blank.
HOLGT Alphanumeric "GT" = 2HGT.
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FIOLLA Alphanumeric "A" =	 1HA.
HOLLE Alphanumeric "LE" =
	 VILE,
HOLLG Alphanumeric "G" =	 IIJG,
HOLO Alphanumeric	 zero =	 1110,
LIMITT Processor	 time	 limit (in	 seconds).
NAUX Number of auxiliary variables (NZ - NV + NAUX).
NOTSPC Number of Lit-specification periods,—
NI Number of break points of a variable source.
N12 Indicator	 for variable sources;	
-1	 -	 dc;	 0	 -	 hold
last	 value;	 1	 -	 cycle.
QI
^t
"Name of the X variable in plot.
I
Q2 /'Name of the Y variable in plot.
SCALE Plot	 scales , 	 1	 -	 specified by
	
the user;	 0	 -	 determined
on the basis of extreme values.
SOFAR Logical	 variable used to decide whether the user is
using any monitoring.
S1 Sign of worst -case deviation of values of a vaiable -
source,
(4) Subroutine PLAPR(	 )
11 Subscript number of V( 	 ) plotted as the Y value in a
V-vs.-V plot.
112 Subscript number of V (	 )	 plotted as the X value in a
V-vs.-V plot.
JVV JV-2,	 the number of values in the phase-plane plot.
.1VI Subscript number of the V value being plotted vs.
	
time.
KENO -1 means plotting only,	 + 1 means punch continued-run
cards and plot,	 0 means do entire subroutine.
SKIPFR Logical variable which is TRUE if SKIPIT is TRUE and
KPFIT =	 2.





KPFIT > 0, ^^nd KONT = 0•
SKIPX LLogical variable which is T/1UE if SKIPIT is TRUE and
KPFIT = 1.






TFJV Recent time stored,	 TF(JV).
UP Smallest X value of a set of plot points.
XRP Largest X value of a set of plot points.
YBP Smallest Y value of a	 set of plot points	 (YB is	 the
next-to-the-smallest value).
YTP Largest Y value of a set of plot points (YT is the
next-to-the-largest
	 value),
(5) Subroutine PRPLT(	 ,	 ,	 .	 )
AASS Symbol used for data points in print plot (set equal 	 to
PRSYMB).
ABLANK Hollerith character blank - 	 1Hb,	 where 6	 represents a
blank,
ADOT Hollerith Oaracter dot or period = 	 1H.,
I')
APLUS Hollerith character "+" = lH +, 	 used in print-plot for
those points which represent two or more data values,
C Floating-point value corresponding to index of location
in	 array G,
CSX Scale for X-axis.
CSY Scale for Y-axis.
DC Value of a-tic mark on ,,the Y-axis.
G(81,4) Storage for symbols to be print-plotted.
ID Subscript number of the V value being plotted as the
Y value.
II Intermediate value in converting floating X value into
column index.
IG Index number of a value in the array X.
IL- Either zero or,	 in a V-vs.-V plot,	 the subscript number
of the V value being plotted as the X value.
JI Intermediate value in converting floating Y value into
row index.
KI Counter (0,1,2,3,4,5)	 used	 to indicate	 a	 line of the
print-plot on which a Y-axis tic mark will occur and
whose Y value will be printed.
NLC














fRange of X values,
Range of Y values,
Inverse of scaling factor (temporary storage),
Log lb (SX i 7) , 1000, used to determine appropriate
X-scaling,
Log lo
 (SY/ 7) + 1000, used to determine appropriate
Y-scaling,
Array for storing the values represented by the tic
marks on the X-axis_
fractional portion of TX or TY.
(6) Subroutine PLT( 	 )x,	 ,	 ,
BOTTOM Y value of bottom of frame,
FTXX Scale for X-axi,;s,
FIXY Scale	 for Y-axis.
IAR2(2) Thirteen- character alphanumeric o r plot urt_;'4-_and a
right parenthesis,
IBCF(1024) 1024-word buffer storage,	 used for plot tape.
MOUNT Number of tic marks on an axis,
IPC, Alphanumeric "PIC " = 3RPIC;	 used for scaling (x1012)
z-€ units ar-e'VIM—
ITEM Temporary storage for Hollerith of first three letters
of unit.
JV1 Subscript number of the V value being plotted as the
Y value.
JV2 Either zero,	 or,	 in a V-vs.-V plot,	 the subscript
number of the V value being plotted as the X value.
J2 -1 for V-vs.	 t plot,	 0 for phase-plane plot,	 +1 for
V-rs,-V plot.
MAKS Alphanumeric-'for "MAX" = MAX; used for scaling
(x_ 10 S ) if units are MAXWELLS.
MIC. Alphanumeric for "MIC " = 3RMIC; 	 used for scaling








S(jL .llphanumerir	 for "MIL" = 3RMIL', 	 used	 for scaling (/103)
i f uni is	 are 41ILLI--.
Number of values	 to	 be plotted-
N, VN Alphanumeric	 for "YAN " = 3RNANt
	
used for scaling (/105)
if units are NANO—
ONE Value =	 1.0.
PARE`1 Hollerith character	 for plotting left parenthesis =	 IH(.
RATIO Scaling factor based upon units specified by 	 the user.
RIGHT X value of right side of frame.
TAR 1_(2) Name of plotted variable.
TARL(15) Storage of values of tic marks encoded for plotting_
TAR5(32) Storage of values of tic marks before encoding.
TEMP Temporary storage (e.g., 	 value of final	 tic mark).
TEMP2 Temporary storage for various locations in plot,
TICI Value in inches of a tic mark.
TIME Alphanumeric "TIME" = 6HTIMEbb, where b represents a blank.
TMARKI I	 -	 if last plotted point is	 inside frame:	 0 -	 otherwise.
TOP Y value of top of frame.
VSPT Hollerith 6HbbVS,b,
	
where b represents	 a blank.
X Temporary storage of numbers which will be used co label
tic marks on X-axis.
XLEETI X_value of left side of 	 frame_
XMARK Grid size (between tic marks) on the X-axis in specified
units.
)(TIC Distance (in inch)	 between X-axis tic marks.
XVALCE Equivalent inches of X value of a plot point_
XZERO Equivalent inches of X = M-
Y Temporary storage of number which will be used to label
tic Nark_ on Y-axi__
YMARK Grid size (between tic marks) on the Y-axis in specified
units.
YTIC Distance (in inch) between Y-3x tic marks.
YVALCE Equivalent in inches of Y value of plot point-
i
r	 ^ ^^
YZERO	 Equivalent in inches of Y = 0.0.
ZERO	 Value = 0.0.
(7) Subroutine PAREW	 )
A(10)	 Set of masks to pick out one character from a word.
I	 Output parameter giving the number of characters to
be plotted.
IT	 Temporary storage for a portion of a string of characters.
ITE\I(2)	 Array parameter in which string of characters is stored
in order to put a parenthesis to the right of the right-
most nonblank character.
I1.	 Storage for a single character out of a string; compared
to see if character is blank.







Type of Terminal a: blank- floating; S - Source;
G - Ground.
I
Type of Terminal b: blank- floating; S - Source;
G - Ground.
Sign of worst-case deviation of magnitude of a do source.
Sign of worst-case deviation of R. of a voltage source.
-1
(9) Subroutine RWRES
L	 Index number of an R(t) mode.





Sl	 Sign of worst-case
S2	 Sign of worst-case
S3	 Sign of worst-case
Applicable at SRI computation center.
urrent.
deviation of capacitance C.
devotion of series resistance RC*






CILO Initial inductor current.
S1 Sign of worst-case deviation of inductance L.
S2 Sign of worst-case deviation of series	 resistance RL'
S3 Sign of worst-case deviation of shunt resistance RLSN'
S4 Sign of worst-case deviation of 1/Ica,,.
(12)	 Subroutine gWZEN
S1 Sign of worst-case deviation of R,.
S2 Sign of worst-case deviation of R=b.
S3 Sign of worst-case deviation of Erb*
(13)	 Subroutine RWDIOD
K3 Diode parameters: 0 -	 specified;	 N -	 same as those
of Nth diode.
QT 11,590/T°K.
S1 Sign of worst-case deviation of Iad'
S2 Sign of worst-case deviation of md'
S3 Sign of worst-case deviation of Rtd'
S4 Sign of worst-case deviation of C.	 -
S5 Sign of worst-case deviation of 'l(pd.
S7 Sign of worst-.case deviation of Td.
(14) Subroutine FtWTRAN
BASE	 Type of Terminal B (Base): blank - floating;
S - Source; G - Ground.
COLC	 Type of Terminal C (Collector):' blank - floating;
S - Source; G - Ground.
EMTR	 Type of Terminal E (Emitter): blank - floating;
S - Source; G - Ground.
ESSES(14)
	
Signs of worst-case deviations of transistor parameters.
K5	 Transistor parameters: 0 - specified; N - same as
those of Nth transistor.
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Alphanumeric "BH " = 6HBH.bbbb, where b represents a blank.
PARIN	 Parameter input-data indicator: PHIF of blank - qbF data
(Call Subroutine RWCORF); BH — BH data (Call Subroutine
RWCORH).
(16) Subroutine RWCORF
CIO Initial current of a core winding.
CORMAT(20) Core material;,	 T - Tape-wound;	 otherwise -	 Ferrite.
ESSES (24) Signs of worst-case deviations of core parameters.
F1C Type of Terminal a (bottom):	 blank -	 floating;
S	 Source;	 G - Ground.
HA(20) Ho.
HAD `' H a	(temporary	 storage).
HDMIN Hdin
HN(20) H.
HND Hn	 (temporary storage)
HOL Alphanumeric blank = 1Hb,	 where b represents a blank.
HOLA Alphanumeric " A" = 1HA.
HOLB Alphanumeric " B" = 1HB...
HOL-C Alphanumeric "C" = 1HC
k HOLD Alphanumeric " D" = 1HD.
t
HOLE Alphanumeric "E" = lHE.
HOLF Alphanumeric " F" = 1HF.
HOLG Alphanumeric "G" = lHG.
HQ(20) H	 .q
HQD H 	 (temporary storage).
HS H^ .
IXNT Number of turns of a'winding (temporary storage). 	 F
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KC1	 Parameter values: 0 - specified; N - same as those of
the Nth core.
bl	 Index number of a winding.
NUDT	 Number of time steps above which the run is terminated
if SWSTEX = 1 and flux switching is completed.
NWSUBN	 Number of windings (temporary storage).
PHIDIS	
'Pdls = 'Pd @° F = Fdl in Region 1.
P11ID2(20)	 (td 2 -
PHID2D	 (Pd2 (temporary storage).
PIJID3	 (Pd 3'
PO	 Po = ((P s + 0,)H q /1(1 0 - Y HJ
Q1	 P1,Cn[(FdI - P 2 )/( Fdl - P3)^•
R2C	 rrype of Terminal b (ton): 	 blank - floating; S - Source;
Ground.
TYPE(20)	 Od(F) - curve type:	 G, A, B, C, D, E, or F.
T1	 Alphanumeric "NEGLEC" = 6HNEGLEC or "INCLUD" = 6HINCLUD.
T2	 Alphanumeric "TED" = 6HTEDbbb or "ED" = 6HEDbbbb, where
b represents a blank.
UO(20)	 Initial value of (P/Or'
XID(20)	 Inside core diameter (in inch).
XLT
	
Inside core circumference (in meter).
XLO	 Outside core circumference (in meter).
XOD(20)
	
Outside core diameter (in inch).
(17) Subroutine RWCORH
A	 Cross-sectional area of a core (in meter'-).
AIN(20)
	
Cross-sectional areas of a `core (in cm2)
^BD2	 Bd2 (in weber/mete' 2r 
BD2IN(20)	 Bd2 (in gausses)..
BD3	 Bd3 (in weber/meter2).
BD3IN(20)	 Bd3 (in gausses).








BR B,	 (in weber/meter2).
BRIN(20) Br	 (in	 gausses).
BS BS	 (in	 weber/meter2).
CIO Initial
	
current of	 a	 core winding.
CORMAT(20) Core material:	 F -	 Ferrite;	 otherwise - Tape-wound.
EL Average core circumference,	 l =	 (I i	+ l0) /2.
ESSES(12) Signs of worst-case deviations of core parameters.
'	 FREQ(20,10) Frequency	 (in Hz)	 of	 a dynamic B(H)	 curve.
F'1C Type of Terminal	 a (bottom):	 blank - floating;




HDMIN Hd"'	 (in ampere-turns/meter).
HDZ Hd.	 (in	 ampere-turns/meter).
HDZIN(20) Hd:	 (in	 oersted).
HD1 Hdi (in ampere-turns/meter). 1
HD1IN(20) Hdi	 (in	 oersted).
=
HD2 Hd,	 (in ampere-turns/meter).






H.d -3 	 (i n, ampere- turns/meter):,:
HD31N(20) Hdi	 (in oersted).
HM H.	 (in ampere-turns/meter).
HMIN(20) HA	 (in oersted).
HND H0	 (in	 ampere-turns/meter).
HOL Alphanumeric blank = 	 1Hb,	 where b	 represents a blank.
HOLA Alphanumeric " A" = 1HA.
HOLB Alphanumeric " B" = 1HB.
HOLC Alphanumeriic "C" = 1HC.
HOLD Alphanumeric " D" = 1HD.
HOLE Alphanumeric "E"	 1HE.
HOLF Alphanumeric "F" = 1HF. y
HOLG Alphanumeric "G" = 1HG.
HOLT Alphanumeric "T" = 1HT.
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HQD Hq	 (in	 ampere-turns/meter).
HS H.	 (in	 ampere-turns/meter).
IIOB HOB	 (in	 ampere-turns/meter).
HOBIN(20,10) HOB	 (in	 oersted).
IXNT Number of	 turns of	 a winding (temporary	 storage).
KC1 Parameter values: 	 0	 -	 specified;	 N -	 same as	 those of
the Nth	 core.
M Index number of a winding.
NDYNP(20) Number of dynamic B(H)
	
curves of different	 frequencies.
NDYNPT Temporary stn:rage of NDYNP(N).
NUDT Number of time steps	 above which the run is	 terminated
if STSWEX =	 1 and	 flux switching is	 completed.
NWSUBN Number of windings	 (temporary storage).






PO: . pO	 =	 (0,	 + if,  )H q / L( t o	-	 l	 )H„
Ql 91	 = p ltn L(Fdl —	 p2) /(Fdl — p3)3•
R2C Type of Terminal	 b	 (top):	 blank -	 floating;	 S -	 Source;
G - Ground.
TYPE(20) Bd(H)	 -	 curve	 type:	 G,	 A,	 B,	 CJ,	 E,	 or F:
Tl Alphanumeric "NEGLEC" = 6HNEGLEC or "INCLUD" - 6HINCLUD.
i
T2 Alphanumeric "TED" = 6HTEDbbb or "ED" = 6HEDbbbb, 	 where
b	 represents	 a blank.
UO(20) Initial	 value of B/Br.
XID(20) Inside core diameter (in	 inch).
XLI Inside core circumference (in meter).
XLO Outside core circumference (in meter).
XOD(20) Outside core diameter (in inch).
Z1 z1	 =
Z2 z2	 =	 HOB(i)
Z3 z3	 =	 1 f (i ) H OB (i )'
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H 2Z4	 Z4 = j H oe(i )'
Z5	 Z5 = (ndy^p 23
	
21Z 2) /(nd^,^pZ4 - Z;)
(18) Subroutine RWCND
No special local variables.
I
	 i
(19) Subroutine SEQSOL( )
ID	 Size of an array column.
NX	 Column pointer, indicating which column is being processed
[H(NX) = H(1,N'ID)].
Q	 Ratio of two matrix elements of the same column, e.g.,
H(3,5)/H(1,5).
(20) Subroutine INTIAL
ERR	 Parameter of Subroutine SEQSOL which indicates a singular
matrix if ERR ^ 0.
(21) Subroutine ELEM
No special local variables.
(22) Subrou-tine -1 VS
"a
B	 Temporary storage for VI(N) or EI(K5) or 1/RVS(N).
C	 Temporary storage for VI(N)/RVS(N) or EI(K5)/AVS(N).
)
K5	 Index number of a variable source.	 a
(23) Subroutine_RES
B	 LVi = 1/R.
L	 Index number of an NO mode.
R
(24) Subroutine CAP
Al	 al = 4t/RCSU
A2	 a2 = 2C + al.
A3	 a3 = 2C - a1.





B2(20)	 b, _ [(Lt/a 3 ) - Rc ] to6(_1)
HAA(20)
	
M = ham = a 2 a 4.














1/[2L + RL (At + c)]; in solution of initial conditions,
1/RL.
= b(c - Lt).
_ {[2L/( fi t - c)] - RL)iob(-1)'
2L/RLSH'
= h„ = b(c + M).
= h.. (temporary storage).
(26) Subroutine ZEN
GZ(20 )	 L)H.	 \\




B	 s E 1 + (Td/At)3 + 1/R4	 where s = DR(N) = slope of
i fd vs. Vd.
BV	 Vd(-1)'
C	 I'd<-l> . S[1 + ( Td /Ct )] - ifd<-1> + PPID - (Td/At)
Ei f d<- 1 > - ifd(-1)1, where s = DR(N) = slope of
i fd vs. Vd.
Cl	 ifd.
D	 Ci d/4t - (Ci 0d/At) • [1 - (DV2/VC^d)]-o. s
DDI




DV2 min (Vd <"1 >1 0.9	 V(Pd).
HACH M = G.
LOOP Count of a possible looping in Part
	 (1)	 at first
iteration.
SI1 I,d.






[min	 (V < <_ 1 >, 0.9	 V(P^)/V^^]}-0.s
BCIP(20)





[min	 (V<4_1>, 0.9	 V(Pe) /V 	 11-0.s
BEIP(20) ife(_1).
BEV2 min	 (V < <
-1 >, 0.9	 VCpe).
CI ifs.
:—	 CI01 I
>>CO c2c =	 1/0ac =	 11,590/(Tm c ).
DBCI(20) [if^<_1>
	
-	 i fs( - 1)Idti. _ 	 [i f< <_ 1>	 -	 ifs(-1)ITC/At..
DBEI(Z0) [if<<-1>
	 i f e (- 1) ld ele	 [ife <-1>	 ife(-1)1T,/At.
DEXP Vc(-1)/8.c; 1'e(-1)/B.e
EI01 I,e-
EO c 2 = 1/0 Ac = 11,590/(Tmd,
EZ ifs.
HACH22 21H(<<)	 = Gc.
HACH23 4Hce = Sc.
HACH32 GH<< = Se.
;^	 HACH33 Ni(<<)	 = Ge.










	 Count of a possible looping in Part (1) at first
iteration.
TACH2	 LT 	 = Ac.
TACH3
	 LT(^) = A 
TCR	 dt2c(ifce_-J> + I d cq-, _ 11 + (TC1G01(if<<-1> + Ise)/&.Cl
TER	 dt2e(i.f^^-1> + I s ^)c 2e = [1 + (T^JLt)](if<<





Boolean variable: FALSE every odd iteration; TRUE every
even iteration_
BV	 V. - Vb
CIJbtl( 20,10)	 it <-1>.
CIJM2(20,10)	 ij< >.
CIW	 i.b = G C (Va - Vb - Vd.
DELTAV•
	
	Se/3 = -[3Lt + 2Lt ( _ 1) + Lt(_.,)]/3, if Lt < 10-10 second;








FLYSW	 0	 All cores have terminated flux switching; 1 - otherwise
(,1¢ i C > ZV for "at least one core).
FV111	 11V1F ( temporary storage).
GC(20,10)
	
CA	 G C 
_ ( ilz^r<_ 1> + Rm)-1.
GCNM	 G. (temporary storage).
GCVC	 GC VC .
G1ti
M	 Index number of a core winding.



















SF s	 -	 F	 IF I ,	 where s	 si gn (F ).
]SIGNIF I	 if F > 0;	 -1 if F < O_	 . ,
SMFTNr SF	 =	 &. -e-E.
SNITS.MT
s2
SPHI s-q,,	 where s =	 sign (F).
SUNIF S	 F	 + FF	 (-I)	 (-	 FZ)	 +	 (- 3 )'
SUMFT r=
	
+	 F (- 2 ) t (- 2 )	 +	 F( - 3 )t(- 3 ) i _
SUMT S, = _Mt + 2ZYt (-1) + Lt(-Z)l
SL,%TTSQ S2Srsq ^	 t - 3S e,
SLT%lTr At2 +	 [At + &t	 2 +	 [L. t + &t	 + At	 2.
S 2 ll ( I F I 	 + p2 )
-
S3 II ( I F 1 	 + 22.
TO
TN12 t(-2)	 -At
TM3 t (- 3	 -^Lt -A t	 _At
VC(20,10) vc
VCNM VC ( temporary s torage).
^ M
8
(30) S'abroutine ACX( )
K Control indicator: ! 0 - computes functions for Part (1t
in Subroutine ELBI; 1 - computes auxiliary variables for
Part (2) in Subroutine ELENT_
B. ViTRAC Program Listing
The listing of the MTRAC program is given next. Comments are scat-
tered throughout the program in order to explain the functions of dif-
ferent program section=_.
The main program is listed on pp. 91- 99. The subroutines are listed,
































C MTRAC - MAIN PROGRAM
COMMON AAAA(101,





























8 PHDTM2 ( 20), PHI ( 20),PHID(20 ) rPHIDCI ( 201. PHI MI1201, PHI M2(2019
9 PHIM3 ( 201,PHIR ( 20),PHIS120),PHI0(20) , PPIC (20),PPIC1(20)
COMMON PP I 0120),PPIDI(20) , PPIE120) , PPIE11201,PRSYMS , PSTEP,
2 PWCR(20),PWTR(20),P1(20),PZ(2C),P3(20)rP4120),P5(201,P61201,
3 P7(20),P8(20),P91201,P:0120),P11(20),P12(20),P13120),P141201,





9 TIMEIN,TTTLE(12) , TLIMIT,TOO(19),TOOLD , TOL,TTOOLD,V(70)rVI120)
COMMON	 VICON(20),VP(10,350),VLR1201,VZF(20),V1(70),V2(70),WSOSOL9
` 2 XL^XLAMDA'( ' 20),XLEFT(20),X MDAD' (261,XNT(ZO # 1019XNU ( 20)r-XNUDG201
3 .XP(713),XR,XRES(5,5),XRIGHT(20),XSCALE120),XUNIT(2,201,YB,
4 YSOTTM(20),YSCALE(20),YT,YTOP(20),YUNIT(2,20),ZV(20..1
LOGICAL	 TERMNT , SOFAA,MONTORsMON ST, MCNMAT,MONELT,WSQS LT, MONIVT , 0030
2 MONRT,MONCTrMONLT,MONDT,MONTT,MONCRT,MONZNT 	 , 0040
3 MONS,MONMA,MONELM,WSOSC(L,MCNIV,MONR,MONC,MONL,MOND,MONT , 0050
4 MONCOR,MONZEN,GFTOFF 0060
DIMENSION	 FETCH(21 0070
EQUIVALENCE( MVALUE ( 1),MONMAT) , IF+VALUE ( 21rMONST),IMVALUE(3),"ONELTI 0080
2 ,	 (MVALUEl	 4),WSOSLT),(MVALUEI	 51910 CNIVT),IMVALUE(
	
6),MONRT	 1 0090





GETOFF • = .FALSE. 0120
459 IF	 (FETCH(l)
	 .ED. GENDAI)	 GO TO 7722 0130
FETCH(l) = GENDAI 0140
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - \-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C READ IN AND PRINT OUT RUN-CONTROL CATA
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
7722 CALL RWRUNC 0150
FETCHII)
	 = RWFLMI 0160
i
^'1
IC- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C READ IN AND PRINT OUT CIRCUIT-ELEMENT DATA








FETCHII) = RWCORI 0240
CALL RWcnRe 0250
WRITE	 (6933) 0260
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C INITIAL CONDITIONS
-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
	
-
KNL	 NTRANS + NTRANS + NOTODE 0270
IF MORE	 EQ. 0) GO TO 1115 0280
DO 1116 1	 = I,NCORE 0290
1116 KNL = KNL + NWII) 0300
1115 IF MTRTST	 NE, 0)	 AND. (MAXMIN	 NE. 0)	 AND.	 (KFMAX	 NE. 0)) 0310
2GO TO 1114 0320
IF (TTRTST
	 EQ. 0)	 ITRTST = 10 + KNL 0330
IF	 (MAXMIN
	
EQ.	 0) MAXMIN z 2*110 + KNL) 0340
ITRKAX = MAXMIN 0350
IF (KFMAX	 EQ. 0) KFMAX - 3 0360
WRTTE16,77771	 ITRTST * MAXMIN,KFMAX 0370
1114 IF	 (KONT	 EQ.	 1) GO TO 2102 0380
FETCH(l) -	 SOLVE1 0390
IF	 INSVVAR	 EQ.	 1)	 GO TO 2102 0400
NAM = 0 0410
IRC - 0 0420




	 NE. ml)	 CALL CORE 0460
2102 JSJ = 1 0470
KOTIM z 0 0480
IF 1NG)	 2330,1701,2101 0490
2330 IF MONT	 EQ. 1) GO TO 2101 0500
CALL INTIAL Oslo




	 AUX (1) 0530
C- - - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C PRINT	 INITIAL VALUES
Cm -	 -	 M	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
On 1702 J = K,NZ 0540
1702 VI(J)	 = V(J) 0550
2101 NG=O 0560
152 NDI=ND-1 0570
IF f,JKLJ	 GT.	 01	 WRITE	 (6,7414)	 JKLJ,ARC 0580
WRITE	 (6,341	 IJ,EI(J)vJ-ltNDII 0590
WRITE	 16,3434)	 (J,VI(J),J-19NZ) 0600
WRITE (6,8556) RMAG 0610
WRITE 16,321	 TIPTEvCT(1,21 0620
CALL SECONO(TEMPI 0630
WRITE 16,7975)	 TEMP 0640
IF (N38) 959,2601,2600 0650
2601 IFIJKKJ :GT. 01 CALL EXIT 0660
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
c READ IN AND PRINT OUT CONTINUED-RUN DATA
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - —	 -	 -	 -	 m	 -	 -	 m	 -
2600 IMONT	 NE. 11 GO TO 2101 0670
CALL RWCND 0680
FETCHII) - SOLVE) 0690
GO TO 2602 0700
92
r'
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C	 INITIALIZE DELT AND T. STORE INITIAL PLOTTED VARIABLES IN PLOT ARRAY
C- - - -	 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
2301 DELT = TI




2602 DO 1003 I=1,NPLTVT
JJ	 = IABSINPPIIII
1003 VPII,JVI = VI(JJ)
TF(JV)- TE
TE	 = TE + DELT
WRITE (6,33)
JSJ = -1
108 IF (MONMAI WRITE (6,6662)
	 NDI,	 NC-,	 ABC,TOI,DELT,
2	 TE
C- - - - - - - - - • - - - - - -	 - - - - -
C	 START OF TRANSIENT LOOP
C- - - - - - - = - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
00 76 JJJ=I,NBP
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
	
- - -	 - - -
C	 EACH NEW JJJ LOOP GIVES A NEW SET OF PRINT VALUES
C- - - - -	 - - - - - - - - - - -	 - - - -
JV=JV+1
DO 131 JJ=1,N8
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C	 EACH NEW JJ LOOP GIVES A NEW SET OF PLOT VALUES





2222 NITER = 1
IF (MONMA} WRITE 16,66631 JJJ,JV,JJ,JSJ,TO1
C- - - - - - - - - -	 - - - - - - - - - - -
C	 COMPUTE VARIABLE-SOURCE VALUES
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
IF(ND .LE. 0) GO TO 119
TE1=0.0
DO 121 J=1,ND
TF(ST(J,21 LTwOeO-ICO TO 121
JH =JGIJ)
TI =TF-E(J,JH+t,2)-TOO(J)
IF(TE1 .GE.	 T1) GO TO 121
IF(T1 .GE. 0.999*DELT) GO TO 121
TEL = TL
121 CONTINUE
IF(TE1 .LE.O.0)GO TO 3000
TE=TE-TE1
DELT = DELT - TE 1
3000 DG' 3124 J=1,N0
IFIST(J,2) .LT.O.0)GO TO 124
JH=JGIJ1





IF(TEI .LE. 0.01s0ELT) GO TO 1071
JG(J)=JG(J1+1
NI	 =ST(J,t)


























































iE11K ► 	 =E(J,Ni,1) 1220
GO TO 124 1230





( K )=E(J ,N1 .11 1270
124 IFIMONMA)WRITE(6.66651J,JH.K,JG(J)•NI,TEI,E2(JI, Ell JI,E(IKI,TOOIJ) 1280
3124 CONTINUE 1290
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 _	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-	 -	 -
C CHECK MONITOR SFT UP
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
119 SOFAR = MONMA 1300
IF	 (NDELT .LT.	 NDTMIN) GO TO 7726 1310
IF	 INOTMAX .LT.	 NDELT) GO TO 7 726 1320
IF IMONTORI
	
GO TO 701 1330	 j
MONTOR = .TRUE. 1340
MONMA	 = MONMAT 1350
MONS
	 = MONST 1360
MONELM = MONELT 1370	 Z
WSQSOL = WSOSLT 1380
MONIV	 = MONIVT 1390
MONR	 = MONRT 1400
MONC	 = MONCT 1410
MONL
	 = MONLT 1420
MOND	 = MONDT 1430
MONT	 = MONTT 1440
MONCOR = MONCRT 1450,—'
MONZF.N = MONZNT 1461
IF (MONMA	 ) GO Tn 3333
IF (MONS	 ► 	 GO TO 3333 !:k80
IF	 (MONELM) GO TO 3333 1490
IF (WSOSOL) GO TO 3333 1500
IF (MONIV )	 GO TO 3333 1510
IF	 (MONR	 1 Gn TO3333 1520
IF (MONC
	 1 GO TO 3333 1530
IF (MONL	 )	 GO TO 3333 1540
IF	 (MOND	 1 GO TO 3333 1550
IF (MONT	 ) GO TO 3333 1560
IF (MONCOR)	 GO TO 3333 1570
IF	 IMONZEN) GO TO 3333 1580
GO TO 701 tS90
3333 WRITE 16966711	 (MVALUE	 (1) 9 1=1912) 1600
GO TO 701 1610
7726	 IF	 (.NOT. MONTOR) GO TO 701 1620
IF	 (MONMA) WRITE (6966731 1630
MONTOR = .FALSE. 1640




MONELM = .FALSE. 1670
WSQSOL = .FALSE. 1680
MONIV	 = .FALSE. 1690







MOND	 - .FALSE. 1730
MONT	 = .FALSE. 1740
MONTOR - .FALSE. 1750
MONZEN = .FALSE. 1760
C- - -	 - - - - - - -	 - - - - - - - - - -
C	 BEGINNING OF ITERATION LOOP
C- - - - - - - -	 - - - - - - - - - -
701 IF( S11FAR. OR. MONMA) WRITE (6,6666) NITER, TE,OELT	 1770
CALL ELFM	 1780
IF (.NOT. WSQSOL) GO TO 9992
	 1790
WRITE (6,9999)	 1800









9992 CALL SEOSOL	 (ERR) 1840
IF IERR .EQ.
	
0.0)	 GO TO	 8100 1850
IF	 (.NOT.	 WSCSOL) GO TO 9979 1860
00 9978 J=1,NV 1870
9978 WRITE




	 (692002)	 ((JACK,JILL,HIJACK,JILLI,JILL -o. V),JACK=1,NV) 1900
CALL	 EXIT 1910
8100 IF	 I.NOT.	 WSOSOL)- GO TO 2008 1920
CALL	 AUX(1) 1930
WRITE	 (6,9970)
	 (V(J),J= 19NZ1 1940
2008 TO1	 = -TOI 1950
CALL eLEM 1960
NITER =	 NITER +	 1 1970
NITRSM = N(TRSM + 1 1980
IF(ABC	 .LE. 0.01 GO TO 5000 1990
IFI NAW	 .NE.	 0)	 GO TO 701 2000
2010
GO TO 701 2020
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C END OF ITERATION LOOP
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
5000 IF (MONMA)	 WRITE (6 9 7500)
	 JCAT,DELT,ABC,	 CT(JCAT921 2030
NITER = NITER -	 1 2040
IF	 IABC	 .NE. -3.0) GO TO 5001 2050
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-	
-	 -	 -
C DID NOT CONVERrE IN ITRMAX 	 ITERATIONS
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
IF	 GNAW .LT.	 0)	 NAM =	 0 -2060
NAW = NAW + 1 2070
IF	 (NAW	 .LT.	 6) GO TO 2222 2080
WRITE	 (6,5003) 2090
GO TO 1000 2100
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C CHECK FOR NORMAL-TERMINATION CONDITIONS
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
5001 TERMNT =	 .FALSE. 2110
IF	 (IOC	 .LE. -0.) GO	 TO	 7503	 - 2120
DO 7729	 I =	 1.	 IOC 2130
SOFAR = .TRUE. 2140
J3	 =	 IAC(I) 2150
DO 7730 J 1	 I, J 3 2160
J4	 = NOVARII,JII 2170
TEMP =V(J4) 2180
11	 =	 ICS(I,J1) 2190
IF	 (11
	
.LT.	 0)	 TEMP	 ABS(TEMP) 2200
IF( IASS(II)
	
.NE.	 2)	 Gam°=TG	 7731 2210
IF (TEMP-BVAL(I,JI) 1-1733,773397730 2220
7731 IF	 (TEM'G-BVAL(I,JL)) 	 773097731,7733 2230
7733 SOFAR = .FALSE. 2240
7730 CONTINUE 2250
TERMNT = TERMNT .OR. SOFAR 2260
7729 CONTINUE 2270
IF	 (TERMNT)	 JCAT =	 10 2280
TERMNT = .FALSE. 2290
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C CHECK FOR FAILURE-TERMINATION CONDITIONS
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
7503 IF IIOCF.LE. 01 GO TO 7505 2300
DO 7734	 1 =	 1,IOCF 2310
SOFAR = .TRUE. 2320
J3	 =	 )ACF(I) 2330
DO 7735 J1 =	 1,J3 2340
J4	 = NOVARF(I,J1) 2350
95
iTEMP = V(J41 2360
it	 =	 ICSFIi,J1) 2370
IF	 (I1	 .LT.	 0)	 TEMP - ABS(TEMP) 2380
IF	 (IABS(11)
	
.NE.	 21 GC TO 7736 2390
IF	 ITEMP—BVALFII,J1)) 7738,7738. 7735 2400
7736 IF	 (TEMP— BVALF(I,JL)) 77350738,7738 2410
7738 SOFAR = .FALSE. 2420
7735 CONTINUE 2430
TERMNT = TERMNT .OR.	 SOFAR 2440
7734 CONTINUE 2450
IF	 (TERMNT)	 JCAT =	 LO 2460
C
— —	 —	 —	 —	 —	
—	 —	 —	 — —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 — —	 —
C UPDATE VARIABLES FOR THE NEXT TIME STEP
C— —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 — —	 —	 -	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 — —	 —
7505 TE= TE + DELT 2470
DO 3015 J-1,NZ 2480
3015 VI(J)=V(J) 2490
IF(ND	 .LE.	 0)	 GO TO	 131 2500
DO 1253	 J = 1,	 ND1 2510
1253 EP1(J)	 =	 EIIJI 2520
C— —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 — —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 — —	 —
C CHECK FOR END OF DELT MODE
C
— —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —
-	
—	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 — —	 —
IF	 (TE .LT.	 CT	 (JCAT,2))	 GO	 TO L31 2530
IF	 ITE	 I.T.. 	 ICT(JCAT,21+0.999 s DELT))GC TO 8561 2540
JCAT- , JCAT+I 2550
IF	 ( (,T°l JCAT, 1)	 )	 82, 1200, 84 2S60
82 CT(JCAT,11= CTIJCAT,1)+I.O 2570
JCAT	 = JCAT - I 2580
IF IKOTIM	 .GT.	 01	 GO TO 4360 2590
DTIM =CT(JCAT,2) 2600
KOTIM=	 1 2610
4360 DO 83	 J= 1,JCAT 2620
83 CT(J,2)= CT(J,2)+DTIM 2630
JCAT	 =	 1 2640
84 TI	 =	 CT(JCAT,',) 2650
TE=TE-DELT 2660
IF (TI	 .GT.	 (DELT*DELT)) GO TO 9234 14VTO
fE= TE+TI 2680
DELT = TI 2690
GO 	 TO 321	 _	 _ 2700
9234 DELT = DELT + DELT 2710
TE =TE+DELT 2720
321 WRITE	 (6,32)TI,CT(JCAT-192),CT(JCAT,21 2730
GO TO 131 2740
8561 TOK=TE —CT(JCAT,2) 2750
TE=TE-TOK 2760	 s
DELT = DELT - TOK 2770
131 CONTINUE 2780
C END OF	 JJ LOOP
C STORE PLOT DATA IN ARRAYS





—	 —	 -	 —	 —	 —	 - —	 -	 —	 —
TE=TE—DEL T 2790
DO 205 I = 1,NPLTVT 0 2800	 E
JJ	 =IABS(NPP(1)) A 2610
205 VP(I,JV)=V(JJ) T 2820
7107 IF (RMAG .NE.O.0)GO TD 8765 A 2830
XP(JV+IPX)	 = 1.0 2840
GO TO 8766 F 2850
8765 XP(JV+IPX)=EI(19)/RMAG 0 2860
8766 TF(JV)=TE R 2870
TE	 -	 = TE+DELT 2880	 t
IF (JV .LT.	 IPX)	 GO TO 76 P 2890
IF	 (NPLTVT	 .E;1. 01 GO TO 75 L 2900






GO TO 1200 T 2920
75 JV = 1 2930
76 CONTINUE 2940
L- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
C ENO OF JJJ LOOP
C PRINT SOURCE MAGNITUDES AND RESULTING NDDAL VOLTAGES
C AND AUXILIARY VARIABLES
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
IF	 (ND .L O°.0)	 GO	 TO 653 2950
IF	 (EI(19)	 .NE.	 0.0)	 WRITE	 (6969) E11191 2960
WRITE	 (6,70)	 (L,EIIL),L=1,ND11 2970
653 TE	 = TE-DELT P 2980
LABEL = 653 R 2990






WRITE (6,7727)	 DELT,NITER,NDELT,NTTRSM T 3620
TE=TE+DELT 3030
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
C CHECK FOR COMPUTER PROCESSOR TIME
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 ---	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
CALL SECOND(TFMP) 3040
IF (TEMP-STARTS .LE. TLIMIT) GO TO 108 3050
WRITE	 (6,7767) 3060
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
C ERROR - EITHER	 6 ITRMAX FAILURES OR COMPLETION OF ALLOTTED
C COMPUTER PROCESSOR TIME
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
1000 JLAT =	 11 3070
GETOFF	 = .TRUE. 3080
IF	 (NAW	 .LT. 6) KPUNCH = 1 3090
IF (NPLTVT .GT.	 O)	 KPRPLT = 1 3100
GO TO 109 3110
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
C PRINT SOLUTION VALUES FOR FINAL DELT




1200 IF	 (NO .LE. 01 GO TO 7000 3120
IF	 (EI(19)	 .NE.	 0.0)	 WRITE	 (6969)	 E1119) 3130
WRITE
	 16,701	 (L,EI(L),L=1,ND1) 3140
7000 TE	 =TE-DELT 3150
TF (J V.) =T F 3160
LABEL = 7000 3170






C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C	 CHECK AND PRINT IF TERMINATION CCNOITICNS WERE FULFILLED
C- - - - -	 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
IF (IOC .LE. 0 ) GO TO 7507
TERMNT = .FALSE.
DO 7739 1 = 1,10C
SOFAR = .TRUE.
J3	 = IAC(l)




IF (11 .LT. D) TEMP= 40SITEMP)
IF (IABS(I1) .NE. 2) GO TO 7741
IF (TEMP-BVALII,JI)) 7743,7143,7740
7741	 IF (TEMP-BVAL(I,Jlll 7740,774397743
7743	 SOFAR = .FALSE.
7740	 CONTINUE
IF 13OFAR) WRITE(6,7744) I



































	 .LT.	 0)	 TFMP -	 ABSITEMP)
IF	 IIABS	 (111	 .NE.	 2	 1	 GO TC 7746
IF	 (TEMP-BVALF(I,Jlll 	 7748,774897745
7746 IF	 ( TEMP-BVALF I I, J10 	 7745, 7748, 7748












C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C CALL PLOT ROUTINES
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
7002 TE= TE+DELT




IF	 IKPLOT	 .EQ.	 I.OR.KPUNCH	 .EQ.	 l.CR.KPRPLT	 .EQ.	 11	 CALL PLAPR111
CALL SECOND(TEMP)	 P
WRITE
	 (6,7975)	 TEMP	 L
I F
	(GETOFF) CALL EXIT	 0
GO TO 959	 T









ISHOINITIAL VALUES /7H SOURCE /61149E13.5))
50 FORMAT 1




70 FORMAT	 I	 7H SOURCE,1(6(14,E13.5)1)





3434 FORMAT	 1	 9HOUNKNOWNS,/(61I4,E13.5))	 1
5003 FORMAT (21H CONVERGENCE FAILURE	 1
6662 FORMAT (34H NDI,	 NG,	 ABC,TOI,DELT,	 TE	 92179
2	 5( /,1H	 ,E22.lStE22.tS,E22.15,E22.l5vE22.151 	 1
6663 FORMAT	 (33H JJJ,JV,JJ,JSJ.	 TOl	 9417,
2	 5(/,1H	 .E22.l5tE22.l59E22.15,E22.15,E22.151 	 1
6665 FORMAT142H	 J,JH,K,JG(1,Ni9TE19E2(),E(O ,EI(K)9T00 I) 	 ,	 517,/91H
2	 IOF12.51
6666 FORMAT(50(2H t ),10HITERATION	 ,I5,	 /
2	 23H	 TE,DELT	 9/,SE24.151
6671 FORMAT 115H MONITORS ON.. 	 .12L4)
6673 FORMAT (29H MONITORS TURNED OFF AT 7726	 1
7414 FORMAT	 (1H	 , l5, 30H INITIAL CONDITION 	 ITERATIONS
2	 ./,	 5H ABC=	 , F5.0)
7500 FORMAT	 127H JCAT,DELT,ABC,CT(,2)	 911693E12.51
7501 FORMAT I	 7H	 LABEL	 915)
7727 FORMAT	 (BHODELT = ,E12.5,15X,14,14H	 ITERATION(S)
	 9 15X,BHNDELT =
2	 •15,15X,13H ITER.	 SUM	 =	 9i6,/)
7749 FORMAT	 115H000NDITION NO.	 912,131-	 IS SATISFIED	 1
7750 FORMAT (20HONORMAL TERMINATION
	 )
7767 FORMAT (24H TIME-LIMIT TERMINATION 	 1
7777 FORMAT 144H000NVERGENCE DATA DETERMINED BY THE PROGRAM	 ,/,I	 11OH"ITRTST
































































2CH DELT IS MULTIPLIED By 2 AND ABOVE WHICH DELT ISDIVIDED BY 21 4020
3
	
9 / 9 10H MAXMIN	 - r13,99H IINITIAL MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS B 4030
4EFORE VARIABLE VALUES ARE RESET AND DELT IS DIVIDED BY 41	 r/r 4040
5 IOH KFMAX =,139 54H (MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TRIALS BEFORE ITRMAX I3 C 4050
6HANGED) 1 4060
7975 FORMAT (13HOPRO.	 TIME -	 rE12.31 4070
7977 FORMAT 121HOFAILURE TERMINATION	 1 4080
8556 FORMAT I	 30HOIONIZING PULSE SCALE FACTOR s E14.51 4090
9970 FORMAT 116H SEOSOL RESULTS
	
rl/,IH ,SE24.1511 4100
9996 FORMAT 12H T	 r(/,LH	 910E12.51) 4110
9997 FORMAT 12H H	 ,(	 1H	 ,tOE12.5)1 4120














SUBROUTINE RWRUNC	 RRU 0010
C	 RWRUMC READS IN AND PRINTS OUT RUN-CCNTP(1L DATA
COM MON VA R IAS L ES
LOGICAL
	
MONTOR,MON ST, I+ONMAT•MONELT•WSOS LT, 14ONIVT RRU 0020
LOGICAL MONRT,MONCT,MONLT,MONDT,MONTT,MONCRT,MONZNT RRU 0030
LOGICAL MONS,MONMA,MONELM,WSOSOL•MCNTV9MONA,MONC,MONL•MOND,MONT RRU 0040
LOGICAL MONCOR,MONZEN,MONEY(14),SCFAR RRU 0050
DIMENSION EMVALU(14) RRU 0060
EQUIVALENCE(MVALUE(11,MONMATI•(MVALUE(2),MONST),(MVALUE(3),MONELT)RRU 0070
2	 ,	 (MVALUE(	 4),WSOSLT)•(MVALUE(	 5),1'CNIVT),(MVALUE( 6),MONRT	 ► RRU 0080
3	 .	 (MVALUE(	 7),MONCT ),(MVALUE( 	 8),MONLT )•(MVALUE( 	 91,14ONZNT) RRU 0090
4	 .	 (MVALUE(10),MONDT ),(MVALUE(11),MONTT l•IMVALUE(121,140NCRT) R.RU 0100
5	 ,	 (MVALUE,FMVALU,MONEY) RRU 0110
C .	 .	 .	 .	 .
CALL HOLLER(1H •HOL )• RRU 0120
CALL HOLLER(IHO,HOLO1 RRU 0130
CALL SECOND(STARTS) RRU 0140
WRITE(6,7975)	 STARTS RRU 0150
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C READ-WRITE OVERALL-RUN DATA
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 - - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 -
REAO	 (5,7751) CKT,LIMITT,KONT,DMAX RRU 0160
IF (EOF	 ,5)	 5551,5552
555t WRITE(6.55531
- IF (KPLOT	 .NE, 1) CALL EXIT
CALL PLOT	 (0.0,999)
CALL EXIT
5552 WRITE (6,7755) CKT RRU 0170
TITLE(4) = CKT RRU 0180
,. WRITE	 16,7753)	 LI MITT, KONT RRU 0190
TLI M IT = LIMITT - 20 RRU 0200
IF	 (OMAX. ..GT.O.())WRITE 	 (6.4446)	 DMAX RRU 0210





MONTOR =	 .FALSE.	 _	 _	 __	 _ RR(F-62=30 -
SOFAR = .FALSE. RRU 0240
.DO	 5550	 I =	 1,12 RRU 0250
MONEY (I) = .NOT.	 ((FMVALU(I).EO.HOL )	 .OR.	 (EMVALU(I).EO.HOLO)) RRU 0260
5550 SOFAR = SOFAR .OR. MONEY(t) RRU 0270
ljF	 (SOFAR) WRITE	 (6,1111) NOTMIN,NOTMAX	 - RRU 0280
^OELT = 0 RRU 0290
NTTRSM= 0 RRU 0300
JCAT	 = 1 RRU 0310
JKKJ	 = 0 RRU 0320
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 - '-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C READ-WRtTE INSTRUCTIONS FOR SAVING FINAL VARIABLE VALUES FROM A
C PREVIOUS MODE TO BE USED AS INITIAL VALUES
C- --	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
READ (5 1	10 1	 NSVVAR,NSVPFI,NSVIL RRU 0330
IF (NSVVAR .EQ.
	
1) NSVPHI = 1 RRU 0.340
IF (NSVVAR .EQ.	 1) NSVIL	 = 1 RRU 0350




 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 - - - - -	 - -	 -	 -
C RfiAD-WRITE CONVERGENCE CONTROL DATA










IF ((NSVVAR .EQ. 1) .OR. (KONT .EQ. 1)) GO TO 7718





7718 - TE = TE - DELT
7720 T14EIN = TE
JKLJ	 = 0
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C CHECK MONITOR SET UP
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 - -	 --	 -	 -	 -	 - -
IF INDELT .LT. NDTMIN) GO TO 7426
IF (NOTMAX .LT. NOELT)	 GO TO 7426





















-` MONCOR = MONCRT
MONZEN = MONZNT
IF (MONMA )	 GO TO 3333
IF (MONS
	 ) EO TO 3333
IF (MONELM) GO TO 33.33
IF (WSQSOL)	 GO TO 333,
IF (MONIV
	 ) GO TO 3333
IF	 (MONR	 ) GO TO 3333
IF (MONC
	 ) -GO TO-'3333
IF (MONL
	 ) GO TO 3333
IF	 (MOND
	 ) GO TO 3333
IF (MONT
	 7 GO TO 3333
IF (MONCOR)
	 GO TO 3333
.. IF IKONZEN) GO TO 3333
GO TO 1112 -
3333 WRITE t6,667" !"VALUE (I),I=1,12)
GO TO 1112
7426 IF (.NOT. MONTOR) GO TO 1112
IF (MONMA) WRITE (6,6672)
MONTOR = .FALSE.
MONMA.	 = . FALSE.
MONS	 = .FALSE.
MONELM = .FALSE.
KSQSOL = . FALSE.
MONIV	 = .FALSE.
MOLAR	 = .FALSE..
- MONC	 = .FALSE.
MONL




MON.ZEN = .FALSE. ^\




































































-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
1112 RFAD	 15.10) NV,NAUX,NG,ND,NR,NBB RRII 0980
WRITE 16.311	 NV,NAUX,NG,N3R,NO,NB,NBB RRU 0990
NZ = NV ♦ NAUX RRU 1000
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 --	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C READ-WRITE PLOT AND PRTNT-PLOT SPECIFICATIONS
r.
-	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-	 -	 -	 -	 -
READ 15,101	 NPLTVT,NIR,NPLTVV RRU 1010
IF	 (NPLTVT .EQ.	 0)	 GO	 TO 8990 RRU 1020
READ	 (5,836)	 K PLOT ,KPRPLT, SCALE 9 IPX,PRSYM8,KPFIT RRU 1030
IF	 (KPRPLT	 .EQ.	 1	 1 GO TO 1113 RRU 1040
IF (KPLnT	 .NE,	 1	 )	 GO TO	 1113 RRU 1050
IF	 (SCALE	 .NE.'O.0)	 GO	 Tn	 1113 RRU 1060
KPRPLT =	 l RRU 1070,,
1113 WRITE (604)	 SCALE	 ,	 NPLTVT.NPLTVV,NIR,KPRPLT,KPLOT,IPX,KPFIT RRU 1080
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C PLOTS OF	 VAFTAPLE VS.	 TIME.	 A VARIAP.L'E NUMBER 	 IS ENTERED NEGATIVE
C IF	 IT	 IS TO RE PLOTTEQ ONL,	 VS. ANOTHER VARIARLEISI
C- --	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
READ	 (5,5)	 (AAAAIJI,NPPIJ).J=I,KPLTVTI RRU 1090
IF(NlR .GT.	 O)	 GO	 TO 37 RRU 1100
WRITE
	
16,30)(AAAA(J),NPP(J),J = I,NPLTVT) RRU 1110
GO TO 3R, RRU 1120
37 WRITE	 (6 9 35)(AAAAIJI,NPPIJI,J = I,NPLTVT) RRU 1130
38 WRITE (603) RRU 1140
IF	 (NPLTVV .EQ. 0)	 GO TO 39 RRU 1150
READ	 (5,l0IINP1(J,II9NPL(J,2),J=1,NPLTVV) RRU 1160
WRITE
	
(6,41)(NPL(J,L1,NP1(J,2),J =1,NPLTVV) RRU 1170
DO 2230	 J=1,2 RRU 1180




IF	 (IARS(NPP(L))	 .EO,	 NP1(K.J)l	 GO TC	 223C RRU 1210
2231 CONTINUE RRU 1220
WRITE (697232)K RRU 1230
CALL EXIT RRU 1240
2230 NP1(K,J)=L RRU 1250
39 K =	 NPLTVTS	(NIB+I)	 + NPLTVV RRU 1260
IF	 (K	 .LF. 01	 GO TO 8990 RRU 1270
IF	 (SCALE	 .FO. 0.0) GO TO	 8989 RRU 1280
XSCALE(20)	 =	 0.0	 _ RAU -1290
WRITF	 16,79001	 _ RRU 1300
DD	 7902	 1 =	 1	 , K RAU 131.0
READ	 (597903)	 O1,XUNTT(I,I),XUNITI -2,II,X"SCALE(I), X LEFT (T), RRU 1320
2	 XRIGHT(1),02,YUNIT(I,1),YUNITI2,TI,YSCALE(I),YBOTTM(Il, RRU 1330
1	 YTOP(1) RRU 1340
WRTTE(6,790411 9 01•XUNIT(t,l),XUNIT12,I1,XSCALE(I), X LEF T (I), RAU 1350
2	 XRIGHT(1),Q2,YUNIT11,I1,YUNTT(2,T1,YSCALE(1),YBOTTMI(1, RRU 1360
3	 YTnP(I) RRU 1370
7902 CONTINUE RRU 1380
GO TO 9990 RRU 1390
8999.XSCALF(70) = -1.0 RRU 1.400
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
r, CHFCK IF UPPER LI M I T S OF NUMBER OF VARIABLES "''! -VARIABLE SOURCES
r ARE FXCFEOED
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -




CALL EXIT RAU 1430




CALL FXIT RRU 1460
3414 IF(ND	 .LF.	 19)	 GO	 TO	 1417 RRII 1470
WRITE	 (6,341.9) RRU 1490
,. CALL FXIT RRU 1490
3417 IF	 (NSVVAR	 ,a:E.	 01	 GO TO 7722 RRU 1500.
_00	 81	 J =	 1,N7_ RRU 1510-
103
V	 IJI=0.0 RAU 1520
81 VL(J)=O.0 RAU 1530	 j
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
C READ-WRITE TEMPERATURE AND DELT-MODE SPECIFICATIONS
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
7722 RFAD	 (5.251	 ABTEMP9NDTSPC RRU<1540





01	 NDTSPC -	 1 RAU 1560
READ	 (5920)	 1	 CT(J91)9CT(Jr2)9J=19NDTSPCI RAU 1570
WRITE	 1695112l(J9CTIJr1)9CT(J9219J*I9NDTSPCI RAU ISBO
IF (NG .NE.
	 11	 GO i0 134 RAU 1590
READ	 (5920)(VI(J)9J=I9NZ) RAU 1600
134 TI	 =CTll9ll RAU 1610
DELT = TI RAU 1626




-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 `	 -	 - -
C READ-WRITE VARIABLE-SOURCE DATA
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-	
-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
NO =N0+1 RAU 1650
CALL HOLLERILHO9CC) RAU 1660
IF (DMAX	 .NE. 0.0) CALL HOLLER	 (1H	 9CC) RAU 1670
WRITE (6993) RAU 1680
00 118 J =19ND RAU 1690
JGIJI
	 =	 1 RAU 1700
READ	 (59I01NIIN12 RAU 1710
IF	 INI
	
.NE.	 01	 GO TO 500 RAU 1720
IF	 (J	 .GT.	 1) GO TO 500 RAU 1730
NI = 2 RAU 1740
ST11911	 =	 Ni RAU 1750
ST(192)	 =	 N12 RAU 1760
E(19191)	 =	 0.0 RAU 1770
EILr192)	 - 0.0 RAU 1780
E1192911	 =	 0.0 RAU 1790
E(19292)	 =	 1.0E+10 RAU 1800
K = 19 RAU 1810
RM4G = 0 RAU 1820
GO TO 5122 RAU 1830
500 ST(J91)=N) RAU 1840
-
ST(J9=2---)=NI2	 _ RAU 1850
READ	 (5920)IEIJ9L91)9EIJ9L9219L-19NI1 RAU 1864	 =
IF (DMAX	 .EO.O.OIGO TO 4444 RAU 1870
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
C MODIFY NOMINAL SOURCE VALUES BY OMAX PERCENT
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -
READ (594445) S1 RAU 1880
St = SL * DMAX RAU 1890
WRITE (6 9 4449)	 St RAU 1900
00 4447 L=l9NI RAU 1910
4447 EIJ,L9I)	 = E(J,L9U
	 *	 11.0 + St	 / 100.01 RAU 1920
4444 IF(J .GT.	 11	 GO TO 8501 RAU 1930
501 K=19 RAU 1940
DO 855 	 L=19NI RAU 1950
8555 F.(19L911=E(19L91)*E(191921 RAU 1960
RMAG	 =EI1r199)	 -_ RAU 1970
E(19192)=0.0 RAU 1980
WRITE16,5116)RMAG9(E(19L91)rE(19L92)9L slwNlI RAU 1990
GO TO 5122 RAU 2000
8501 K=J-1 KPU 2010
IF( N1215.11895119, 5120 r.	 RAU 2020




5119 WRITE 16951231	 CC9K91E(J919119E1J9L921.rL x loN)1 RAU 2050
GO TO 5122 RAU 2060
5120 WRITE	 (6951241 LCpKr(ElJ9L9119E(J#Lr219L=I9NtI RAU 2070
5122 IF	 (E1J9292)	 .Nt.0.01E21J)	 =	 (E(J92r1)-EIJ,)lrl11	 /	 EIJ92921 RAU 2080
104;-1
El IK)=E(J,lrl)	 RRU 2090
FPI(K)=EI(K)	 RRU 2100
IF IMONMAI WRITF 16,1125) J, K9NI 9NT29ST(J,1),ST(J92),RMAG,FI(J) 	 RRU 2110
118 CONTINUE	 -	 RRU 2120
IF(MONMA)WRTTE (696661)	 JCAT,TE,TIMEIN,TT,DELT,RMAG 	 RRU 2130
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C	 READ-WRITE NORMAL-TERMINATION CONDITIONS








READ (5, LO ) TOC
IF (IOC .LE. O) GO TO 7926
WRITE (6,7929)  IOC
DO 7932 I=1,IOC
READ (5, 10 ) JACK
IAC(I) = JACK
WRITE (6,7930) I,JACK
DO 7931 J = 1,JACK
READ (5,7933) AL,NOVAR(1,J),A2,BVAL1I9J)
IF IA1 .EQ. HOLLA) GO TC 7938
At = HOLBLN
IF IA2 .EQ. HOLLGI GO TC 7937
IC St I,J I = 1
A2= HOLLE
GO TO 7941
7937	 ICS(T,J) = 2
GO TO 7841
7938	 Al = HnLABS




7940	 ICS(I,J) = -2
7841
	 A2.- HDLGT




7932 CON .TI NUF
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C	 READ-WRITE FAILURF-TERMTNATION CONDITIONS
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
7926 READ (59 10 ) IOCF
IF IInCF .LE. 0) RETURN
WRITE (6,7948) IOCF
no 7952 1 = L,IOCF
READ (5, 10 1 JACK
IACF(1) = JACK
WRITF (6,7950) I,JACK
DO 7951 J = I,JACK
READ (5,7933) A1,NOVARF(I,J),A2,BVALF(I,J)
IF (A1 .EQ. HOLLA) GO TC 795A
At = HOLBLN




7957	 ICSF(l.J) = 2
GOTO 7861
7958	 Al =.(*HOLARS)




























































7960	 1CSF(I,J) = —2 RRU 2690
7861
	












• 5 FORMAT	 l6(A6 9 I6)1 RRU 2750
LO FORMAT	 (6112) RRU 2760
11	 FORMAT	 (311292FI2.89112) RRU 2770
20	 FORMAT	 (6F12.81 RRU 2780
25 FORMAT	 (E12.5,112) RRU 2790
30 FORMAT 1	 32HOPLOTS OF VARIABLE VS. TIME	 •/,52H (SAVED BUT NRRU 2800
?r3T	 PLOTTED	 IF VARIABLE NO.	 IS NEGATIVE)	 ,/IOH	VARIABLE	 9/9 RRU 2810
3	 13H	 NAME	 NO.	 • /,(IN  9 A6, 141 ) RRU 2820
p	 31 FORMAT (14HOGENERAL DATA RRU 2830
2 9 / 6H NV	 =r13 9 38H	 (NUMBER OF UNKNOWN NODAL VOLTAGES) 	 9 RRU 254G
3	 IF 6H NAUX= 9 13,3314	 (NUMBER OF AUXILIARY UNKNOWNS)	 , RRU,/2850
4	 If 5H NG =I4,54H	 (—I=CALCULATE VALUES, O=ZERO VALUES,
	 1=READ VARRU,'2860
5LUES)
	 9 RRU.: 2870
8 /,514 N3B = ,14,3X#43H(-1 =	 INITIAI	 CONDITIONS ONLY #	0 = HALT IF RRU1`2880
9	 r	 54HERROR IN T.C.r	 1	 = PRINT	 IF ERROR IN T.C. BUT PROCEED),RAU \2890
5/5H NO = 14,31H	 (NUMBER OF VARIABLE SOURCES)/5H NS =14r49H 	 (RATRRU 2900
610 OF COMPUTED POINTS TO PLOTTED POINTS)
	
/5H NBB=14,46H	 (RATIO RRU 2910
7OF PLOTTED POINTS TO PRINTED POINTS)	 ) RRU 2920
33	 FORMAT	 (1141) RRU 2930
34 FORMAT (25HOPLOT AND PRINT—PLOT DATA 	 •/r RAU 2940
t	 (9H SCALE	 =,F3.0934H	 ll = READ SCALE FROM CARDS, 0 = RRU 2950
2	 11HOTHERWISE)	 9/,9H NPLTVT	 9T3938H	 (NUMBER OF VARIABLES TO BRRU 2960
XE PLOTTED) RRU 2970
3	 ,/,9H NPLTVV = 9 13,28H	 (NUMBER OF V—VS.—V PLOTS)	 ,/r	 914 NIB RRU 2980
4	 = •13,2X,50H(I = PLOT VDOT VS. V PHASE PLANES, 0 - OTHERWISE( /RRU 2990'
5	 9H KPRPLT =	 •13,41H	 (1 = PRINT PLOT. 0 = DO NOT PRINT PLOT 	 RRU 3000
X	 16HAT NORMAL EXIT)	 9/9 RRU 3010
6	 9H KPLOT	 =	 9 13,31H	 IL = PLOT, 0 = DO NOT	 PLOT)	 9/9 RRU 3020
7	 9H IPX	 913,39H	 (NUMBER OF PLOTTED POINTS PER FRAME) ./,RRU 3030
8	 9H,XPFIT	 9I3,94H	 (O=INDEPENDENT SCALES AND BOUNDARIES FORRRU 3040
9 FRAMES,
	
1=SAVE Y SCALES AND Y SCUNDARIES 9	 9 /915X,79H 2=SAVE X SCARRU 3050
XLES, V SCALES,
	
AND Y BOUNDARIES,.3=SAVE ALL SCALES AND SOUNOARIES)RRU 3060
X) RRU 3070
35 FORMAT (	 66HOPLOTS OF VARIABLE VS. TIME AND VARIABLE DERIVITIVERRU 3060
2 VS. VARIABLE	 9/,52H (SAVED BUT NOT PLOTTED IF VARIABLE NO.	 IS NERRU 3090
3GATIVE)
	 ,	 /9H VARIABLE/1214 	 NAME	 NO,	 /(X,A69I4)) RRU 3100
41 FORMAT (	 32HOPLOTS OF VARIABLE VS. VARIABLE /26H VARIABLE X RRU 3110
2VARIABLE Y	 /( 17, 6X, 17) )
".
	 RRU 3120
61 FORMATl1HO,/23HOABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE-9E13.51 RRU 3130
600 FORMAT
	 167140**! THE PLOT ROUTINE IS CALLED FOR BUT NO PLOTS ARE SPRRU 3140
2ECIFIED t**	 ) RRU 3150
800 FORMAT l	 714 RELFP-,E12.5,9H A_BSER -	 rEt2.StRRU 3L60
2	 24H FOR	 INITIAL CONDITIONS	 ) RRU 3170
836	 FORMAT	 (2112 * FI2.0,II29IIX9AlvI12l RRII 31180
1111 FORMAT (35H MONI-TORING SPECIFIEcOil RCM NDELT - 914,12H 	 TO NOELT - RRU 31190
2	 ,14) RRU 3200
1125 FORMAT	 (38H J,K9Nl#NL2,STIJ, I) ,ST(J#219RMAGeEI(J) 	 #4110,f,4E24.IS)RRU 3210
2232 FORMAT (	 4LHODATA MISSING FOR UNKNOWN VS UNKNOWN PLOT 131 RRU 3220
3409 FORMAT (	 28HONO OF NODES GREATER THAN 601 RRU 3230
3413 FORMAT 1	 31HONO OF UNKNOWNS GREATER THAN 70) RRU 3240
34(9 FORMAT I	 30HONO OF SOURCES GREATER THAN L8 ) RRU 3250
4445 FORMAT (F12.0) RRU 3260
4446 FORMAT (31HOW 0 R S T 	 C A S E	 F O R	 ,F2.0r
	
ION PERCENT RRU 3270
2	 58H D E V I A T 1 0 N	 O F	 P A R A M E T 
	
R	 VAL U E S/IRRU 3280
4449 FORMAT I1HO,F3.0#24H PERCENT DEVIATION FOR
	 1 RRU 3290
5112 FORMAT (1HO/26H NO.
	 - DELT	 END TIME
	 /(13,2EI2.4)) RRU 3300
5116 FORMAT (
	 12H IPP SOURCE	 /ISM SCALE FACTOR = E12.4 /20H MAGNITURRU 3310;




13HDC SOURCE KO.	 9139/912H MAGNITUDE _	 9EI2.41 RRU 3330
106
5123 FORMAT (Al, 19HVARTARLE SOURCE NO. 0130/920H LAST MAGNITUDE HELD RRU 3340
2	 ,/,PIH MAGNITUDE
	 TIME	 9/012E12.411	 RRU 3350




5553 FORMAT (17HOEND OF FILE
	 READ) RRU 3380
6661 FORMAT 148H	 JCAT,	 TE•
	
TIMEIN,	 T1,	 BELT,	 RMAG	 r 17,	 RRU 3390
2	 /5E24.151 RRU 3400
6671 FORMAT (15H MONITORS
	 ON..	 912141 RRU 3410
6672 FORMAT (79H MONITORS TURNED OFF AT 7426 	 1 RRU 3420
7751 FORMAT (A6,6X,21129F12.O1 RRU 3430
7752 FORMAT (12lAi,IX1,2112) RRU 3440
7753 FORMAT (	 1X917HOVERALL-RUN DATA 	 ,	 198H LI MITT*	 '130 RRU 3450
2	 50H (COMPUTER-RUN PROCESS	 TIME • LIMITT-20	 SECONDS)	 r/' RRU 3460
3	 7H KONT =	 .13 9 36H	 11	 : CONTINUED RUN, 0 = OTHERWISE) 	 I RRU 3470
7755 FORMAT (1H1,35X,16H C	 I	 R	 C	 U	 1	 7	 •A69//) RRU 3480
7756 FORMAT (	 20H SAVF-VARIABLE DATA	 ,/,	 IIH NSVVAR	 913, RRU 3490
2 53H	 (1	 = SAVE ALL TIME VARIABLES FOR THE FOLLOWING MODE•• RRU 3500
3 16H 0 =	 OTHERWISE)	 •/,	 IIH	 NSVPHI	 -	 0139 RRU 3510
4 50H (t = SAVE ALL FLUX VALUES FOR THE FOLLOWING MOOS„ RRU 3520
5 16H	 0	 =	 OTHERWISE)	 r/,	 1i,F NSVIL	 =	 013• RRU 3530
6 58H (1 =
	
SAVE INDUCTOR-CURRENT VALUES FOR THE FOLLOWING MORRU 3540
7DE, 16H 0 =	 OTHERWISE)
	 ) RRU 3550
7777 FORMAT WHOCONVERGENCE DATA	 ,/• RRU 3560
l (10H [TRYST	 = ,13,102H	 (NUMBER CF	 TEST ITERATIONS BELOW WHIRRU 3570
"CH BELT IS MULTIPLIED BY 2 AND ABOVE WHICH BELT IS DIVIDED BY 21	 RRU 3580
3	 ,/,10H MAXMIN	 = 03,99H IINITIAL MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS BRRU 3590
4EFORE VARIARLE VALUES ARE RESET AND BELT 	 IS DIVIDED BY 41 ,/RRU 3600
5 JOH KFMAX =,13,54H IMAXIMUM NUMBER OF TRIALS BEFORE
	
ITRMAX IS CRRU 3610
6HANGE01 ) RRU 3620
7900 FORMAT (.	 IHO,	 52X,18HP L 0 3  A T A •/,IHO, RRU 3630
2 ,/9121H PLOT NO.	 X_,._-	 X-UNITS	 X-SCALE LERRU 3640
3FT RIGHT	 Y	 Y--UNITS
	 Y-SCALE
	 BOTTOM RRU 3650
4	 TOP ,/) RRU 3660
07903 FORMAT (A6,6X•2A6,3EL2.51 RRU 3670
7903 FORMAT (A6,6X,2R6,3EL2.5) RRU 3670
7904 FORMAT 11X,14,4X,A692X,2R69E12.3,2E11.293X•A6.2X,2R6 9 E12.3,2E11.2)RRU 3680
07904 FORMAT (1X914,4X,A6.2X,2A6,E12.3,2E11.2,3X,A6,2Xv2A6•E12.3r2EI1.2)RRU 3680
7928 FORMAT I	 35HINORMAL-TERMI KAY ICN SPECIFICATIONS 	 //• RRU 3690
2 5HOIOC=	 ' 12 0 11 RRU 3700
7930 FORMAT (4HOAC(	 ,123H) =	'12) RRU 3710
7933 Fr)RMAT (Ai,8X,13,A1 ' IIX,E12.51 RRU 3720
7934 FORMAT (IH	 ,A3,lXvl2,lXtA2,Et2.5) RRU 3730
7948 FORMAT 1/	 36HOFAILURE-TERMINATICN SPECIFICATIONS 	 /' RRU 3740
2 6HOIr)CF=	 •12•/1 RRU 3750
7950 FORMAT (5HOACF(	 •1293H)=	 ,12) RRU 3760




C	 PLAPR CONTROLS PLOTTING (CALLS SUBROUTINE PLT),
C	 PRINT-PLOTTING (CALLS PRPLT), AND CARD PUNCHING
COMMON V AR I All L ES
LOGICAL MONMA, SKIPTT,SKIPX,SKIPFR,SKTPXY
C
IF (MONMA • ) WRITE 16,9999)
IGRAPH = 0
IF (KENO) 310,150,30
150 IF (KXT .NE. 01 PFTURN
KXT = 1
JV = JV - 1
WRITE (6,5)JV,T01




WRITE (6,50)1'E,IT ,Vl( 1), I =1,NZ ►
30 IF (KPUNCH .NF. 1) GO TO 310
TE = TE - DELT
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
f	 PUNCH CARDS FOR CONTINUED RUN
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
WRITE (6,11) NDELT,TE,DELT,DTMI,DTM2,N[TRSM
PUNCH 11, NDELT,TE,DELT,DTMI,,CTM2,NTTRSM
TE = TF. + DELT
WRITE (6,10) ITOO(I),I = 1, 19)
PUNCH 10 , (T00(I),i = 1, 19)
WRITE (6910) (EPI([),I = L,NDI)
PUNCH LO , (EP1(1),T = 1,ND11
WRITE (6,10) (Vll 1), I =1,NZI
PUNCH 10,(V1( 11, T=1,N21
IF INC .LE. 0) GO TO 330
DO 51 I =1,NC
WRITE ( 6 1 10) CIC(I)_
51 PUNCH 10 , CICII)
330 IF (NL .LE. 0) GO TO 170
DO 52 1 =1,NL
WRITE (6,10) CIL([)
52 PUNCH LO ,CILIA
170 IF (NOTODE .LF. 0) GO TO 171
00 177 I= 1,NDIODE
WRITE (6,101 DV(I),DR(I),DI(I)
L77 PUNCH 10	 ,DV(I)9DRII),0[(I)
171 IF 1NTRANS I.E.. 	 0) GO TO 173
DO 179 I =1,NTRANS
WRITE 16,10) BCV(I),OCR([),BC1(I),BEV(II98ERIII,BET(11
179 PUNCH 10 ,BCV(I),BCR(11 BCI(I),BEV(1),8FRII ► ,BETIII
173 IF WORE .LE. 01 GO TO 310
DO 181 T= 1,NCORE
WRITE(6, 10 )	 FM3( I), FM2( T), FMI(1),PHIM3([),PHIM2(1),-PHIM1(T),
2	 PDTEML(I),PHDTM21Tl,PHDTMi(I)
PUNCH	 10	 , FM3111,FM2(I),FMI(I),PHIM3(II,PHIM2II),PHIMIII),
2	 PDTE'Ml(l),PHDTM2(I),PHDTMI(I)
K = NW([)
DO 182 J = L,K
WRITE (6,101	 CICORE(I,JI
182 PUNCH 10	 ,C[COREII,J)
181 CONTINUE
310 CALL AUX 1 -3)
IF (KPRPLT .EQ. 1) GO TO 555
IF (KPLOT .NE. 1) RETURN

















































































































C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C	 PLOTTING AND PRINT PLOTTING
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
TFJV = TF(JV)
SKIPIT - INDELT .GT. IPX*NB) .AND. (KPFTT .GT. OI.AND.IKONT.EQ.0)
SKIPX = SKIPIT .ANO. IKPFIT .EQ. 11
SKIPFR = SKIPIT .AND. IKPFIT .EQ. 21
SKTPXY = SKIPIT .AND. IKPFIT .EQ. 31
IF (NPLTVT .EQ. 0) GO TO 206
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C	 V-VS.-T PLOTS
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
CALL HOLLERl3H	 ,TITLE1211




IF (JVI .LT. 0) GO TO 306
BCDT=AAAAIII
TITLEl11 = SCOT







71 DO 307 K= 1. JV
XP(K)=VP(I,K)
IF (SKIPXY) GO TO 307
XL=AMINI(XL,TFIK)I
XR=AMAXI(XR,TF(K))
IF (XPIK) .GT. YB ) GOTO 716
IF (XPIK) .LT. YBP) GO TO 715
Y8 = XP(K1
GO TO 716
715 YB = YBP
YRP = XPIK)
716 IF (XP(K) .LT. VT 1 GO TO 307
1F (YPIVI _F.T_ VTPI M Tn 717
TI	 = APIKI
GO TO 307
717 YT = YTP
YTP = XPIK)
307 CONTINUE
IF ISKIPXYI GO 70 718
IF ( SKIPFR) GO TO 817






817 IF (XR .LE. SAVEXRII,1)) GO TO 718
XRP = (SAVEXR(I,1) - SAVEXLII,lII / A.0
XLP = XRP ► AMIN1(7.0,AINTI(XR-SAVEXR(I,1)1/XRP)1
XL = SAVEXLIT,I) + XLP
XR = SAVEXR11,1) + XLP
GO TO 818
718 XL = SAVEXL(l,l)
XR = SAVEXR(I,1)
818 YB = SAVEYB( 1, 1)
YT = SAVEYT(T,l)
719 1  (KPRPLT .EQ. 11 CALL PPPLT (JV9- 1,JV1,0)
IF (KPLOT .EQ. 1) CALL PLT	 (JV,-1,JV1,01
306 CONTINUE
IF(.N18 .LF. O) GO TO 2202
C- - -	 - - - - - - - - - - -








C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -
JVV=JV-2 PLA 1170
CALL HOLLER(3HDOT	 V TITLEI2)) PLA 1180
M = 0 PLA 1190
DO 2201 I=1.NPLTVT PLA 1200
JVI=NPP(ll PLA 1210
IF	 (JVI	 .LT. 0) GO Tn 2201 PLA 1220
BCDT=AAAA(I) PLA 1230
SCDTI = BCDT PLA 1240
TITLE(1) - SCOT PLA 1250
IF	 ISKIPIT)	 GO TO 72 PLA 1260
YT = -I.DE30 PLA 1270
YTP= -I.0E30 PLA 1280
Y8 = +I.OE30 PLA 1290
YBP= +I.OE30 PLA 1300
72 DO 2200 K=l,JVV PLA 1310
IF (M .GT. 0)	 GO TO 3406 PLA 1320
XP(K1=1VP(I	 K+2)-VP(I.K))/(TF(K •2)-TF(K) ► PLA 1330
GO TO 3407 PLA 1340
3406 XP(K)=(VP(ILK+2)-VPl1.K)) 1 XP(K)/(VPIM,K+2)-VP(M,K)1 PLA 1350
3407 TF(K)=VP(I,K+ll PLA 1360
IF	 (SKIPIT) GO TO 2200 PLA 1370
IF	 (XP(K)	 .GT.	 YB	 )	 GOTO	 726 PLA 1380
IF	 (XP(K)	 .LT.	 YBP)	 GO TO 725 PLA 1390
YR	 = XP(K) PLA 1400
GO TD 726 PLA 1410
725 YB	 = YBP PLA 1420
YBP =	 XP(K) PLA 1430





GO TO 727 PLA 1450
YT	 = XPIK) PLA 1460
GO Tn 2200 PLA 1470
727 YT	 = YTP PLA 1480
YTP =	 XP(K) PLA 1490
2200 CONTINUE PLA 1500
IF	 (SKIPIT)	 GO TO	 728 PLA 1510
XL	 = SAVEYS(191) PLA 1520
SAVEXL(lt2)	 = XL PLA 1530
XR	 = SAVEYT(It11 PLA 1540
SAVEXRII92_)_= XR PLA 1550
SAVEYR(192)	 = YB PLA 1560
SAVEYT(192)
	 = YT PLA 1570
GO TO 729 PLA 1580
728 XL	 =. SAVFXL(192) PLA 1590
":1	 = SAVEXRI )r 21 PLA 1600
YB	 = SAVF.YB(1 * 2) PLA 1610
YT =	 SAVEYT(I.2) PLA 1620
729 IF	 (KPRPLT .EQ.	 11
	
CALL PRPLT(JVV,O• JVI#O) PLA 1630
IF	 (KPLOT	 .EQ.	 1)	 CALL PLT	 (JVV,Or	 JV1r0) PLA 1640
M =	 I PLA 1650
2201 CONTINUE PLA 1660
2202 IF	 (NPLTVV .LE.	 0) GO TO 206 PLA 1670
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -
C V-VS.-V PLOTS
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -
CALL HOLLER(3H	 TITLE(2)) PLA 11680





	 'j PLA 1730
TITLE M = SCDT1 PLA 1740
IF (SKIPIT)	 GO TO 73 PLA 1750
XL = +I.OE30 PLA 1760
XLP= +1.OF30 PLA 1770
XR = -I.OE30 PLA 1780
XRP= -1.OE30 PLA 1790
YT = -1.OE30 PLA 1800
YTP= -1.OE30 PLA 1810
VB = +I.OE30 PLA 1820









	 GO	 TO	 2206 PLA 1870
IF	 (TF(K)	 .GT.	 XL	 )	 GO TO 732 PLA 1680
IF	 (TFIK)	 .LT.	 XLP)	 GO TO 731 PLA 1890
XL	 =	 TFIK) PLA 1900
GO TO 732 PLA 1910
731 XL	 = XLP PLA 1920
XLP = TFIK) PLA 1930
732 IF	 ITF(K)	 .LT.	 XR	 )	 GO TO 734 PLA 1940
IF	 (TFIK)	 .GT.	 XPP)	 GO TO 733 PLA 1950
XR	 =	 TFIK) PLA 1960
GO TO 734 PLA 1970
733 XR	 = XRP PLA 1980
XRP = TFIK) PLA 1990
734 IF	 (XPIK)	 .GT.	 Y8	 )	 GO TO 736 PLA 2000
IF	 (XP(K)	 .LT.	 Y8P)	 GO TO 735 PLA 2010
YE)	 = XP(K) PLA 2020
GO TO 736 PLA 2030
735 YB	 = YBP PLA 2040
YBP =
	 XP(K) PLA 2050
736 IF	 (XPIK)	 .LT.	 YT	 )	 GO TO 2206 PLA 2060
IF	 (XPIK)	 .GT.	 YTPI	 GO TO 737 PLA 2070
YT	 =	 XP(K) PLA 2080
GO TO 2206 PLA 2090
737 YT	 = YTP PLA 2100
YTP =	 XPIK) PLA 2110
2206 CONTINUE PLA 2120
IF	 (SKIPIT)	 GO. TO 738 PLA 2130
SAVFXL(I,3)	 = XL PLA 2140
SAVFXR(1,3)	 =	 XR PLA 2150
SAVFYRI1,3)	 = Y8 PLA 2160
SAVEYT(1,3)
	 = YT PLA 2170
GO TO 739 PLA 2180
738 XL	 = SAVEXL(1,3) PLA 2190 <!
XR =	 SAVEXR11,3) PLA 2200
YO = SAVFYB(193) PLA 2210
" YT = SAVEYT(1,3) PLA 2220^-
-	 739 II=°NPP(I1) -PLA 2{'JO
12=NPP1121 PLA -2240
IF	 (KPRPLT	 .EQ.	 1)	 CALL PRPLTIJV, I t	11,121 PL! 2250
IF	 IKPLOT	 .EQ.	 1) CALL PLT	 IJV, I t	11912) PLA 2260
2205 CONTINUE PLA 2270
206 WRITE	 (695) PLA 2260
IF	 IJV	 .LT.	 IPX) GO TO 1206 PLA 2290
DO	 1205 1 =	 1,NPLTVT PLA 2300
VP(1,1)	 = VP(I,JV) PLA 2310
1205 CONTINUE PLA 2320
TF(1)
	 = TFJV PLA 2330
JV = 1 PLA 2340
RETURN PLA 2350
1206 JV = 0 PLA 2360
RETURN PLA 2370
C .	 .
5 • I1H1/I6.F13.51 •FORMAT PLA 2380
10 FOR MAT	 (6E12.5	 ) PLA 2390
11 FORMAT	 (112.4E12.5.112) PLA 2400
50 FORMAT (IH /6H TIME=E12.5/9H UNKNCWNS/6114,E13.5)) PLA 2410
70 FORMAT	 (1H /17H IONIZING PULSE = E13.5/7H SOURCE/6114,F13.S1) PLA 2420









C	 CHECK PLDT RANGE
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
SX = XR - XL
IF (SX .LE. 0.0) GO TO 31
SY = YT - Y8
IF (SY .GT. 0.0) GO TO 33
31 WRITE 16.32) TITLElI1.TITLEl2)
GO TO 35
33 CALL HOLLER( 1H 1ABLANK)
CALL HOLLER(1H.9AOOT)
IF (PRSYMB .EQ. ABLANK) CALL HOLLER(IH*IPRSYMBI
AASS - PRSYMB
CALL HOLlERI IH+.APLUS)
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C	 BLANK ARRAY AND FILL IN VERTICAL AND HCRIZONTAL GRID LINES
C- - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DO 50 J - 1941
DO 50 1 = 1.81
GtI.JI = ABLANK
IF (I .EQ. 81) GO TO160
IF II .EQ. 1) GO TO 160
IF IJ .EQ. 41) GOTO 160
IF (J .EQ;. 1) GO TO 160
IF ( N00 11.101 .NE. 11 GO TO 159
IF (J .EQ. 2) GO TO 160
IF (J CO.. 	 40) GO TP 160
159 IF I MOD 015) .NE. 11 GO TO 50
1F (I .:EQ. 2) GO TO 160
IF (I .LT. 80) GO TO 50
160 Gt11J1 = ADOT
50 CONTINUE
WRITE (61401)
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C	 DETERMINE BOUNDS AND TIC SPACING FOR GRAPH
C.:	
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
TX	 ALOGIO(SX/7.0) + 1000.0
Z	 TX -AINT(TX)
IF (1 .FQ. 0.01 GO TO 89
IF IZ .GT. 0.30103) GO TO 81
TX =AINTITX) + 1.0299956E-3 + 0.3
GO TO 89
81 IF IZ .GT. 0.698981 G0 TO 52 '
TX -AINTITX) - 1.0299956E-3 + 0.7
GO TO 89
82 TX =AINTITX+1.0)
89 SX = 10.0 •+ (1001.0-TX')
TT - 10.0 / SX
TX =AINTIXL/TT) • TT
IF 1XL .LT. TXI TX	 TX - TT
XL = TX























































IF U .EQ. 0.01 GO TO 79 POP 0490
iF	 (Z .GT. 0.30103) GO TO 71 POP 0500
TY =AINTITY)	 +	 1.0299956E-3 + 0.3 POP 0510
GO TO 79 POP 0520
71	 IF (2 .GT. 0.69898) GO TO 72 PRP 0530
TY =AINTITY) - 1.0299956E-3 + 0.7 PRP 0540
GO TO 79 PRP OSSO
72 TY =A1 NT(TY+1 .0 ) PRP 0560
79 SY = 10.0** (1000.7-TY-1.0299956E-3) PRP 0570
TT = 5.0 / SY .PRP 0550
TY =AINT(YB/TT)
	
* IT PRP OS90
IF (YB .LT. TY) TY = TY - TT PRP 0600
YB = TY PRP 0610
IF	 (KPLOT .FQ. O) GO TO 106 PRP 0620
IF	 (XSCALE(20)	 .GT. -0.5) GO TO 106 PRP 0630
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
C SET SCALES AND FRAME FOR PLT SUBROUTINE (IF SCALE = 1)
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
K = IGRAPH + 1 PRP 0640
XLEFT (K)	 = XL PRP 0650
XRIGHT(K)	 = XL	 + 80.0 / SX PRP 0660
XSCALE(K)	 _	 (XRIGHT(K)	 - XL)	 /	 P_.0 PRP 0670
IF	 (NLC	 .NF. -1)	 GO TO 90 PRP 0680
CALL HOLLFR(6RSECOND,XUNIT(I,K)) PRP 0690
CALL HOLLER( 6P5	 ,XUNITIZ,K)) PRP 0700
GO TO 92 POP 0710
90 CALL HOLLER	 (6RMKS UN,XUNIT11,K1) PRP 0720
CALL HCLLER (GRITS	 .XLINIT(Z,K)) PRP 0730
92	 YBOTTM(K)	 = Y8 POP 0740
YTOP	 IK)	 = YO + 40.0 / SY	 - PRP 0750
YSCALE(KI	 =	 (YTOP(K)	 - Y81	 / 8.0 PRP 0760
CALL HOLLER 16RMKS UN,YUNITII,K)) PRP 0770
CALL HOLLER (GRITS	 .YUNIT(2,K)l PRP 0780
1.06 CSX = SX * 10.0 POP 0790
CSY = SY * 20.0 PRP 0800
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 --	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -
C TRANSFORM X AND Y DATA FROM TF(K) AND XP(K) ARRAYS INTO
C GII,JI SYMBOL ARRAY.
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -
DO 206 K _ It NN	 _ POP 0810
If
	
=(TF(K) -	 XL	 ) * CSX + .5 POP 0820
JI =( XP(K) -	 Y9	 1 * CSY	 + . 5 PRP 0830
I	 =	 1	 +	 (11	 + ' 5)	 /	 10 PRP 0840
J = 1	 + ( JI	 +	 10)	 /	 20 PRP 0850
IF H	 .LT.	 1)	 1 = 1 PRP 0860
IF	 (I	 .GT .	 81)	 I	 =	 81 PRP 0870
IF	 (J	 .GT. 41)	 J = 41 PRP 0860
J = 42 - J PRP 0890
IF (J .GT.	 41)	 J = 41 POP 0900
IF	 (.G(I,J)	 .EQ.	 APLUS)	 GO TO 206 PRP 0910
IF	 (G(I,J)	 .NE.	 AASS) GO TO 180 POP 0920
G(I,J) = APLUS PRP 0930
GO TO 206 PRP 0940
180	 G(I,J)= AASS_ PRP 0950
206 CONTINUF PRP 0960
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -
C PRINT-PLOT SYMBOL ARRAY	 GII,J)
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - - -	 -
K1	 = 1 PRP 0970





1) GO TO 307 POP 0990









































DC = YB ► C / SY
IF IABS(OC) .LE. 1.0E-4 0ASS(YBI) DC = 0.0
C— — — — — — — — — — — — — —	 — — — — — — —
C	 LABEL Y AXIS IN LINES 21(VARIABLE), 23(UNITS), AND 26(V(N0.11
C
—
 — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
IF (I .NE. 21) ':O TO 306
WRITE (6,120) TITLE(i),TITLF(2),CC,(C(L,I),L=1.81)
GO TO 207
306 IF (I .NE. 26) GO TO 406
IF (NLC .EQ. O) Gn TO 406
IF (NLC .EQ. —1) GO TO 404
J = IABS(IL)
GO TO 405
404 J = IABS( ID)
i	 405. WRITE (6.22';11 J 90C,tG(L,I),L=1,81)
GO TO 207
406 WRITE (6, 20)	 OC9IG(L•I),L=1,81)
GO TO 207
307 IF (I NE, 23) GO.Tri 309
WRITE (6, 23)	 lG1L,II,L=1,811
SO TO 207
309 WRITE (6, 22)	 (GIL,fIsL=1,81)





— — — — — — — 




— — — — — — — — —
	 — — — — — — —
WRITE (6,20) YR,fGtL•41),L=1.811
tG = 0
DO 208 T = 1,81. 10
TG = IG + 1
C = I — I
X(IG) = XL + C / SX




(69 21) IXtL ► ,	 L = 1, IGI
35 IF (NLC)	 3,4,4
3 WR.1TE16,061	 --.	 -
WRITE(6. 6) TITLEI4)
RETURN





• 6 FORMAT • tIM0,52X,8HCIRCUIT •A6)•
20 FORMAT ( 4X, E15.2, 2X, 81A1 1
21 FORMAT (ISX, 9t'^10.2)
22 FORMAT (21XRIAII
23 FORMAT (13H IMKS UNITS) ,7X,BIA.I)
32 FORMAT t16H—NO PRINTER PLOT95X,A6,A3)
96 FORMAT (IHO,54X 9	s10HTIPE (SEC) 9/1HO)
	
98 FORMAT (1HO,46X•A6,20H (MKS UNITS),	 2MV(, I2,
120 FORMAT IlH , A6,A3	 , E9.292X,BIAl1
121 FORMAT (3H V(, 12,1H),E14.2,2X,81A1)














SUBROUTINE PLY (N,J2,JV1,JV21	 PLY 0010
C	 OLT HANDLES PLOTTING
COMMON VAR IABLES
INTEGER XUNIT,YUNIT PLY 0020
LOGICAL PULL PLT 0030
DIMENSION TARL121,TAR4(15). TAR 51321rIARZ(2) PLY 0040
DIMENSION	 ISUF(10241 PLY 0050.
DATA DOT /3HDDT/ PLY 0060
DATA PARENL/6H1	 / PLY 0070
OA TA TIME	 /6HTIME
	 / PLY 0080
DATA	 VSPT /6H	 VS.	 / PLY 00^^
DATA MIC/3RMIC/ PLY Ol!M
DATA MIL/3RMIL/ PLY 01'i
DATA MAKS/3RMAX/ PLT 0120
DATA NAN/3RNAN/ PLY 01.30
DATA	 IPC/3RPIC/ PLY 0140
C• •[GRAPH= GGRAPN+	 1 PLY 0150
IF	 ICT(t1,2)	 .NE.	 123.4561	 CALL PLCTSl8UF,1024r71 PLY 0160
CT(It,Z)	 =	 123.456 PLY 0170	 -
ZERO = 0.0 PLY 0180
ONE = 1.0 PLY 0190
XLEFTI =	 XLFFT(IGRAPH) PLY 0200
RIGHT	 =	 XRIGHI(IGRAPH) PLY 0210
TOP = YTOP(IGRAPH) PLY 0220
BOTTOM = YROTTM([GRAPH) PLY 0230
FIXX =	 1.0 / XSCALE(IGRAPH) PLY 0240
FIXY = t.0	 / YSCILE(IGRAPH) PLY 0250
XZERO = -XLEFTI • FIXX PLY 0260
YZERO = ONE - BOTTOM * F IXY PLT 0270
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -
C DRAW FRAME
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -
-	
LALL PLOT SZEROrONF.r3) PLY 0250
XTIC = RIGHT s FIXX + XZER0 PLY 0290
CALL PLOT (XTIC,ONE,Z3 PLT 0300
YTIC = TOP s FIXY ♦ YZERO PLY 0310
CALL PLDT IXTIC,YTIC,21
-PLY 03220
CALL PLOT	 (ZFPC,YTIC,21 PLY 0330
CALL PLOT	 (ZERO,ONE,2) PLY 0340
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -
C DETERMINE SCALE OF X-AXIS
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -
ITEM -	 XUNIT(L,IGRAPHI
	
/	 10000008 PLY 03SO
IF	 ( ITEM - MIC)	 10,	 9,10 PLY 0360
9 RATIO = 1.OE6 PLY 0370
GO TO 30 PLY 0380
10	 IF	 IITEM -`MIL1	 L2,IL,t2 PLT 0390
It RATIO = I.OE3
PLY
0400
GO TO 30 PLY 0410
12	 IF ( ITEM - MAKS)14, 13, 14 _ PLY 0420
L3 RATIO = L.OER PLY 04:0
GQ TO 30 PLY 0440
14	 IF	 (ITEM - NAN)	 16,15,16 PLY 0450
15 RATIO =	 I.OE9 PLY 0460
GO TO 30 PLT 0470
16 IF	 (ITEM -	 [PC	 1	 18,17,18 PLT 0480
17 RATIO - L.OE12 PLT 0490
GO TO 30 PLT OS00
1R RATIO =	 1.0 PLT OSLO
30 TEMP	 XSCALE(IGRAPH) t RATIO PLT 0520
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -
C DETERMINE TIC SPACING FOR X-AXIS
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -
XMARK=ALOGLO(TEMPI PLT 0530
IF	 (INT(XMARK)	 .EQ.	 XMARKI	 GO	 TO 21 PLT 0540
IF	 (XMARKI	 19,29 9 21 PLT O5SO
19 XMARK = tO.O +•	 (INT(XMARK)	 -	 1001 PLT 0560
GO TO 20 PLT 0570
2L XMARK -	 10.0 •t	 INT(XMARK) PLT 0580
20 XTIC - ABSIXMARK/TEMPI PLT 0590
IF	 (XTIC -	 0.282842712475)	 22 9 23.23 PLT 0600
22 IF	 (XTIC - 0.14t421356237)	 24.2592! PLT 0610
24 XTIC = 10.0 t XTIC PLT 0620
XMARK = 10.0 t XMARK PLT 0630
GO TO 29 PLT 0640
25 XTIC • 5.0 t XTIC PLT 0630
XMARK - 5.0 t XMARK PLT 0660
23 IF (XTIC - 0.70710678119)	 26 9 29 9 29 PLT 0670
26 XTIC	 XTIC	 • XTIC PLT 0680
XMARK = XMARK f XMARK PLT 0690
29 (COUNT	 =	 (RIGHT - XLEFTI)	 t FIXX / XTIC"' ♦ 2.00000001 PLT 0700
TEMP = XLEFTL t FIXX / XTIC + 0.999999999 PLT 0710
IF	 (INT(TEMP)	 .EQ. TEMPI GO TO 28 PLT 0720
IF (TEMPI	 2	 28.28 PLT 0730
27 TEMP = TFMP - 1.0 PLT 0740
28 TEMP -	 INT(TEMP) PLT 0750
YTIC = TEMP t XTIC - XTIC 	 a XZERO PLT 0760
TICI	 = YTIC PLT 0770
TMARKI. =
	
TEMP t XMARK PLT 0780
X =TMARK t PLT 0790
00 It I	 = L,I000NT PLT 0800
IF	 (ABS(10000.0*X)	 L.T.. 	 XMARK)	 X '= 0.0 P.!.T 0810
TARS.( 1)
	 =	 X PLT 0820
It X	 X ♦ XMARK PLT -	 _0830
DO 110 J -I,ICDUNT 9 2 PLT 0840
L10 ENCOOE'?-20,32,TAR4(J)1
	
TARSI'JI 9 TARS(Jtl) PLT 0850
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -
C WRITE NUMBERS ON X-AXIS
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -
TEMP - RIGHT t FIXX ♦ XLERO + O.OIO PLT 0860
TICL =	 XTIC	 ♦ TIC( PLT 0B,%O
BULL =	 .TRUE. PLT 0880
DO 35	 1	 -	 L, 1000 PLT 0890
TAR4(1)	 - TAR4(I) PLT 0900
BULL =.	 NOT. BULL PLT 0910
IF ISU'LL)	 GO TO 34 PLT 0920
TEMP2 = TICI-0.48 PLT '0930
CALL SYMROLITEMP2,0.73,0+14,TAR4 9 0.0 981 PLT 0940
34 CALL PLOT(TICI,ONE 9 11 PLT 0950
CALL PLOT(TIC1,1.t9" PLT 0960





35936 9 36 PLT 0960
35 CONTINUE PLT 0990
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -
C PLOT 'TICS ON TOP AND BOTTOM FRAME
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 =	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -
36 TICI =	 YTIC PLT 1000
YTIC = TOP t FIXY + YZERO PLT 1010
DO 37 1	 I,tOOO PLT t02O
TICI	 XTIC	 + TICI PLT 1030
116
CALL	 PLOT	 (TICL,YTIC,3) PLT 1040
TEM92	 = YTIC - 0.1 PLT 1050
CALL PLOT (TIC1rTEMP2921 PLT 1060
IF ITIC1 +	 XTIC - TEMP)	 37,38,38 PLT 1070
37 CONTINUE PLT 1080
38 TEMP =	 (XLEFTI	 + RIGHT)	 * 0.5	 * FIXX + XZERO PLT 1090
IF	 (J2)	 41,40,40 PLT 1100
40 TAR1(I)	 = SCOT PLT 1110
GO TO 42 PLT 1120
41 TARI(l)	 =	 TIME PLT 1130
42 TEMP2 = TEMP - 1.34 PLT 1140
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -
C WRITE TITLES AND DIMENSIONS
-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-	 - -	 -	 -
CALL SYMBOL	 (TEMP-2.0190.1190.21 9 TAR1,0.0,61 PLT 1150
CALL SYMBOL	 (TEMP-0.75,O.11r0.21rPAREN1r0.Ort) PLT 11,60	 l
IAR2(1)
	
= XUNITII,IGRAPH) PLT 1170	 §
IAR2(2)	 =	 XUNIT(2,IGRAPH) PLT 1180




CALL SYMBOL	 (TEMP-0.72,-0.46,0.289VSPT,0.0,6) PLT 1210
CALL SYMBOL	 (TEMP+1.00,-0.46,0.28,TARt,0.096) PLT L220
IF	 (J2)	 44,45,43 PLT 1230
43 BCDT = BCDT( PLT 1240
44 TARi(l)
	 =	 BCDT PLT 1250
CALL SYMBOL	 (TFMP-2.12,-0.46,0.28rTARt,0.0,61 PLT 1260
TEMP =	 (TOP + BOTTOM)	 * 0.5	 * FIXY + YZERO PLT t270
CALL	 SYMBOL	 (-1.50,TEMP-2.0190.21,TAR1,90.0961 PLT 1280
GO TO 46 PLT 1290
45 TARIII)	 = SCOT PLT 1300
CALL	 SYMBOL	 (TEMP-3.08,-0.46 9 0.28 9 TARl,0.0 9 6) PLT 1310
CALL SYMBOL	 (TEMP-1.40,-0.46 P 0.28,DOT,D.O P3) PLT 1320
TEMP=ITDP+BOTTOM)*0.5*FIXY.+YZERC PLT 1330
CALL SYMBOL	 (-1.50,TEMP-2.73r0.2t,TAR1,90.0,6) PLT L340
CALL SYMBOL	 (-1.50,TEMP-1.47r0.219DOT P 90.C,1) PLT 1350
46 CALL	 SYMBOL	 (-1.50,TEMP-0.75,0.2`19 PA PEN 1, 90.Or 11 PLT 1360	 i
IAR2(t)	 =	 YUNITII,IGRAPHI PLT 1370
IAR2(2)	 =	 YUNITI2 9 IGRAPHI PLT t380
CALL PARENIIAR2 P 11 PLT 1390
CALL SYMBOL	 1-1.50,TEMP-0.54r0.21r1AR2r90.0,1 ` I ` PL7 1400"
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -
C DETERMINE	 SCALE` OF Y-AXIS
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -
ITEM =	 YUNIT(1,IGRAPH)	 /	 10000008, ` PLT 1410
IF	 (ITEM -	 MIC)	 50,49, 5 0 PLT 1420
49'-*ATIn =	 1.OF.6 PLT L430
GO TO 60 PLT 1440
50 IF	 (ITEM -	 MIL)	 52951,52 PLT 1450
51 RATIO =	 I.OE3, PLT 1460
GO TO 60 PLT 1470
52 IF	 (ITFM -	 MAKS154r53,54 PLT 1480
53 RATIO = L.OF8 PLT 1490
GO TO 60 PLT 1500
54 IF	 (ITEM -	 NAN;'	 56955,56 PLT 1510
55 RATIO =	 I.OE9 PIT 1520
GO TO 60 ' PLT 1530
56 TF	 (ITEM -	 IPC)	 58,57958 PLT 1540
57 RATIO =	 I.OE12 PLT 1550
GO TO 60 PLT 1560
58 RATIO = 1.0 PLT 1570
60 TEMP = YSCALE(IGPAPH)	 * RATIO PLT 1580
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - --	 -	 -
c DETERMINE TIC SPACING FOR Y-AXIS: j
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -
















IF (YMARK.LT.0.0) YMARK = YMARK — 1.0
61 YMARK = 10.0 ** INT(YMARK)
YTIC = ABS(YMARK / TEMP	 1
IF (YTIC — 0.282842712475) 62.63x63
62 IF (YTIC — 0.141421356237) 64#65965
64 YTIC = 10.0 * YTIC
YMARK = 10.0 * YMARK	 -
GO TO 69
65 YTIC = 5.0 * YTIC
YMARK = 5.0 * YMARK
63 IF (YTIC --:0.70710678119) 66969969
66 YTIC = YTIC + YTIC
YMARK = YMARK + YMARK
69 (COUNT = (TOP — BOTTOM) * FIXY / YTIC + 2.00000002
TEMP =	 BOTTOM * FTXY / YTT {C + 0.999999999
IF (TEMP .EQ. INT(TEMP11 GO TO 200
IF (TEMP .LT. 0.01 TEMP= TEMP -1.0
TEMP= TNT(TEMP)
200 XTIC = TEMP * YTIC — YTIC + YZERC
TICI = XTIC
TMARKI= TEMP * YMARK
Y = TMARKI.
DO 70 1 = I9I000NT
IF (ABS(10000.0*Y1 .LT. YMARK) Y = 0.0
TAR5(I) = Y
70 Y = Y + YMARK
DO 111 J =I9I000NT92































C —	 	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 — —	 —	 —	 —
C	 WRITE NUMBERS ON Y—AXIS
C--	
—	 —	 —	 —	 —	
—	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	
— —	 —	 —	 —
TEMP =	 TOP * FIXY + YZERO + 0.010 PLT 1790
DO 71	 1 =	 191000 PLT 1900
TICI
	
= YTIC	 +	 TICI PLT 1910
TAR4(t)	 =	 TA0t4(T) PLT 1920
TEMP2 = TICI — 0.07 PLT 1930
CALL SYMBOL(-1.25 9 TEMP290.149TAR490.098) PLT 1940
CALL PLOT(0.0 9 TIC1 9 3) PLT 1950
CALL PLOT(O.1,TIC1 9 2) PLT 1960
— IF (TICI	 + YTIC - TEMP)	 7,1972-#72 PLT 1970
71 CONTINUE PLT 1980
C
—	 	 —	 —	 —	
—	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 — —	
—	 —	 —
C c	 PLOT TICS ON RIGHT AND LEFT FRAME
C
—
 — - — — — — — — — — — — — — — — -
72 TICL - XTIC
XTIC - RIGHT * FIXX + XZERO
TEMP2 = XTIC — 0.1




CALL PLOT (XTIC9TIC19 3)
CALL PLOT (TEMP2 9 TIC1 9 2)
IF (TICI+YTIC—TEMP) 7397339733
73 CONTINUE
733 TMARKI = 0
C
—
 — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
C	 PLOT DATA POINTS
DO 1100 I = 19N
IF (TF(I)-XLEFTI) 74977975
	
74	 TMARKI = 0
GO TO 100
	
75	 IF (TF(11-RTGHT) 77977976
C `_%	 —	 — — — — — —	 — — — — — — — —
C	 HANDLE DATA POINTS THAT ARE OUT OF FRAME AT RIGHT
C— — — — — — — — — — — - — —	 — — —
	













78 YVALUE =	 (XP(1)	 -	 XP( I-1)1*(RIGHT - TFII-111 PLT 2150
2 /	 (TF(T)	 -	 TF(1-111	 +	 XP(I-1) PLT 21.60
IF (YVALUE
	 - BOTTOM)	 80,81981 PLT 2170
RO XVALUE =((RIGHT - TF(1-L)1
	 *	 (BOTTOM -	 XP(1-111 PLT 2180
2 /	 (YVALUE -	 XPII-1)1	 +	 TF(I-11) • FIXX + XZERO PLT 2190
YVALUE = ROTTOM PLT 2200
GO TO 85 PLT 2210
91 IF	 (YVALUE - TOP)	 83983,82 PLT 2220
82 XVALUE =((RIGHT - TF(T-1)1	 * (TOP - XP(I-1)) PLT 2230
2 /	 (YVALUE - XP(1-11)	 + TF(I-1)) * FIXX + XZERO PLT 2240
YVALUE = TOP PLT 2250
GO TO 85 PLT 2260
R3 XVALUE =	 RIGHT • FIXX + XZERO PLT 2279
85 YVALUE = YVALUE * FIXY + YZERO PLT 2280
TMARKL = 0 PLT 2290
GO TO 99 PLT 2300
77 IF	 (XP(1)	 -	 BOTTOM)	 86,91987 PLT 2310
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -
C HANDLE DATA POINTS THAT ARE OUT OF FRAME AT BOTTOM
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -
86 IF	 (TMARKL)	 88,100,98 PLT 2320
88 XVALUE =	 l(TF(1)	 - TF(T-1))	 *	 (BCTTCM - XPII-11) PLT 2330
2 /	 (XP(ll	 -	 XP(T-11)	 +	 TF(1-11) * FIXX + XZERO PLT 2340
YVALUE = BOTTOi: * FIXY + YZERC PLT 2350
TMARKL = 0 PLT 2360
GO TO 99 PLT 2370
87 IF	 (XP(T)	 -	 TOP)	 91,91,90 PLT 2380
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -
C HANDLE DATA POINTS THAT ARE OUT OF FRAME AT TOP
90 IF	 (TMARKL)	 92,100,92 PLT 2390
92 XVALUE =	 ((TF(1)	 -	 TF(T-111	 *	 (TOP - XP(1-1)) PLT 2400
2 /	 (XP(I)	 -	 XP(I-1))	 +	 TF(T-11) * FIXX + XZERO PLT 2410
YVALUE = TOP * FTXY + YZERO PLT 2420
TMARKI = 0 PLT 2430
GO TO 99 `. PLT 2440
91 IF	 ITMARK`c)	 98,94 9 98 PLT 2450
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-	
-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -
C FIRST TN-FRAME VALUE
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 --	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -
94 TMARKI= 1 PLT 2460
IF	 (I	 -	 1)	 102,1029103 PLT 2470
1.03 IF (XP( 1-1)	 - BOTTOM)	 95,102.96 PLT 2480
95 XVALUE =	 ((TF(1) y-TF! , J)1"*	 (BCTTCM - XP(1-1)) PLT 2490
2 /	 (XP(I ► 	 -	 XPfZ`a1zE'+	 TF(I-11) * FIXXl44 XZERO PLT 2500
YVALUE = BOTTOM * F'lVY	 + YZERC PLT 2510
GO TO 101 PLT 2520
96 IF	 (XPI T-1) - T091 LG^Zil.02997 PLT 2530
97 XVALUE =	 ((TF(T)	 - TFI[-1.11	 *	 (TCP - XP(T-1)) PLT 2540
2 /	 (XP( 1)
	 -	 XPIT-1)1	 +	 TF(T-1)) * FIXX + XZERO PLT 2550
YVALUE = TOP * FTXY + YZERO PLT 2560
101 CALL PLOT	 IXVALUE,YVALUE,	 31 PLT 2570
GO TD 98 PLT 2580
102 YVALUE = XP(T)	 * FTXY + YZERO PLT 2590
XVALUE = TF(1)
	
* FIXX + XZERC PLT 2600
CALL PLOT	 (XVALI;E,YVAL'JE,	 3) PLT 2610
GO TO 100 PLT 2620
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - :-	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -
C PLOT	 [.N-FRAME DATA POINTS'';
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	
-	
-	 -	 - -	 -
98 XVALUE	 =	 TF(1)	 * FIXX + X ,ZERC PLT 2630
YVALUE =	 XP(I) * FTXY + Y ?FR0 PLT 2640
99 CALL	 PLOT	 (XVALUE,YVALUE,
	
Zl PLT 2650
LOO CONTINUE PLT 2660
1100 CONTINUE PLT 2670
XVALUE = RIGHT * FIXX + XZERC i + 7.G - PLT 2680





32 FORMAT(15(E8.1,2H	 )1 PLT 2710
END PLT 2720
119
SUBROUTINE PARENITTEM,TI PAR 0010
C PAREN HANDLES PLOTTING PARENTHESES AROUND VARIABLE UNITS
DIMENSION	 ITEM13)	 ,A(101 PAR 0020
DATA (A(J),J=1,101/770000000000000000008,7700000000000000,008• PAR 0030
2 77000000000000008,770000000000000,7700000000008,7700DOOOOO8, PAR 0040
3 770000008,7700006,77008,778/ PAR 0050
DATA	 PARENS/IOH)1111)))))/ PAR 0060
C .	 .	 .	 . PAR 0070
I =	 13^ PAR 0070
IT	 ITEMl21 PAR 0080
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C CHECK FOR NON-BLANK IN SECOND SIX CHARACTERS
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
DO 15 J = 1,6 PAR 0090
11 =	 IT	 .AND.	 77B PAR 0100
IF	 (11	 .NE.	 1R	 )	 GO TO 30 PAR 0110
I	 =	 I	 -	 1 PAR 0120
IT =	 IT	 / 1008 PAR 0130
15 CONTINUE PAR 0140
IT =	 ITEM(I) PAR 0150
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C CHECK FOR` NON-RLANK IN FIRST 	 SIX CHARACTERS
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
DO 25 J =
	 1, 5 PAR 0160
11	 = IT	 .AND.
	
778 PAR 0170
IF	 (I1	 .NE.	 1R	 ) GO TO 30 PAR 0180
I	 =	 I	 -	 1 PAR 0190
IT	 = IT /	 1009 PAR 0200
25 CONTINUE PAR 0210
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C CHANGE 2R6 FORMAT TO A10,A4 FORMAT
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
30 ENCODE(13,	 32,	 ITEM(1))	 ITEMII),	 ITEP(2) PAR 0220
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C DELETE A BLANK AND INSERT ARIGHT PARENTHESIS
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
IF	 (I	 .GT.	 10)GO TO 40 PAR 0230
IT= ITEM(l)
	
.AND. .NOT.	 AM PAR 0240
ITEM(11=	 IT .OR. (PARENS, .AND. AM) PAR 0250
I _-1	 +	 t PAR 0260
RETURN PAR 0270
40 IT=	 TTEM(2)	 .AND.
	
.NOT. A(I-101 PAR 0280
ITEM12)=	 IT ,DR.	 (PARENS	 .AND.	 A(I-10)) PAR 0290
RETURN PAR 0300
C






C	 RWIVS READS IN AND PRINTS OUT DATA OF CURRENT AND VOLTAGE SOURCES
COMMON VARIABLES










.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .
READ
	 (5,101NTV RIV 0040
IF(NIV.LE.	 0)	 RETURN RIV 0050
IF(NIV.LE.	 20)
	
GO TO 2101 RIV 0060
WRITE
	 (6,2103) RIV 0070
` CALL EXIT RIV 0080
2101 CALL HOLLER	 (6H	 .F3) RIV 0090
CALL HOLLER(1HO.CC) RIV 0100
IF	 (DMAX	 .NE.	 0.0)	 CALL HOLLER	 IIH A CC) RIV 0110
WRITE	 (6 1 2100) RIV 0120
DO 2202 N =	 1,NIV RIV 0130
READ(5.20)K41N),K31N1rAl,Kl(NI,A2,K2(N)PV1(N)*RVSINI RIV 0140
IF	 IRVSINI	 .EQ.	 0.01	 RVSINI	 = 0.1 RIV 0150
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C DETERMINE TYPE OF TERMINALS
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-	
-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
IF( Al
	 .NE.	 F3)	 GO	 TO 2112 RIV 0160
IF(A2	 .NE.	 F31
	
GO TO 2114 RIV 0170
K	 (N)=l RIV 0180
GO TO 2202	 ,•. RIV 0190
2112 K (N)=2 RIV 0200
GO TO 2202 RIV 02110
2114 K	 (N)=3 RIV Oi20
2202 CONTINUE RIV 0230
DU 5 N=1,NIV RIV 0240
AL =	 VI(N) RIV 0250
A2 = RVS(N) RIV 0260
IF	 (DMAX .EQ.O.0)GO TO 4444 RIV 0270
C- ---	 --	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-	
-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C MODIFY NOMINAL PARAMETER VALUES BY DMAX -PERCENT	 - -
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -_ -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
READ (5.4445)	 SI,S2 RIV 0280
St = S1 • OMAX RIV 0290
S2	 = S2 + DF+AX RIV 0300
Al = Al •	 ( 1„0 + St	 / 100.0) RIV 0310
A2 = A2 +	 (1.0	 +	 S2 / 100.0) RIV 0320
VI (N) = AL RIV 0330
RVS(N)	 A2 RIV 0340
4444 KO = K (NI RIV 0350
IFIK41N)	 .LE.	 0) GO TO 2200 RIV 0360
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C PRINT CURRENT-SOURCES DATA
C- -	 -_	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-	
-	 -	 -	 -	 -
WRITE (6.29)N RIV 0370
2221 GO TO (9r2117.2118),KO RIV 0380 I'^
2117 IFIK1(N)	 .GT.	 0)	 GO TO 2119 RIV 0390
WRITE	 (6.321K2(N) RIV 0400
KI(N1=20 RIV 0410
GO TO 11 RIV 0420	 ==






GO TO I RiV 0440
2118 IF(K2(Ni	 .GT. 0)	 GO TO	 2220 RIV 0450
WRITE	 (6,33)KI(NI RIV 0460
K2(N) = 20 RIV 0470
GO TO 11 RIV 0480
9 WRITE	 16,31)KI(N),K2(N) RiV 0490
GO TO 11 RiV 0500
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C PRINT VOLTAGE-SOURCES DATA
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
2220 WRITF	 (6,35)Kl(N),K2(N) RiV 0410
11 iF(K4(N)	 .LE.	 D)	 GO Tn 16 RIV 0520
iF(K3(N)
	
.LE.	 0)	 GO	 TO	 100 RIV 0530
WRITE	 (6,53)K3(N) RiV 0540
GO TO 5 RIV 0550
100 WRITE 16,401 RIV 0560
IF	 (OMAX .GT.	 0.0)	 WRITE 16.44461	 S1 RIV 0570
WRITE	 (6,50)	 CC,A1 FIV 0580
GO TO 5 RiV 0590
2200 WRITE (6,30)N RiV 0600
GO TO 2221 RIV 0610
16 IF(K3(N)
	
I.E.. 	 0)	 GO	 TO	 102 RIV 0620
WRITE (6,53)K3(N) RIV 0630
GO TO 104 RIV 0640
102 WRITE	 16,40) RIV 0650





104 iF	 (DMAX .GT.	 0.01	 WRITE	 (6,44461 S2 RIV 0680
WRITE	 16,521	 CC,A2 RiV 0690
5 CONTINUE RiV 0700
RETURN RIV 0710
C




} 29 FORMAT (1H /15H CURRENT SOURCE14H NO=13115H NODE A	 NODE BI RiV 0740
30 FORMAT	 (IH 115H VOLTAGE SOURCE/41- NO=13/15H NODE 4,	 NODE 81 RIV 0750
31 FORMAT	 (2X,13,5X,I3) RIV 0760
t 32 FORMAT (7H GROUND 9 3X,13) RIV 0770
33 FORMAT (2X,I393X,7H GROUND) RIV 0780g
34 FORMAT	 13H	 512,5%,131 RIV 0790
	 -	
-
35 FORMAT	 (2X,13,3X,3H	 S,12) RiV 0800




51 FORMAT	 (AI,10HVOLTAGE	 93X,E12.4) RIV 0830
52 FORMAT (AL,LOHRESISTANCE,3X,E12.4) RiV 0840
53 FORMAT 1
	 7HOSOURCE 13) , RIV 0850
2100 FORMAT (1H1) RIV 0860
2103 FORMAT (	 21HOMORE THAN 20 SOURCES) RIV 0870
i 4445 FORMAT 148X,2F12.0) RIV 0880






C	 RWRES READS IN AND PRINTS OUT DATA OF RESISTORS
COMMON	 VAR IABLES
EQUIVALENCE	 (KRES,K),IKIRES,KIl,IK2RES,K2) RRE 0020
DIMENSION K(40), K114019 K2140) RRE 0030
C	 . .	 . .	 .	 .	 .
READ:	 15,101NR RRE 0040
IFINR	 .LE.	 01 RETURN RRE OOSO'
IF(NR .LE.	 40)
	
GO TO 2101 RRE 0060
WRITE
	 (692103) RRE 0070
` CALL EXIT RRE 0000
2101 WRITE (692100) RRE 0090
L = 0 RRE Ot 00
CALL HOLLER	 (6H	 ,F3) RRE 011'0
CALL HOLLER( IHO,CC) RRE 0t7,0
IF	 (DMAX .NE.	 0.0)	 CALL HOLLER IIH ,CC) RRE 0130
DO 2202 N=1,NR RRE 0140
15,20)	 F19K1	 IN1,R2,K2	 IN),R(N)	 ,NRPINI,READ RRE 0150
IF	 IR(N)	 .EQ.	 0.0)	 R(N)	 -0.001 RRE 0160
IF	 (NRPI	 N)	 .LE.	 11	 GO TO 3002 RRE 0170
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -
C VARIABLE R-VS.-T DATA
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-	
-	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -
L =	 L +	 1 RRE 0160
RF(L,1)	 =	 R(N) RRE 0190	 .-
TFR(L,1) = TE RRE 0200
IX( L)
	 =	 2 RRE 0210
KO - NRP(N1 RRE 0220
RFAD (5,3004)	 IRF(L,J),TFR(L,J),XRESIL,JI,J-2,KD1 RRE 0230
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-	
-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -





-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -
3002 IFIF1 .EQ.	 F3)	 GO TO 2201 RRE 0240
K(N)=3 RRE 02'10
00 TO 2'202 R,'i` 0360
2201 I F(R2 . E0.	 F31	 GO TO 2204 FW 0270
K(NI=2 RRE 0280	 -_
GO TO 2202 RRE 0290
2204 KIN)=1 RRE 0300
2202 CONTINUE RRE 0310
L = 0 RRE 0320
_ DO 115 N=1,NP, RRE 0330
If	 ( NRP(N)
	
. Gt. ,1)	 GO TO 4449 '	 RRE 0340
L =	 L +	 1	 , ___ RRE 0350
4449 IF '(OMAX	 , EO.O.OIGO TO 4444 RRE 0360
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -
C MODIFY NOMTUNAL PARAMETER VALUES BY OMAX PERCENT
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -
READ (594445)	 S1 RRE 0370
S1 = S1	 • DMAX .I	 RRE 0380
WRITE (6944461	 S1 j	 RRE 0390
R(N)	 =	 RIN)	 •	 (1.0 +	 SI/	 100.0) RRE 0400
KO= NRP(N) RRE -,0410
DO 4447 J = 1,KO RRE 0420
4447 RFIL,JI






aYc- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -
C PRINT RESISTORS DATA
c
— —	 —	 —	 —	
—	 —	 —	 —	 —	
—	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —
—	 —
4444 KO=K(N) ARE 0440
GO TO	 1 6, 7, 8 1 ,K0 RRE 0450
6 WRITE	 16,30	 CC,N,K1(N)	 9K21N)	 , R(h) RRE 0460
GO TO 5 RRE 0470
7 IF(K2(N)	 .GT. 0) GO TO 23 RRE 0480
K2(N)=20 RRE 0490
WRITF	 (6,35) CC,N,KI(N),	 R(N) RRE 0500
GO TO 5 RRE 0510
23 WRITE	 (6 9 33)	 CC,N,KIINI,K21N), R (N) RRF 0520
GO TO 5 RRE OS30
8 IF(K1(N)	 .GT. 0) GO TO	 12 RRE 0540
KIIN1=20 RRE 0550
WRITE	 (6,34) CC,N, K21N),	 AM RRE 0560
GO TO 5 ARE 0570
12 WRITE	 16,32)	 CC,N,KI(N),K2(N),	 R(N) RRE 0580
5 IF	 (NRP(N)	 .LT,	 2)	 GO TO	 115 ARE 0590
KO = NRP(N) RRE 0600
WRITE
	
(6,3040)	 IJ,RF(L,J),TFR(L,J),XRES(L,J),J = 1,K01 RRE 0610




.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	
.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .
10 FORMAT	 (6112) RRE 0640
70 FORMAT	 (A6 9 46,A6,16, E12.891121 RRE 0650
31 FORMAT	 (Al,	 13,3X,I3,SX,I3,6X#8X,EI3.5) ARE 0660
32 FORMAT	 (A1,13,3H	 S,I3,5X,13,6X,8X9E13.5) RRE 0670
33 FORMAT	 (A1,13,3X,13,2X,3H	 S,1396X,RX,E13.S1 RRE 0680
34 FORMAT	 IA1,13,7H GROUND 9 3X,13,6X,8X,E13.5) ARE 0690
35 FORMAT	 (Alv13 t 3X,I3v3X * 7H GROUND,4X,AX,E13.5) ARE 0700
2100 FORMAT (IHI/IOH RESISTORS/32H PART /44HRRE 0710z
t	 9O	 NODE A	 NODE 8	 RESISTANCE) ARE 0720
2103 FORMAT l	 23HOMORE THAN 40 RESISTORS) ARE 0730
3004 FORMAT	 13E12.51 RRE 0740
3040 FORMAT (20H WITH TIME STATES.. 	 ,/, ARE 0750
2	 43H POINT	 RESISTANCE	 TIME	 EXPONENT	 ,/, RRE 0760
3	 5(lH	 ,IS93E13.4,/)) ARE 0770
4445 FORMAT 124X-,,F12.04- RRE 0780
4446 FORMAT	 (IHO,31X,F3.0,8H PERCENT 	 1 RRE 0190















READ	 15.10)NC RCA 0040
IF(	 NC	 .LE.	 0	 )	 RETURN RCA 0050
IF(NC	 .LE.	 20)	 GO TO 2101 RCA 0060
WRITE	 (6,2103) RCA 0070
CALL EXIT RCA 0080
2101 WRITE	 (6,2100) RCA 0090




IF	 (DMAX	 .NE. 0.0)	 CALL HOLLER	 IIH ,CC) RCA 0120
DO 2202 N = 1,NC RCA 0130
READ	 (5.20)F1,KI (NI •R2•K2(N),CAPC(N),RC(N)•RCSH(N) 	 CIO RCA 0140
IF	 (NSVVAR	 .EQ.	 0)	 CICIN)	 = CIO RCA 0150
IF	 (RC(N)	 .LE.	 0.0)	 RC(N)=	 0.1 RCA 0160
IF	 (RCSHIN)	 .LE.	 0.0)	 RCSH(N)	 =	 1.OE+9 RCA 0170
C— —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 — —	 —
C DETERMINE TYPE OF TERMINALS
C— —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 — —	 —
IF	 (Fl
	 .EQ.	 F3)	 GO TO 2201 RCA 0180
KiN1=3 RCA 0190
GO TO 2202 RCA 0200
2201 1F(R2	 .EQ. F3)	 GO TO 2204 RCA 0210
KIN)=2 RCA 0220
GO TO 2202 RCA 0230
2264 KINl— 1 RCA 0240
2202 CONTINUE RCA 0250
DO	 5 N=1,NC RCA 0260
IF	 (DMAX .EQ.O.0)GO TO 4444 RCA 0270
C_ —	 —	 —---— 	 —	 —	 =-	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 — - —	 —	 —	 -	 —	 — —	 —
f. MODIFY NOMINAL PARAMETER VALUES BY DMAX —PERCENT	 -
C— —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 — —	 —
READ	 (5,4445)
	 S19SZ,S3 RCA 0280
1;1 =	 Sl t DMAX RCA 0290
S2 = S2 + DMAX RCA 0300
S3 = S3 • DMAX RCA 0310
WRITE 16.4446)	 S19S29S3 RCA 0320
CAPC(N1=CAPC(N)*11.0+S1	 /	 100.0) RCA 0330
RC(N) =RC(N)	 +	 (1.0 a	 S2	 /	 100.0) RCA 0340
RCSHINI=RCSH(N)+Il.0+S3 /	 100.01 RCA 0350
C— —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 — —	 —
C PRINT CAPACITORS DATA i
C— —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 -	 —	 — —
4444 KO=K( Ni RCA 0360
GO	 TO	 (6.7,8)•KO -	 RC,!l 0370
6 WRITE	 (6.31)	 CC,N•K1IN),K2(N)•CAPC(N),RC(N),RCSH(41,CIC(NI RCA 0380
GO TO 5 RCA 03901
7 1FIK2(N)
	
.GT.	 0)	 GO TO 23 RCA 0400
K2(N)=20 RCA 0410
WRITE
	 (6,35)	 CC,N,K1(N)•	 CAPC(N),RC(N),RCSHINI•C1C(N) RCA 0420




23 WRITE	 (6,33)	 CC,N,KI(N)•K21N),CAPC(N),RCIN),RCSH(4I,CIC(NI RCA 0440
GO TO 5 RCA 0450
8 IF(KI(N)	 .GT.	 0)	 GO TO	 12 RCA 0460
KI(N)=?O RCA 0470
WRITE	 (6934)	 CC,N,	 K2(N),CAP,;(N),RCIN),RCSH(N),CIC(NI RCA 0480
GO TO 5 RCA 0490
12 WRITE	 16,32)	 CC,N,K1(N),K2lN),CAPCIN),RCTNI,RCSH(N),CIC(NI RCA 0500




.	 .	 .	 .
10 FORMAT	 (6112) RCA 0530
20 FORMAT	 (A6,I6,A6,I6,4F12.8) RCA 0540
31 FORMAT	 (A1	 rl4,3X,1395X,l3,6X,	 8X,4F14.5.) RCA 0550
32 FORMAT	 IA1	 ,14,3H	 S,13tSX,I396X9	 8'X,4E14.51 RCA. 0560
33 FORMAT	 IA1	 .14,3X,I3t2X *	3H	 S1396X,	 8X,4E14.5) RCA 0570
34 FORMAT (A1	 91498H	 GROUND,3X,1396X,	 8X94EIC.S) RCA 0560
35 FORMAT	 (A1	 r14,3X,13,3X97H GROUND94X, 	 8X94EI4.51 RCA 0590
7100 FORMAT	 (1H1/14H	 CAPACITORS	 /7H PART	 MCA 0600
1	 45X,21HSERIES	 SHUNT	 ,/, 101RCA 0610
2	 H	 NO	 NODE A	 NODE 9	 CAPACITANCE	 RESISTANCE RCA 0620
3	 RESISTANCE	 CURRENT	 1 RCA 0630
2103 FORMAT (	 24HOMORE THAN 20 CAPACITCRS) RCA 0640
4445 FORMAT (24X,3F12.0) RCA 0650






























































nIMENSInN K1201, K11201, K2(20I
C	 .	 .	 •	 .	 .	 •	 .	 .	 •	 .	 .	 •	 •	 b	 •	 •	 i
REAn 15,10)NL
IF(NL .LE. 01 RETURN




CALL ''HnLLER (6H	 ,F3)
CAL L''HnLLER(IHO,tC)
IF (DMAX .NE. 0.0) CALL HOLLER I1H ,CG1
Do 2202 N = WIL
READ 15920) F19K1IN19R29K21N),tNOLIN),RLINI,RLSHINI,VICON(N)
READ (5 1 1903) C ILO, INC tL IN )
IF IRLIN)	 .LF.0.0)RL N) = 100
IF IPLSHIN1.LF.n.OIRLSH(N) = 1.0E+9
IF (INCIL(N).EO. 11 GO TO 1901
IF INSVIL	 .EQ. 11 GO TO1902
IF (NSVVAR .EQ. 11 GO TO 1902
1901 CIL(N) = CILO
1902 IF (VICONIN).FQ.0.01SIN) = INDLINI
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C	 DETERMINE TVPF OF TERMINALS
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
IFIF1 .EQ. ,F3, Gn TO 2201
KINI=3
GO TO 7202





On 115 N = 1,NL
IF (DMAX .EQ.O,OIGO TO 4444
C- - -	 - - -	 - - - -	 - -	 - -	 - -
C	 MnDIFY NOMINAL PARAtl1ETER VALUES BY DMAX PERC1_NT
Z	 READ 15,4445) SL,S29S39S4
St = St • DMAX
S2 = S2 * DMAX
S7 = S3 ► DMAX





= RL(N)	 * 11.0 * S2 / 100.01
RLSH(N) = RLSH(N) * (1.0 + S3 / 100.0)
VICONIN)=VICnNINI* (1.0 * S4 / 107.0).
f.	
- - - - - - - - - - - -	 -	
_ - - - -









4444 Kna K I NI PIN 0490






1 1 AIN 0480
7 lFtK?INI.GT.
	 01	 GO TO	 23 KIN 0490
K21NI m 2O KIN 0900
WRIT!	 (6s35ICC#NqKlIN1t	 INDLIN)#RL(NltRLSH(NloVICONIN19CILINIRIN 0910GO 
TO 5 RIN-&S-io
23 WRITF	 ( 69 33)CC t N t KI IN) t K2 (NI	 I NDLI NI 9 PLI Nit RLSHIKI #VICONINI A ILINININ 0930
GO TO 5 AIN 0940
B'IFIKIINI GT, 01	 GO TO
	
12 R114 0.990
AIINl m 2n AIN 0560
WRITE	 (69341CC9149	 K2(NI 91 NDLINI vRLlNltRLSHfNI tVICONINI vC11.1 NI MIN 0S70
GO TO 5 1	 AIN 0940
12 WRITE	 16932)CCoNvKI(N) 
I 
K21MI91NOL(NItPLiN)@RLSHINI * VICONINItCILINIRIN 0990
S IF	 jMnNL)	 WRITE	 (6 9 1956)	 S(N)qCIL0#INCILIhI PIN 0600
115 CONTINUE AIN 0610
RETURN AIN 0620
C	 0 .	 0	 0	 0	 a	 .	 .	 4	 4	 *	 4	 a	 0	 4	 0	 *	 . 0	 0	 1	 .	 0
10 FORMAT	 11121 PIN 0630
20 FnR4AT	 lAb9l6vA6#l6#4EI2.6) MIN 0640
It FORMAT	 (At	 vt493XvI3v5X913v6X# 	 6X95E14s5) RCN 0450
12 FORMAT	 I A 1
	
91493H 
	 5 9 1 It 'JXt 13 # 6 X v 	 @Xt5E14,51 At 4 0660
33 FORMAT	 lAl	 #1493X91392)(93H	 591396X9	 SX95F14,91 AIN 0670
34 FORMAT	 (A11498H	 GROUNO93XtI3#6Xv	 6Xt5E14sSI AIN "o i 0
35 FORMAT	 (At	 o 14t 3X# 131 SX97H GROUND ' o t	extSE140s) AIN 0690
201 FORMAT	 1IHI/12P	 INDUCTORS /?H	 PART	 AIN 0700
I.	 4SX92tHSFRIES	 SHUNT	 9/9 .	 -IOIR IN 0710
2	 H	 NO
	
NODE A	 NODE 8	 INDUCTME RESISTANCE	 AIN 0720
3	 RESISTANCE
	
INVICON	 CURRENT	 I AIN 0730
1002 FORMAT (IH /23H MORE THAN 20 INDUCT ORS ) A 114 0740
1903 FORMAT	 (FI2* 5 9 112)	 I AIN 0790
I950 FORMAT	 lt6H	 S11tCIL091NCIL	 ?E12.5,1121 KIN 0760
4445 FORMAT	 124Xt4F12o01 AIN 0770








EQUIVALENCE	 IKZFN,KI,IKIZFN,KIIt(K2ZEN,K2) RZE 0070
DIMENSION	 K1201,
	
K11201,	 K21201 RZE 0030
C
^ READ
	 15,101NZFN RLE 0040
IF	 (NIFN	 .LF.	 0)	 RFTURN RZE 0050
IF	 INZFN	 .LE.20)
	
GO	 TO	 2101 RZE 0060
WRITE.	 16, 21031 R IF 0070
CALL	 EXIT RIF 0080
2101 WRITF	 (6,2100) RZE 0090
CALLHOLLER	 (6H	 ,FIJ RIE 0100
CALL.	 HOLLER(tHO,CC) RZE 0110
IF	 (DMAX	 .NE.	 00)	 CALL
	
HOLLER	 IIH	 ,CC) RZE 0120
DO 2207	 N = 1,NIFN RIE OLIO
READ	 15,20)FI,KIINI,R2,K2 IN) 9RI IN) tRZB IN) 9EISIN) RIE 0140
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -
C DE TER MI NF
	 TYPE	 OF	 TERMINALS
r- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -
tFIFI
	 .EQ.	 F31	 GO	 TO	 2201 ^^,	 RZE 0150
K(N)=3 V	 RZE 0160
GO TO 22n2 RIE 0170
2201 IF(R2
	 .E9.	 F3)	 GO TO	 2704 RZE 0Vio
K(NI=2 PIE 0190
GO Tn 2202 RIE 0200
2204 KINI . 1 RI  0210
2702 CONTINUE Ft E 0220
On	 5 N=1,NZFN RZE 0230
IF
	 (DMAX	 .EQ.O.0)GO Tn	 4444 RIE 0240
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -
f MODIFY NOMINAL PARAMETER VALUFS BY DMAX PERCENT
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -
READ	 (594445)	 S1,S2953 PIE 0250
S1	 = 51 * DMAX RZE 0260
5Z	 5Z • DMAX RZE 0210
S3	 ',3	 * DMAX RZE 0280
W R ITE	 (6 9 44461	 SI,S29S3 RZE 0290
R1'(NI	 =	 RZINI	 *	 11.0	 ♦ 	 S1	 /	 100.0) RZE 0300
RIBINI=R181N)
	 *	 (1.0 *	 52	 /	 100.0) RZE 0310
EZBIN)=EZBIN)
	 *	 11.0	 ♦ 	 S3	 /	 100.01 RZE 0320
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
C PRINT	 LENER-DInDES DATA
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -
4444 KO=K1 N1.:._-, RZE 0330
VZBINI'=	 EI91N)	 At	 RZ(NI	 /	 IRZIN)
	
-	 RPBINiI RZE 0340
VZF(N)
	 =	 0.1	 *	 RZINI	 /	 (RZ(N)	 -	 1.0) RIE 0350
GO Tn 16910I,KO RZE 0360
6 WRITE
	 16 9 31)
	 CC,N,KIINI, K2IN)tPZ(N)#RZOiNItEZB(N)tVZB(NI RZE 0370
GO TO 5 RZE 0380





	 CC,N,KIIN1,	 RIINI,RZBIN),EZBINI,VZBIN) RZE 0410
GO Tn 5 RZE 0420






GO TO 5 R IF 0440
8 IFIKI(N) .GT.	 DI	 GO TO	 12 RIF 0450
KIINI . 20 Rif 0460
WRITE 16,341
	
CC,N,	 K2(N)9RIINI,RIBINI,EIBINI,VIB(N) RIE 0470
i3O TO 5 RIE 0460
l2 WRITE 16,321	 CC, N9KLIN)9K2(N),RIIN$,RIBINI9EIB.INI,VI9INI RIE 0490
5 CONTINUE RIE 0500
RETURN RIE 0510
C	 . .	 . .	 .	 •	 1	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 ,	 .	 •	 . .
10 FORMAT 161121 RIE-0520
20 FORMAT IA6,169A6916,4Et2.8) RIE 0530
31 FORMAT IAI	 r13r3Xr1395X,i3r
	
13X	 r	 4F14.51 RIE 0540
32 FORMAT (At	 ,130H	 S13,5X913,13X,	 4F14.91 RIE 0550
33 FORMAT IA l'	 ,13,3X,13,2X,3H	 S,13913X,	 4E14.51 RIE 0560
34 FORMAT (AI 9 13,BH	 GROUND,3X913913X 9	4EI4.51 RIE OSTO	 1
35 FORMAT (A1
	 r13,3X9I3,3X,TH	 GROUNO,IIX,
	 4E14.51 RIE 0580
2100 FORMAT IIHI/14H IFNER DtODES RIE OS90
2 /32H PART /21HRIE 0600
3	 NO NODE	 A	 NODE	 B	 , 16X92HRI,I2X93MRI8,llX93HEI89llX,3HVIS i	 RIE 0610
2103 FORMAT 1	 27HOMORF THAN 20 IENER DIODES
	
1 RIE 0620
4445 FORMAT 124X, 3F120 1 RIE 0630





f	 RWDInD READS IN AND PRINTS OUT DATA OF DIODES
COMMON VAR I A B L Ell






READ	 (So10)Nnlnnt RD$ 0040
IFIND%'ODF	 .LE.	 01	 RETURN Rol 0090
ITINDIODE
	 .LE.	 2n)	 GO TO	 8601 Rol 0060
WRITE 1606001 RDI 0070
CALL EXIT RDI 0000
8601 WRITE	 16930) RDI 0090
QT	 =	 1.159E*4 / ASTEMP R01 0100
TooL0=-7177771.117 Rol 0110
CALL HOLLER	 16H	 9F31 RDI 0120
CALL	 HOLLER( IH0#CCJ RDI 0110
IF	 (DMAX	 .NE. 0.01
	
CALL	 HULLO	 1 I	 9CC1 Not 0140
DO	 85(13	 N=19NOIODE Rol 0190
READ
	 15.21991	 F19KIIN19k29K21N)9X390CRIN96) RDI 0160
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -C DETER MI NF	 TYPE
	
OF	 TERMINALS
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
IFIF ,^ 	 .EQ.	 F.11	 GO	 TO	 7201 Rol 0170
KIN)-) Rol 0180
GO TO 7202 Rol 0190
2201 IFIR7!.EQ.	 F3)	 GO TO	 2204 Rol 0200
KIN)-2 Rol 0210
no TO 7202 RDI 0220
2204 KIN1=1 Rol 0210
2202 IF(K3'.LE.	 0)	 GO	 TO 8500	 ', RDI 0240
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C COPY THE
	 PARAMETER VALUES OF DIODE N0. K3 	 1!
f- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
DO	 6502	 1=191 RDI 0290
8502 OCR IN911	 =	 OCRIK3911 Rol 0260
GO TO 89n3 Rol 0270
8500 READ 15,201	 QCRINil)9QCR(N92)9QCRIN9319CCRIN94loOCRIN95190CKIN971 Rol 02lO
8503 CONTINUE Rol 0290
DO 5
	
N= I9NDInDF Rol 0300
IF	 (DMAX	 .EQ.O.OJG0 TO 4444 RDI 0310
C
-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C MODIFY NOMINAL PARAMETER VALUES BY DMAX PERr KNT = -
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
READ I5 9 4445i` S19S29S39S49S5951 RDI 0320
S1	 = S1
	
* DMAX Rot 0330
S2 =	 57 * DMAX Rol 0340
S3 = S3 * DMAX $to1 0390
S4 = S4 * DMAX RDI 0160
S5 =	 S'S *	 DMAX Rol 0170
11 =	 57 * DMAX Not 0350
WRITE	 16944461
	 SI9S29S39S49S99S7	 U Rol 0390
QCR(N91)
	 =	 QCRIN 9 1i	 *	 (1.0	 ♦ S1	 /	 100.01 401 0400
QCRIN92)
	 =	 QCRIN92)	 *	 110	 ♦ S2	 /	 100.01 Rol 0410	 .,
QCRIN931	 =	 OCR(N93)	 *	 I1.0 ♦ 	 S3	 /	 100.01 Rol 0420
QCRIN94)	 =	 QCRIN941









OCR(Nt51	 •	 (100	 • SS	 /	 100.01 RO1 0440
OCR(N#7)	 OCR(Nt7)	 •	 11.0	 •	 S1	 /	 10000) RQ1 0450
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C PRINT DIODES DATA
L- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 "	 -
4444 C1 04) = 0.9	 OCRIN01 R01 04140
2(N) = OT	 / QCRIN921 ROI 0470
CI(NI
	 -	 1.0	 /	 9CRINt3) R01 0480
C41N;
	
a	 1.0	 /	 OCR(N#51 R01 0490
KO=K(N) RDI 0500
GO TO (6t7tR)#KO RDI 0510
4 WRITE16#311	 CC#N#K1(NItK21N)t	 IOCR(Nt11t1	 e 1#51t9CKINr11tOCRINt61401 0520
GO TO 5 RO1 0530
1 IF!K7(N)	 .GT.	 0)	 GO TD	 23 RD1 OS40
K7(N)=20 RDI 0550
WRITE	 (69351	 CCtNrKI(N)t	 (OCR (Not I#
	
1=	 1 9	 SI#OC4l(Nt71tOCR(N961 RDI^0560
GO TO 5 RDI 0570
23 WRITE	 16#331	 CC9NoKIIN1tK2IN19	 ( OCR INoIItu =195190CR(N971#OCRIN96IRD1 0580
GO TO 5 RDI 0590
8 IF(KIINI	 .GT.	 0)	 GO TO	 12 R01 0600
K1(N) e20 RQI 0610
WRITE	 (6934)	 CC#Nt K21N)vIQCR(Ntt1#1	 e 101tOCR(N0190CR1	 Nt61 ROI 0620
GO TD 5 RDI 0630




f e lt	 5119.6R(Nt71tOCRINt61RQ1 0640
5 CONTINUE RDf 0650
RETURN R01 0660
10 FORMAT	 16;121 RDI 0670
20 FORMAT16F12.8) R01 0660
30 FORMAT(IHI/7H bIODES/99H NO 	 NODE P	 NODE N	 ISO	 MD R01 0690
1	 RLD	 COD	 VPOTO	 T 0	 IPP) not 0700
31 FORMAT	 IA1	 tI2#3Xt13#5Xt139FI3.3t6E12.31 R01 0710
32 FORMAT	 IA1	 #129311	 S13#4XrI39E13.3t6E12.3) RDI 0720
33 FORMAT	 (A1t12#39tl3t2Xt3H	 S13#E13.396FI2.31 401 0730
34 FORMAT	 (Al	 #12#6H	 GROUNOt3X9139E13.34FI 2.31 RDI 0740




4445 FORMAT	 16F12.01 RDI 0770
4446 FORMAT	 IIHO'#18Xt&(F3.Ot°911 PER`C`ENT	 11	 -	 -	 - Rol 0780














OTMENSION K(20) 9 K1120)9 K21201r K31201r 941201
DIMENSION ESSES(141
READ 159101NTRANS
IF(NTRANS .LE. 01 RETURN
IFINTRANS .LE. 201 GO TO 8601
WRITE (6186001
CALL EXIT
8601 OT = 1.159E#4/ABTEMP
TTOOLO=-7177777.777
CALL HOLLER 16H	 •F3)
CALL HOLLERI1HOtCC)
IF IDMAK .NE. 0.01 CALL HOLLER I1N 9CC)
DO 8003 NsItNTRANS
READ (5x2199)KIINIIBASEIK2IN)/COLC9931h)9EMTRtK4(N)9KS
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -	 - - - - -
f,	 OETERMI AE TYPE OF TERMINALS
C-	 - -	 - - - - - - - -	 - - - -	 -
IF IBASE .EO. F3) GO TO 2201
K IN)=^
GO TO 2202
2201 IF (COLC .FQ. F31 GO TO 2204
K IN)=9
GO TO 2202





2206 K (N)= l
2202 IF(K5 .LE. 01 GO TO 8500
C- - _ _	 - -	 - - - - -	 - - - -
C	 COPY THE PARAMETER VALUES OF TRANSISTOR N0. KS
C	 - - -
DO 85D2 1=- 2x16
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
8502 Q1AN(N911 = OTANtK5.11
GO TO 8009





IF(N .NE. NTO1) GO TO 2501
WRITE 16/25001
NT01=NTnl+3

























































































GO TO 1100v 101, 102, 1031 #K0
(00 WRITE 16935$K2INI,K3(N)vK4(NI
GO TO 11






102 1F(K3(N1 .GT. 01 GO TO 110
K31N1=20




103 IF(K41N) .GT. 01 GO TO 112,
K4(N)=20
WRITE (6940)K21N ► #K3(N)
GO TO 11
112 WRITE (6#411K2(N),K3(NI,K4(N)
11 IF (DMAXEG*O.OIGD TO 4444
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C	 MODIFY NnmINAL PARAMETER VALUES 8Y OMAX PERCENT
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
READ 15,44451 (F.SSES111 ,1=1#141
DO 4447 1 = 1 #14
MESA)  = ESSES(1) • DMAX
4441 GTAN IN#II = QTAN(N,ll • (1.0 • ESSES(1) / 100001
C- - - - - -	 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C	 PRINT TRANSISTORS DATA
C	 .	 .	 .	 .	 ,	 ,	 ,	 .	 .	 .	 .
10 FORMAT 161111
20 FORMAT (6E12.8)
30 FORMAT ILHO/1SH NPN TRANSISTOR/400 NO='131
31 FORMAT II HO/ ISM PNP TRANSISTOR/4H NO=131
32 FORMAT IA1 rTH RETANE11.40N BETAIElI .i#7H	 TE E11.4r7H
IE11,41
35 FORMAT (2)(03#59#130)( 031
36 FORMAT 47H 6ROUN00)19130)(03) .
37 FORMAT 13H S12vSXvI3#SX#I3I
C-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
WRITE	 16,44461	 IESSES(Ilsl = 1r41 RTR 0720
4444 WRITE	 16#32^//7- CC#	 (OTAN	 (N,II#	 I	 =	 1 9 4) RTR
RTR
0730
0740IF	 (I)MAX .GT.O.OIWR) .TE :(6,44461	 (ESSES11101 =S#91
WRITE	 (6 9441 	I,,4'QTANINrIIr	 I =	 S# 91 RTR 0750
IF	 (DMAX	 .G	 A .0)WMITE	 (6#44461	 IESSES ( 11#1=10,14) RTR 0760
WRITE -( :•4 ,'91	 IOTANINolle	 1	 10041 RTR 0770
CCl Nl - 0.9i OTAN(N#81 RTR 0760




G'4(N1 =	 I.0 / QTAN(Nr8) RTR 0810
'F	 IN)	 =0.9. OTAN(N#131 RTR 0820
Rvl IN) = 07	 /'OTAN	 (Nrlll RTR 0830
E6 IN)	 =	 1.0 / OTAN(N#14) RTR 0840
FC41NI	 = 1.0 / QTANINrl31 RTR 0850	 ^)
AF(N) = OTAN(N#l)	 /	 II.O#OTAN(N#I)) RTR 0860
ARINI	 =	 OTAN(N,21	 /	 I1.O#OTAN(Nr2')) RTR 0870
IF	 (MONT)	 WRITE	 (6#865)	 CCi1N)#CC2(N)#CC3(N)#CC4(N ► #AFIN)# RTR 0880
2	 EC1(N),FC2(N)#EC31N)#EC41N1#ARI^I RTR 0890
IFIOTANIN#IS)	 .EG, -OTAN(N#16)) GO TO 3 RTR 0900
WR)TF	 (6#S810TANIN,ISI#OTAN(N#16 ► RTR 0910
IFIKIIN).GT. 0) GO TO 3 RTR 0920
OTANIN#l6) _ -OTAN(N#l6l RTR 0930
QTANIN,l5)	 = -OTAN(N#IS) RTR 0940












38 FORMAT (2X,13r3X,7H GROUN093X-r13) RTR 1060
39 FORMAT (2Xr13,3X,3H	 S129SX9131 RTR 1070
40 FORMAT (2XrI3r5X,13r3X,7H GROUND) RTR 1080
41 FORMAT I2X#13r5X,13,3Xr3H	 S12) RTR 1090
58 FORMAT (	 7"	 IPPCE11.4r7H	 IPPEEIl.4) RTR 1100
75 FORMAT 1	 23MONODE 8	 NODE C	 NODE E) RTR 1110
865 FORMAT 160H CC1(),CC211,CC311,CC4(1,bF1)rECl11rEC2119EC311rEC411rARTR 1120
2R() ,21/,5F 24. 151) RTR 1130
2199 FORMAT (I12,A6,16,A6,I6rA6r16r2I121 RTR 1140
2500 FORMAT 11H11 RTR 1150
4445 FORMAT (6F12.0) RTR 1160
4446 FORMAT (/6X 95(F3.0oSH PERCENT	 ,7X)1 RTR 1170
4446- FOR MA T AIR 1180
I	 1 6"	 1SCE11.4, 6H	 MCEll.4,7Xr 3H000EII.4,TH	 VPOTEE11.4,RTR 1190
77H RLCEl1.47 RTR 1200
4449 FORMAT 1 GH	 ISEE11.4,	 6H	 MEEII*4,7Xr 3HC0EEII,4r7H VPRTR 1210
30TEEII.4,7H RLEE11.4) RTR 1220






SURROUTINE RWCVRE	 ACE 0010
C	 RWCORE CALLS SUBROUTINE RWCORF 5 9CR PMI-F ({ATA
C	 OR SUBROUTINE RWCORH FOR 8-N DATA
COMMON VARIABLES'
i
C .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .
READ	 (5,500) NCORE,	 PARIN ACE 0020
IF WORE .LE. Of RETURN RC.E 0030
IF WORE .LE. 201 GO TO 5 ACE 0040
Wk7TE	 16,5021 ACE 0050
CALL.	 EXIT ACE 0060
5 CALL HOLLER16HSH	 rPARSH) ACE 0070
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -
C CHOOSE BETWEEN SUBROUTINES RWCORF AND RWCORH WHICH READ
C PHI-F AND B-H DATA
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -
IF IPARIN	 .FG. PARBHI GO TO 7 ACE 0080
CALL RWCORF ACE 0090
"RETURN ACE OIOO
T CALL RWCORH ACE Ott0
RETURN ACE 0120
C .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .
502 FORMATt20Xr39HTHE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CORES IS EXCEEDED //1 ACE 0130








C	 RWCORF RFADS IN AND PRINTS OUT PHI-F DATA OF CORES
COMMON VARIABLES
LOGICAL MONCOR RCF 0020
REAL NS,NP RCF 0030
INTEGER STSWEX RCF 0040








X11)120) 9 RCF 0070
2	 XOD1201	 ,TYPE1201,	 PHID21201	 ,	 CORMAT1201,U01201 RCF 0080
C .
	
.	 .	 .	 .
C READ IN DATA COMMON TO ALL CORES.
C SET HOLLERITH CONSTANTS FOR PHIO(FI 	 TYPES,
	
BLANKS,
C AND CARRIAGE CONTROL.
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
READ	 (5 9 5311	 RELERR,ABSERR,PSTEP	 ,STSWEX,NUDT,LASTtC RCF 0090
IF	 IRELERR	 .EQ.	 0.01 RELFRR = 0.0001 RCF 0100
IF	 (ABSERR .EQ.
	
0.0)	 ABSERR = 0.0001 RCF 0110
CALL HOLLF.R(1H	 •HOL	 ) RCF 0120
CALL HOLLER(IHA,HOLAI RCF 0130
CALL HOLLER(IHB,HOLB) RCF 0140
CAL!,. HOLLER(1HC,HOLC1 RCF 0150
CALL ROLLERIIHD,HOLD) RCF 0160
CALL HOLLERIIHF,HOLE) RCF 0170
CALL HOLLER(1HF,HOLF) RCF 0180
CALL HOLLER(1HG,HOLG) RCF 0190
CALL HOLLFR (6H	 rF31 RCF 0200
CALL HOLLER(1HO,CC,) RCF 0210
IF	 (DMAX.;7 NE. 0.0) CALL HOLLER	 11H	 ,CC) RCF 0220
IF	 (NSVPHI
	 .NF.	 11	 GO TO	 7757 RCF 0230
IF	 (NSVVAR	 .EQ.	 1)	 GO TO 7757 RCF 0240
IF	 (KONT	 .EQ.	 17 GO TO 7757 RCF 02IYO
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
----
	 -	 -
C_ SU4TRACT ELASTIC FLUX CHA"F FROM PHI OF PREVIOUS MODE ,Y
C UNLESS NSVVAR=I OR KONT=1.
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
DO 7759 N = I, N!'ORE RCF 0260
PHI(N)=PHT(N)-Pi(N)+F(N)+ALOG((AP.S(FINI)+P21N11/IABS(F(N)I+P3(RCF 0270
2	 N)1) RCF 0280
IF	 (AR.SIPHI(N)1	 .LE. PHTRINI)	 GO	 TO	 7759 RCF 0290`
IF	 (PHI(N)l	 7761,7759,7762 RCF 0300
"7761 PHIIN)	 = -PHIR(N) RCF 0310
GO TO 7759 RCF 0320
7762 PHI(N)	 =	 PHIR(N) RCF 0330
7759 CONTINUF RCF 0340
-	 7757 WRITE	 (6,9789)' RCF 0350
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C CHFCK AND WRITE
C (1) WHETHER ELASTIC SWITCHING IS INCLUDED.
C	 121 WHETHER TO TERMINATE MODE RUN WI-EN SWITCHING
C	 OF ALL CORES IS CD.MPLETFD.'i
C- - - -
	
- - - - - - -	 - - - - - -
IF (LA STIC .GE." 1) GO TO 477 	 RCF 0360
CALL H r)LLERt6HNEGLEC9T1)	 RCF 0370
CALL HOLLER(6HTED	 rT2)	 RCF 0380
n
GO TO 478 RCF 0340
477 CALL HOLLFRI6HINCLU09T11 RCF 0400
CALL HOLLER(6HED	 ,T2) RCF 0410
479 WRITE
	
(69150)	 T19T2 RCF 0420
RNUOT • NUOT RCF 0430
IF	 (STSWEX -NE.O.OIGO TO B RCF 0440
WRITE	 16,S281 RCF 0450
GO TO9 RCF 0460
8 WRITE	 16,'a29)NUOT RCF 0410
9 NOEXIT • 1 RCF 0480
WRITE	 (69
	




00 2202 N+1,NCORE RCF QS10
READ	 15 9 5031	 NWSUBNt-KC19
	
UO(N)	 IJ RCF 0520
NWIN)	 • NWSUBN	 ^`; RCF 0530
IF	 INWSUBN .GT.	 01	 GO 1`0 6-, RCF 0540
WRITE.	 1695241	 ?N RCF OSSO
CALL FXIT RCF 0560
6	 IF	 (NWSUBN .LE.	 101	 GO Yo ' 7 RCF 0570
WRITE	 (69)23)N RCF 0580
CALL EXIT RCF OS90
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
f. READ IN WIND INO"DATA




IF	 ( I `.LE.	 01	 1	 a	 1, RCF 0620
IF	 (J	 .IF.	 01	 J	 -	 1 RCF 0630
NPIN9M)	 a	 1 RCF 0640
NS(N,M)	 + J RCF 0650
IF	 IINSVVAR .N6.	 11	 .AND.	 IKONT	 .NE.	 111 CICOREIN,M ► 	 CIO RCF 0660
IF	 IRW(N9M)	 .Lre-0.01	 RW(NrM)	 • 0.1 RCF 0670
C-
I
-	 -	 - 	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-	 -	 -
C DETERMINE TYPE OF TERMINALS
C- -	 -	 -	 - --	 -	 -	 --	 -	 -	
-	 -	
-	 -	 -	 -	
-
IF	 (FIC	 -NE. F31 GO TO 12 RCF'--0680
IF	 (R2C	 .NE.	 F3)GO TO	 11 RCF 0690
KC PN, M1=1 RCF 0700
GO TO 13 RCF 0710
11KC(N9M1=2 RCF 0720
-	 GO _TO- III 	 - RCF ° 0730
12	 KCIN,M)=3 RCF 0740
13 CONTINUF RCF 0750
IF	 IKCI	 .GT. 01	 GO TO 15 RCF 0760
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C UP TO THIS POINT, SUBROUTINES RWCORF AND RWCORH ARE IDENTICAL.
C READ IN CORE-PARAMETER DATA
C- -	 _	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
READ	 (595011	 XOD(N)	 XIDlk19PHISINIrPHIR(N)9 TYPE INI9CORMAT(N) RCF 0770
IF	 (TYPE(NI	 .EQ.	 HOL 1	 TYP'EIN)	 -	 NOLB	 „ RCF 0780
IF	 (CORMAT(N)	 .EQ.'HOL	 ) CURMATlNI	 MOLE	 ( RCF 0790
IF	 (PHISIN)	 .EQ.	 0.01	 PHIS 1^^1	 1.1	 * PHIR(N) RCF 0800
READ	 (595051 FD1(N),FD21N1,FD21R)9#03('N19PHID21N) • RCF 0810
READ	 (5,505)	 HAINI9HQ(N)9HN1'N) RCF 0820
READ	 15,5051	 XLMDAD(N),XNUDIN)tFDB(N19FOPP(N),XLAMDA(NI'rXNUIN), RCF 0830
2	 _	 FB(N),F01N19ROPIN1,F611N)9F01INIIROPIINI RCF 0840
IF	 (eR1(N)	 .EQ. O.O)FBIINI	 - 1.OE30 RCF 0850
IF	 IFOPPINI	 .LT.	 FDIINI)	 FOPP(NI	 n FDIIN) RCF 0860
IF	 (XNU(N)	 .EQ.	 0.0 )	 XNUINI	 m lFR(N)-FOPP(N))	 /	 IFS(N)-FOIN)l RCF 0870
IF	 IXLAMDA(N)
	
.EQ. 0.01 XLAMDA(N) uRCPIN)/(XNU(N)*I FBI NI-'FOPFINII RCF 0880
2	 **	 (XNUIN)-1.011 RCF 0890
IF	 (FDR ( N)	 .EQ.	 0 . 0 1 FORM	 •	 1.15	 FlVPI NI RCF 0900
IF	 (XNUINN)	 .EQ.	 0.0	 1 XNUDNN)	 • XNUINI*(FD6IN)-FDIIN)1 RCF '0910
2	 /	 (FDR(N)-FOPP(N)) RCF 0920








GO TO	 2202 RCF 0950
C- -	 -	 - -	 - -	 - -	 - -	 -	 - - -	 -	 --	 -	 -	 - -
	 -
C COPY THE PARAMETER VALUES OF CORE NC. KCI.
C- -	 -	 - -	 - -	 - -	 -I
is xno	 IN)= xnD IKCII RCF 0960
xin	 I N) = XID (KC1 I RCF 0970
PHIS	 IN)= PHIS (KCII RCF 0980
PHIR	 IN)= PHIR (KCI) RCF 0990
CnRMAT(N) CORMATIKCI) RCF LOOO
TYPE	 (N)= TYPE (Kr. 11 RCF 1010
Fnt	 IN)= FDl (KCI) RCF 1020
FD?	 (N1= Fnz WTI RCF 1030
F02	 (N)= F02 (KC1) RCF 10401
FD3	 (NI= FD3 (KCII RCF 1050
PHtD2	 (Nl= PHID2 (KCI) RCF 1060
HA	 IN)= HA (KCI) RCF 1070
HQ	 -	 IN)= HO IKCI) RCF 1080
HN	 IN)= HN (KCI) !ACF logo
XLMDAD(NI= XLMDAn I KC I I RCF 1100
XNOD	 (N)= XNUD (KCI) RCF 1110
FOR	 (NI= FDB (KCI) RCF 1120
FOPP	 (N)= FOPP (KCI; RCF 1130
XLAMf) A(N)= XLAMDA(KCI) RCF 1-140
XNU	 (N)m X NU (KCII ) RCF Y 50
FB	 (N)= FB (KCI) RCF 1160
FO	 (N)= F0 (KCII RCF 1170
RnP	 (N)= POP (KCI) RCF ItRO
FRI	 (N)= FRI ( KCI) RCF 1190
rot	 IN)= FOI (KCI) RCF 1200
ROPI	 (N)= ROPI (KCI) RCF 1210
2202 CONT INUF RCF 1220
00 ?^,	 N = I, WORE RCF 1230
IF	 (fJMAX	 EQ.	 0.01 GO rO 4444 RCF 1240
C- -	 -	 - -	 - -	 - - I	 - -	 -	 - - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
	 -
C MODIFY NOMINAL PARAMETER VALUES BY DRAX PERCENT
-	 - -	 - -	
- -	 -
- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -
READ	 (5,4445)	 (ESSFS(I)#T z Iq?4) RCF 1250
On 4447	 1 =	 1,24 RCF 060
4447 ESSFS I T FSSFS( 1)	 AMAX RCF 1270
xon	 IN)= xnn IN) 11,0 4- FSSF-S(	 1) / -100 * 0) RCF 1280
x IT)	 (N)= XID IN) 11.0 +	 ESSESI	 21 / 100.01 RCF 1290
PHIS	 (N)= PHIS IN) 11.0 +	 ESSESI	 11 / 100.01 RCF 1300
PHIR	 IN)= PHIR (N) ( 1 .0 + ESSESI	 4) / 100.01 RCF 1310
FD1	 (N)= F01 IN) 11.0 + E SSF S 1	 5) / 100.01 RCF 1320
FDZ	 (N)= FD1 (N) 11.0 +	 FSSFSI	 61 / 100.01 RCF 1330
FD2	 (N)=-FD2 IN) (1.0 +	 ESSESI	 7) / 100.01 RCF 1340
F03	 (N)= FD3 (N) (1.0 + ESSFS(	 81 / 100..01 RCF 1350
PH102	 (N)= PHID? (N) (1.0 +
	
ESSESI	 9) / 1(10.0) RCF 1360
HA	 (N)= HA IN) 11.0 +	 FSSES110) / 100.0) RCF 1370
mo	 IN)= HQ IN) 11.0 +	 ESSFS(11) / 100.01 RCF 1380
HN	 (NI= HN IN) 11.0 +	 ESSES(12) / 100.01 RCF 1390
XLMDAD(N)= XLMDAD(N) (1.0 +	 ESSFS(131 / 100.0) RCF 1400
XNUD	 (N)= XNUD IN) (1.0 +	 E SSE S 1 14 1 / 100.01 RCF 1410
FOR	 IN)= FDB IN) (1.0 +	 ESSES(IS) / 100.01 RCF 1420
FOPP	 (N)= FOPP (N) (1.0 +	 ESSFS(16) / 100.01 ',RCF 1430
XLAMnA(N)= XLAMD A IN 1 (1.0 +	 ESSES(17) / 100.01 RCF 1440
X NU,	 (N)= XNU IN) 11.0 +	 FSSFS(I8) f 100.01 RCF 1450
FR	 IN)= FW (N) (I.n +	 ESSES(19) / 100.01 RCF 1460
FO	 IN)= rO IN)	 * 11.0 +	 ESSES(20) / 100.0) RCF 1470
Rn p	 (N1= ROP (N)	 * 11.0 +	 FSSES(21) / 100.01 RCF 1480
FBI	 IN)= FBI (N)	 * (1.0 ESSFS(22) / 100.01 RCF 1490
F01	 (N)= FOI IN)	 * 11.0 ESSES123) / 100.01 RCF 1500
ROPI	 ' I N) = ROPI IN)	 * 11.0 +	 FSSFS(241 Vj/ 100.01 RCF 1510
4444 CONTINUE RCF 1520
-	 -	 -	 - -	 - -	 - -	 - -	 -	 - - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
	 -









--	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -PHI GIN I	 unINI	 *	 PHIP IN) RCF 1530
PHID20 w	 PHID?INl RCF 1540
HAD	 v HAIN)	 1 RCF 1550
Han	 - HOW RCF 1560
Nn	 w	 HN(N) RCF 1570
Ln	 *	 3s .1415927	 *	 0.0254	 *	 XODINI RCF 1580
XLI	 -	 3.1415927	 * 0.0254 * XID(N) RCF 1590
C- -	 -	
--	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C COMPUTATION OF	 AUXILIARY STATIC PARAMETERS PI(NI 	 THROUGH P20(N).
C. FROM HERE UNTIL	 THE END OF COMPUTATION OF AUXILIARY STATIC-




	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
PI(N)	 =	 (PHIS(NI	 -	 PHIR(N))/I(XLD -	 XLII	 *	 HAD	 ) RCF 1600
P2(N)	 = HAD	 *XLn RCF 1610
P31N)	 - HAD	 ► XLI RCF 1620
P4	 IN)	 a	 PI(N)	 *	 (P2(NI-P31N)) RCF 1630
IF	 4TYPE(N)	 NF.	 HDLF)	 GO TO	 200 RCF 1640
IF	 (Fn2tN)	 EQ.	 0.01	 FD2(N)	 a	 FDIIN) RCF 1650
PHID2n	 =	 PI(N)	 *	 ALOGI (F02fN)4P2(N)IlIFO2INI+P3(NI))	 • RCF 1660
2	 Fn?(N)	 +	 PHIR(N) RCF 1670
GO TO 201 RCF L680
200 IF	 (TYPE(N)	 EQ.	 HOLGI	 GO TO 201 RCF 1690
IF	 (TYPF(N)	 .FQ.	 HOLRI	 GO TO 201 RCF 1700
IF	 (TYPE(N)
	
NF.	 HOLC)	 GO TO 206 RCF 1710
201 IF	 (FOZ	 IN)	 FQ.	 0.0	 1	 GO TO 202 RCF 1720
IF	 (FnZ	 IN)	 EQ.	 FDIIN))	 GO TO	 202 RCF 1730
IF	 (FDZIN)*2.0	 NE.	 FDI(N)+FD2(N))	 GO	 TO	 205 R& 1740
202 IF	 (FD2	 IN)	 .EO.	 0-0	 1	 GO TP	 203 RCF 1750
IF	 (FO2	 IN)	 NE.	 FOIIN)l	 GO	 TO 204 RCF 1760
203 FD2(N)	 FDIIN) RCF 1770
FnI(N)	 0.95	 * FDI(N ► RCF 1780
204 FDZ(N)
	 a	 0.5	 •	 IFOI(N)	 ► F02(N) ► RCF 1790
PS(N)	 PI(N) 	 ► 	 ALOG(IFn1(N)-P2(N))/IF01(NI-P31NIII	 ► FDI(N) RCF 1800
2	 -	 PHIRIN) RCF 1810
P6(N)	 -(PHID20	 -	 P5(N))	 /	 IFD?(N)	 - FDIINII RCF 1920
P7( NI	 m	 1 * 0 RCF 1530
P8(N)	 = 0.0 RCF 11840
P9(N)	 = 0.0 RCF 1950
GO TO 206 RCF 1660
205 ol	 = PlINI	 * ALnG((FOI(N) -




 FOI(N)	 - PHIR(N) RCF 1880
P61N)=01+	 P4(N)*FDI(N)/(,IFDI(N)-P2(N))*(F[)I(N)-P3(N)II RCF 1890
P7(N)	 =ALOG((PH102D	 -P5(NI-P6(N)*(FO21N)-FDI(Ni))/(0.5*(PH102D -RCF 1900
2P51N))-P6(N)*(FDZ(N)-FDI(N)))) RCF 19LO
3	 /	 ALOGI(FD2(NI-FDL(N))/(FDZ(N)-FDI(N), ))RCF 1920
PS(N)	 =(PHln?D-PS(N)-P61N)*(FD2(NI-FL) II(N1l)/(FD21N)-FDI(Nl)**P?.14NiRCF L930
P9(N)	 - P71N)	 -	 1.0 RCF 1940
206 IF	 ITYPE(N)	 EQ.	 HnLGI	
GO 
TO 207 RCF 1950
IF	 (TYPEINI	 .EO.	 HOLA)	 GO TO 207 RCF 1960
IF	 (TYPE(N)	 EQ. HOLRI GO TO 207 RCF 1970
IF	 (TYPEIN)	 NE.	 HOLD)	 GO TO 208 AC F 1980
207 HS - HAD	 + Mon	 + HND	 + PHIP(N)*IHAC	 +HOD	 -HNL)	 I/PHISIN7-- -'RCF 1990
HDMIN - 0.25 * (HS	 -SORT(HS**2-8.0*HAD	 *HOD RCF 2000
2	 *(I.O+PHIRINI/PH)S(NI)I ► RCF 2010
PO	 -	 (PHISIN)+PHIR(N)I*HQD	 ft(XLO-XLII*HND	 1 RCF 2020
P121N)- PO f HDMIN RCF 2030
P13(N)m	 PO ► 	 11.0/HNO	 -1.0/HOD	 I RCF 2040
P14(N)- 1.0	 HND	 /HnmIN RCF 2050
PIS(N)w HND	 *	 XLI RCF 2060
P16(N)s	 PHIR(N)
	 ♦ PO*XLI RCF 2070
PIT(NI s HND	 XLn RCF 2080
PIS(N)- Pt6(N)	 PO*XLO RCF 2090
P19(N)a	 P13(N)	 PIS(N) RCF 2100
P20(N)=	 P13(N)	 (PI?IN)-PIS(NI) RCF 2110





- HOMIN *	 XLO RCF 2130
GO TO 289 RCF 2140
208 P131N1 =	PIINI RCF 2150
P15(N1-	 -P31N) RCF 2160
P17(NI= -P21N) RCF 2170
PI81N) = -PHIRIN) RCF 2180
P20(N)- -P4(N) RCF 2190
289 IF	 ITYPE(N)	 .EQ.	 HOLA)	 GO TO 210 RCF 2200
IF	 (TYPFIN)	 .EQ. HOLG)	 GO TO 210 RCF 2210
IF	 ITYPE(N)	 .EQ.	 HOLCI	 GO TO 209 RCF 2220
IF	 ITYPE(N)	 .NE.	 HOLE)	 GO TO	 216 RCF 2230
209 PHID3	 =	 P11N)*AL(IGI(FD31N)+P2IN11/IFC31N)+P31N1)1 	 PHIRINI RCF 2240	 )
GO TO 212 R CF 2250
210 IF	 (FD31N)	 .LT.	 FD4(N))	 GO	 TO	 211 RCF 2260
PHI03	 =	 P131N)*ALOG((FD31N)-P171N)1/IF03(NI-P1S(N)11*F)t'IN'l-P18(N)RCF 2270
GO TO 212 RCF 2260
211 PHID3	 =	 (P12(N)	 +	 P131N)*ALOG(P14(N)*FD3(N)/(FD31N)-PISINIII 	 1 RCF 2290
2	 * FD3(NI	 -	 P16(NI RCF 2300
212 IF	 (TYPEINI	 .EQ.	 HOLC)	 GO	 TO 213 RCF 2310
IF	 (TYPEIN1	 .NF.	 HOLGI	 GO TO	 214 RCF 2320
213 PIOINI=	 (PHID3	 -	 PH102D	 1	 /	 (FD31N)	 -	 FU21N)) RCF 2330
GO TO 215 RCF 2340
714 PHIDIS=	 PIIN1*ALOG((FOI(N)-P2(N)1/(FDIINI-P3(N))1*FD1(N) - 	 PHIR(N)RCF 2350
PIO(N)=	 (PHID3	 -	 PHIDISI	 /	 (FD3(N)	 - FD1(N1) RCF 2360
215 P111N) = PIO(NI	 • FD31N)	 - PHID3 RCF 2370
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
C END OF COMPUTATION OF AUXILIARY STATIC PARAMETERS.
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
216 ZV(N)	 =0.003*	 XLAMDAINI	 *	 (0.3*FOPPIN))**XNU(N) RCF 2380
C_ -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
''° WVITE CORE-WINDINGS DATA.
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
WRI `TE	 (69506)	 N RCF 2390
WRITE	 16,507) RCF 2400
WRITE	 16r 508) RCF 2410
NWSUBN = NWIN) RCF 2420
00	 31 M =	 IINWSUBN RCF 2430
KO = KCIN,M) RCF 2440
IXNT	 = XNT(N,M) RCF 2450
GO TO "fi7r18211',KO -	 -_ RCF 2460
17 WRITE	 (6,509)	 M,KICIN,MI,K2C('N,M),IXNT,RW(N,M),C1CO REI N , M ) RCF 2470
GO TO 74 RCF 2480
18 IFIK2C(N,M)	 I.E.. 	 01	 GO TO 20 RCF 2490
WRITE(6,510)	 M,KIC(N,M),K2CIN,M),t)I NT,RW(N,MI,CICOREIN,M) RCF 2500
GO TO 24 RCF 2510
20 K2C(N,M)	 = 20	 ff RCF 2520
WRITE	 (6,511)	 M,'i<IC(N,M),	 IXNT,RWIN,MI,CICORE(N,M) RCF 2530	 j
GO TO 24 RCF 2540	 i
21 IF	 (KIC(NrM)	 .LE.	 0)	 GO TO 23 RCF 2550
WRITE	 (6,51?)	 M,KUf,tNrM),K2CIN,M)rIXNT,((WtN,M1,CICORFIN,M1 RCF 2560
GO TO 24 RCF 2570





M,	 K2C(N,MI,IXN7,RW(N,MI,CICOREIN,M1 RCF 2590
24 1	 =	 NS(N,M) RCF 2600
IF	 (1	 .GT.	 1)	 WRITE	 16, 79061	 1 RCF 2610
J	 =	 NP(N.,M) RCF 2620
IF	 (J	 .GT.	 1)	 WRITE	 (6,7905)	 J' RCF 2630
31 CONTINUE RCF 2640
C- --	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
C WRITE CORE PARAMETERS
C - _	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
WRITE	 (6,5141 RCF 2650
CALL HOLLERI6HFERRIT,T1) RCF 2660
CALL HOLLFR(6HE	 rT2) RCF 2670
IF	 (CORMAT(N)	 .EQ. HOLF) GO TO	 1111 RCF 2680
CALL HOLLER(6HTA P E-W,TII RCF 2690
141
. -u
CALL HOLLER16MOUND	 9T2) RCF 2700
1111 IF	 IDMAX	 .GT.O.0)WRITE	 16#4446)	 ESSESII)#ESSES(2) RCF 2710




	 1ESSES111@1 0 3971 RCF 2730
WRITE	 (6#5161CC,PHISIN)tPHIP(N)vFDIINIoFDZIN),FD21NI RCF 2740
IF	 IDMAX	 .GT.O.0)WRITE
	 (6,4446)	 (ESSES11)t1=8r121 RCF 2750
WRITF	 (6t517)CC,FD3(N),PH102D	 9HA0	 ♦ HOD	 tHND RCF 2760
IF	 IDMAX	 .GT.	 0)	 WRITE	 (694446)	 (ESSESII10=13t171 RCF 2770
WRITE	 1695181CC,XLMDAD(N),XNUDINItFD81N)tFOPPIN)tXLAMDAINIRCF 2760
IF	 IDMAX	 .GT.O.OIWRITE	 16 9 44461	 IESSES11111+!8,211 RCF 2790
WRITE	 16,519)CC,XNUIN)tFBIN),FO1N19ROPINI RCF 2800
IF	 IDMAX	 .GT.O.0)WRITE	 (6,4446)	 IESSES(11,1=229241 RCF 2610
WRITE	 16t520ILC,FB1(NI#F011NI,ROP1(N) RCF 2820
WRITE	 (69525) RCF 2830
















IF	 (NSVVAR .NE. 0)	 GO TO 404 RCF 2880











532)	 PHI(NI RCF 2920




	 r2A6) RCF 2950
501 FORMAT	 14E12.Sr11X t 2A11 RCF 2960
503 FORMAT	 (2112,E12.5) RCF 2970
504 FORMATIA6,16,A6916,F12.0,E12.59216rE12.51 RCF 2980
505 FORMAT(6E12.5) RCF 2990
506 FORMATIIHI,/,43Xr14HC 0 R E
	 N`0.	 912,11 RCF 3000
507 FORMAT(47X915HW	 I	 N D	 I	 N G	 S9/	 I RCF 3010
508 FORMAT17X t I1HWINDING NO.98Xr6HNODE 8,11X,6HNODE 	 T9l0X,5HTURNSt8X t RCF 3020

























	 8X#-	 1-6-95X,	 11292(8%-,E1--2.5)1 RCF 3080







2	 LOHMATERIAL-,	 92A6) RCF 3110
516 FORMATIAI
	
,2X,5HPHIS • ,EI2.5,6Xt5HVI'IP=,E12.St7X,4HF01=,E12.597Xt RCF 3120	 -
2	 4HFDZ=,E12.5,7Xr4HFD2=tE12.51 RCF 3130
517 FORMAT1Al ,3X, 4HFDI-,EI2.5t5X96HPHID2=,EI2.Sr8Xt3HMA N ,EIZ.59BX93HMRCF 3140
IQ-,E12.59	 BX,3HHN=,E12.5) RCF 3150
518 FORMAT(Alr RCF 3160
2	 7HLAMDAD=,EI2.597X94HNUD=rEI2.5,7X#4HFOB=tEl2.5t6X,5HFOPPARCF 3170
I,E12.595X96HLAMDA-,E12.51 RCF 3180
519 FORMAT(Al	 r4Xt3HNU = ,EI2 * StBX,3HFB c ,El2.5,SX93HFO u ,El2oS97X,4MROPn tRCF 3190
1E12.51 RCF 3200
520 FORMATIAI
	 t3X,4HFB1-tEI2.5,7Xr4HF01=tE12.5r6Xr5HROP1=,E12.51 RCF 3210
523 FORMAT(16X,39HTHE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF WINDINGS FOR COREt13,11HIS.EXCRCF 3220
IEEOED) RCF 3230
524 FORMAT(16X,4HCOREr13,16H HAS NO WINDINGS) RCF 3240
525 FORMAT(//22Xr57HC 0 M P U T E D
	 A U X I L	 I A R Y	 P A R A M E RCF 3250
IT	 E	 R	 S) RCF 3260
527 FORMAT(/6Xt3HPI = 9E12.518X93HP2=rE12.597Xr3HP3n ,E12.5,7X,4H P4= 9 RCF 3270
1	 E12.5r7X94H P5=,EI2.5//6X,3HP6=9El2.5,BXt3HP7 s ,EI2.5t7X t 3HPS=, RCF 3280
2	 E12.5,8X93HP9=,EI2.5r7)•t4HP10 = tE12.5//5X,4MPll=,E12.597X,4HP12•tRCF 3290
3	 E12.5,6X,4HP13 = ,EI2.5,7Xt4HP14=9F.12.597Xt4HP15n 9E12.5r//tSX, RCF 3300
4	 4HP16=#EI2.5r7X,4HP17•,EI2. 5,6X94HPIS=tE12.5t7Xr4HP19=tE12.5t RCF 3310
5	 7Xt4HP20=,FI2.5,//95Xt4HZV =	 #E12.51 RCF 3320
528 FORMAT(1/38H DO NOT EXIT WHEN FLUX SWITCHING STOPS) RCF 3330
529 FORMATI//49H EXIT WHEN FLUX SWITCHING STOPS
	 IF T GREATER THAN914t RCF 3340
142
ISHO DEL TI RCF 3350
531 FORMAT 13EI2o5vFI2.0v2II2l RCF 3360
S32 FORMATI ///6Xr16H	 INITIAL FLUX	 - 9E12.51 RCF 3370
533 FORMAT 1//	 IOH RELERR •	 vFlOo3r	 BXv	 9HABSERR n 	 #E10.3//) RCF 3380
770 FORMAT 1	 7H HStPO	 9 2E22.151 RCF 3390
444S FORMAT 14F12.09/.SF12.09/u3F12.0921/96F12.01) RCF 3400
4446 FORMAT (1H0v6X t 5lF3.0r8H PERCENT	 112X11 RCF 3410
7778 FORMAT IIOHOPSTEP	 n 	 9 E12.51 RCF 3420
7905 FORMAT 114H REPRESENTING 912932H ICENTICALLY SWITCHING CORES IN RCF 3430
2 t9HPARALLFL	 1 RCF 3440
7906 FORMAT (14H REPRESENTING 912.32H IDENTICALLY SWITCHING CORES	 IN RCF 3450
2 .7HSFRIFS	 1 RCF 3460
3167 FORMAT (34H XL0 9 XL19HSrHDMINPP0#PH103rFHI01S r21/r5E24.I51) RCF 3470
9789 FORMAT 116HIMAGNETIC CORES	 ////) RCF 3480
ENO RCF 3490 1
143	 r
SUBROUTINE RWCORM	 RCM 0010
C	 RNCOPH READS IN AND PRINTS OUT B-H DATA OF CORES
COMMON VAR IABLE$
LOGICAL MONCOR RCH 0020
REAL NS 9 NP RCH 0030
INTEGER STSNEX RCH 0040
FOUIVALENCE	 (KCORE,KC)9(KICORE9KIC),IK2COPE9K2C1 RCH 0050
DIMENSION	 A1N120)9
	
BDZIN120198DITN1201 	 ,	 BMIN(2019 BRIN12019
	
RCH 0060
2	 CORMAT120)9ESSES11219FRE012091O1,	 HDIIN12o19 HD21N12019RCH 0070







	 K2C1209101 RCM 0100
C 0	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 0	 0	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .
C READ IN DATA COMMON TO ALL CORES.
C SET HOLLERITH CONSTANTS FOR PH10(F) 	 T4'PESa BLANKS ♦
C AND CARRIAGE CONTROL.
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -
READ	 (5,531)
	
RELERR,ABSERR9PSTEP	 9STSWEX,NIDT9LASTIC RCM ottiJ	 i
IF	 IRELERR	 •E0. 0.0)	 RELERR s 090001 RCN 0120
IF	 (ABSERR	 .EQ.
	
0.01	 ABSERR = 0.0001 RCH 0130
CALL HOLLERIIH 9 HOL
	 1 RCH 0140
CALL HOLLERIIMA9HOLA1 RCH 0150
CALL HOLLER(IHR,HOLB) RCH 0160
CALL HOLLER(1HC,HOLC1 RCH 01.70
CALL HOLLER (IHD9HOLD) RCH 0180
CALL HOLL FRI IME, HOLE) RCH 0190
CALL HOLLERIIHF,HOLF) RCH 0200
CALL HOLLERIIHG,HOLG1 RCH 02.10
' CALL HOLLER(IHT,HOLT) RCM 0220
CALL HOLLER (6H	 91,31 RCH 0230
CALL HOLLER(IMO,CC) RCH 0240
IF	 IDMAX .NE.	 0.01 CALL HOLLER	 Il`H	 ,CCI RCH 0250
IF	 INSVPHI	 •NE.	 11	 GO TO 7757 RCH 0260
IF	 (NSVVAR .EQ.
	
11 GO TO 7757 RCH 0270
I'F "(KONT	 EO.	 I)-GO TO T157	 - RCH, 0280
C -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 - T_	
_,-
C SUBTRACT ELASTIC FLUX CHANGE FROM PHI OF PREVIOUS MODE,
C UNLESS NSVVAR s 1 OR KONTal.
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -
DO 7759 N a I9 NCORE RCH 0290
PHIIN) sPHIINI-PI( N) •F(N) •ALOGIIABSIFIN)I+PI(N)1/IABSIFINI)+P31RCH 0300
2	 Nlll RCH 0310
IF	 IABSIPHIINII .LE.	 PH1R(NI1
	
GO TO 7759 Rem 0320
IF	 IPH11N))	 7761,775997762 RCH 0330
7761
	
PHIINI	 a -PHIRINI RCH 0340
GO TO 7759 RCH 0350
7762
	
PHI(NI	 PHIR(NI RCN 0360
7759 CONTINUE %H 0370
7757 WRITE	 (6,9789) RCH 0380
C CHECK AND WRITE
C 11) WHETHER ELASTIC SWITCHING IS INCLUDED.
C 121 WHETHER TO TERMINATE MODE RUN WHEN SWITCHING
C OF ALL GORES IS COMPLETED.






iF	 ILASTiC	 .GE.	 11 GO TO 477 RCN 0390
CALL HOLLER(6HNEGLEC9T11 RCN 0400
CALL HOLLER16HTED	 #T21 RCN 0410
GO TO 478 RCH 0420
477 CALL HOLLER(6HiNCLUD,T11 RCH 0430
CALL HOLLER(fHED	 9T21 RCH 0440
478 WRITE	 (6#1501	 T1#T2 RCH 0450
RNUDT = NUOT RCH 0460
iF	 (STSWEX .NE.O.OIGO TO R RCH 0470
WRITE	 16028) RCH 0480
GO TO 9 RCH 0490
8 WRITE	 (69529)NUOT RCH 0500
9 NOEXiT = I RCH 0510
WRITE	 16,	 533)	 RELERR# ABSERR RCH 0520
r WR1TE(6,77781	 PSTEP RCH 0530
on 2202 N=I,NCORE RCN 0540
READ	 %5,5031 NWSUBN, KCI,	 UOIN1 RCH 0550
NWINI - NWSUBN RCH 0560
IF	 INWSUBN .GT. 01	 GO TO 6 RCH 0570
WRiTF	 (6024)	 N RCH 0580
CALL EXiT RCH 0590
6	 IF	 (NWSUBN	 I.E.. 	 101	 GO TO 7 RCN 0600
WRITE	 (6,S23)N RCH 0610
CALL EXiT RCH 0620
-	 --	
-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-	 -	 -	 -	
-	 -	 -	 -
C READ iN WiNDiNG DATA
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
7 00 13 M - 1 #NWSUBN RCH 0630
READ 15,504)	 F1C,K1C(N,M)9R2C # K2C(14,0t )#XNT(N,M)#RW(N,MI,(#J#C10 RCH 0640
IF	 11	 .LE.	 0)	 i	 -	 1 RCH 0650
IF	 (J	 I.E.. 	 01	 J	 =	 I KCH 0660
NP(N,M)	 -	 I RCH 0670
NSIN#M)	 =	 J RCH 0680
IF	 (INSVVAR	 :NE.	 11	 .AND.	 (KONT .NE.	 1)1	 CICORE(N#MI	 CIO RCH 0690
iF	 (RW(N,M)	 .LF.OoO) RW(N#M) 	 =	 0.1 RCH 0700
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
r DETERMINE TYPE OF TERMINALS
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
iF	 (F1C	 .NF.	 F3P GO TO	 12 RCH 0710
IF	 (R2C	 .NE."F3(GO°T0 11 - RCH 0720
KC(N#M)=1 RCH 0730
GO TO 13 RCH 0740
11	 KCIN,M)-2 RCH 0750
GO TO 13 RCM 0760
12	 KC(N#MI-3 RCN 0770
13	 CONTINUE RCH 0780
iF	 (KCI	 .GT.0) GO TO 15 RCH 0790
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C UP TO THiS POINT, SURROUT1NES RWCORF AND RWCORH ARE IDENTICAL.
C READ IN CORE-PARAMETER DATA
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
REAO	 15,501)	 XODINI,XiD(N)#AININI # 8R)N(NI # TYPE(N),CORMAT(N) RCH 0800





.EQ. HOL	 :1 CORMAT(N) = HCLT RCH 0820
READ	 (5#SOS)	 HD11N(N),HDZiN(NI,HD21N(N)#HD31N(NI#HMiNIN) RCH 0830
READ	 (59505) 8021N(N),8031NIN ► r01'F(N) RCH 0840
READ (5,503) NDYNPT RCH 0850
NDVNP(N)=NDYNPT RCH 0860
DO	 14 J=I,NDYNPT RCH 0870
14 READ (5,505)	 FRCO(N#J).HOBIN(N,J) RCM 0880
GO TO 2202
	 ij RCH 0890
C- -	 -	 -	 --	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C COPY THE PARAME '^JER VALUES OF CORE NC. 9C1.
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
15 XOD	 (N)	 = XO(^	 (KCi) RCH 0900




AIN	 (N) a	AIN	 (KCII RCH 0920
BRIN	 (N1	 = BRIN	 IKCI) RCM 0930
TYPE
	
IN) =	 TYPF	 (KCI) RCH 0940
COR14ATINI	 =	 CORMAT(KC11 RCH 0950
HD11N	 (N)	 - HO11N	 (KC11 RCH 0960
HOZ1N	 INI	 =	 HDZIN	 (KC11 RCM 0970
H021N (N)	 -	 HDZIN	 (KCII RCH 0950
HD3IN	 (N)	 = HD31N	 (KC11 RCH 0990
HMIN	 (N)	 - MMIN	 IKCI) RCN 1000
OD21N (NJ	 =	 B021N	 (KCI) RCM 1010
BD31N	 (N)	 = 803IN	 IKCI) RCH 1020
BRIN	 (N)	 = BMIN	 (KCI) RCH 1030
NDYNPT	 = NDYNP (KCII RCN 1040
NDYNP (N) a NDYNPT RCN LOSO
DO 650 J =	 IINDYNPT RCM 1060
FREO(N,JI=FRF.OIKCIrJI RCH 1070
650 HOBIN(N,J)=HOBIN(KCIrJ) RCH 1080
2202 CONTINUE RCH 1090
DO 25 N=1rNCORE RCH 1100
NDYNPT-NDYNP(N) RCH 1110
IF	 (DMAX	 .EO.o.OIGO TO 4444 RCH 1120
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -
C MODIFY NOMINAL PARAMETER VALUES BY DMAX PERCENT
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -
RF.AO	 (Sr444511ESSES(II91=1013) RCH 1130
DO 4447 1	 1,13 RCH 1140
4447 ESSES(T)	 FSSESI1)	 * DMAX RCM 1150
XOD	 (N)=X00	 IN)*	 (1.0 + IMES(11	 / 100.01 RCH 1160
XID	 (N1-X10	 IN)*	 11.0 +	 ESSES(21	 / 100.01 RCH 1170
AIN	 (NIsAIN	 IN)*	 (1.0 + ESSES(3) / 100 RCH 1180
BRIN	 (NI-BRIN	 (N)*	 11.0 + ESSESI4'.	 / '.'	 r RCH 1190
HD1IN IN1=HO11N	 (NI*	 11.0 + ESSES(51	 / W0.01 RCH 1200
HDZIN	 (NI=HDZIN	 (N)*	 11.0 +	 ESSES(6)	 / 100.0) RCH 1210
HD21N	 (N)=HD21N	 (N)*	 (1.0 + ESSES(71	 / 100.0 RCH 1220
M031N (N)=H031N	 INI*	 (1.0 + ESSES(B)	 ; 100.0) RCH 1230
HMIN	 (N)=HMIN	 INI*	 11.0 +	 ESSES(9)	 / 100.01 RCM 1240
8021N	 (N)=8021N	 IN)*	 (1.0 + ESSES(10)/ 100.0) RCH 1250
R031N INI-8031N	 (NI* "(l.0 + ESSFS(1l1/ 100.0) RCN 1260
BMIN	 INI-8M(N	 (NI*	 (1.0 +	 ESSES(12)/ 100.01 RCH 1270
OO 651 1=1rNDYNPT c"CH 1260
651 HOB IN(Nrll= MOB TN(Nrll*11.0+ ESSES1131/ 100.0) ftCH 1290
4444 CONTINUE RCH 1300
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -
C CONVERT INPUT CORE-PARAMETER VALUES TO MKS UNITS.
C COMPUTE SYATIC PHI(F)	 PARAMFTERS
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
--	
-	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
- -	 -	 -
XLO = 3.1415927 * 0.0254* XOD(NI RCH 1310
XLI = 3.1415927 * 0.0234 * XID(NI RCH 1320
A	 = AIN	 IN) *	 1.0E-4 RCH 1330
OR	 =	 BRIN (N) *	 1.0E-4 RCH 1340
HDl	 = HD11N(N) * 79.577 RCM 1350
HDZ = HOZIN(N) * 79.577 RCN 1360
HD2 - H021NIN) * 79.577 RCM 1370
HD3 = H03IN(Nl	 * 79.577 RCH 1380
HM	 = HMIN (N)	 79.577 RCH 1390
902 = 802IN(N) *	 1.0E-4 _	 RCN 1400
803 = BD31N(N) + 1.0E-4 RCH 1410
BM	 - BMIN IN) * I.OE-4 RCH 1420
IF (TYPE(N)	 .EQ.	 HOLC1	 GO TO 1625 RCH 1430
IF	 (TYPE(N)	 .EQ. HOLE)	 GO TO 1625 RCH 1440
IF (TYPE(N) .EQ. HOLF) GO TO 1625 RCM 1450
RS = BM + SM - OR RCH 1460
GO TO 1630 RCH 1470
1625 SS =	 1.1 * OR RCH 1480
1630 PHIS(N)-BS * A RCH 1490
PHIRINI=BR * A RCH 1500
198
_.._ , -,
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C PRELIMINARY COMPUTATION OF CERTAIN PARAMETERS
C IN ORDER TO MATCH WITH SUBROUTINE RWCORF.
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
PH10(Nl - UO(N)	 * PHIR(N) RCH 1510
PH1020= 802 * A RCH 1520
FD1(N) = HO 	 * XLI RCM IS30
FDZIN)= HOZ * XLI RCH 1540
FD2(N)= HD2 * XLI RCM 1550
FD31N1= HD3 * XLO RCH 1560
IF	 (TYPE(N)	 .NE.	 HOLF) GO TO 171 RCM 1570
FOZ(NI	 = 0.5 • HDZ * (XLO+XLI ► RCH 1580
F02(N) = HD2 * XLO RCH 1590--,
M03	 = HD2 RCH 1600
171 HAD	 = HM RCM 1610
IF	 (TYPE(N)	 .EQ. HOLC)	 GO TO172 RCM 1620
IF	 (TYPEIN)	 .EQ. HOLE) GO TO 172 RCH 1630
IF	 ITYPEINI
	
.NE.	 HOLF)	 GO TO	 173 RCH 1640
172 HAD = 4.0 * HD3 RCH 1650
GO TO	 175 RCH 1660
173 IF	 (TYPEIN)	 .NF.	 HOLBI	 GO TO	 174 RCM 1670
H03 = HO2 RCH 1680
BD3 = B02 RCH 1690
174 HND
	
= I HD3 * IBS-8D3) - HM * ( SM-BR) 1 / (BM-R03 ) RCH 1700
HOD	 = H03 - 1803+9R)	 * (HD3-HNCI	 / (BP+BMI RCH 1710
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C COMPUTATION OF AUXILIARY STATIC PARAMETERS PI(N) THROUGH PZO(N).
C FROM HERF UNTIL THE END OF C(,':MPUTATICN OF AUXILIARY STATIC-
[ PARAMETERS,
	 SUBROUTINES RWCORF AND RWCCRH ARE IDENTICAL.
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
175 PI(N)	 =	 (PHIS(NI	 -	 PHIR(N))/((XLC - XLI)	 * HAD	 1 RCH 1720
P2(N) = HAD	 *XLO RCH 1730
P3( N)
	 =	 HAD	 *XLI RCH 1740
P4	 IN)	 = PI(N)	 *	 (P2(N1-PI(N)) RCM 1750
IF	 (TYPE(N)	 .NE. HOLF) GO TO 200 RCH 1760
IF	 (FD2(N)
	
.FO.	 0.01	 FD2(N)	 = FOI(NI RCH 1770
4 PHID2D	 =	 P1(N)	 *	 ALOG((FD2(N)+P2(N))/IFD2(N)+P3(N))1 RCH 1780
2	 FD2(N)	 + PHIR(N) RCH 1790
GO TO 201 RCH 1800
200 IF	 (TYPE(N)	 .EQ.,HOLG)	 GO TD 201	 _ RCN
-LBLO
IF	 (TYPF(N)	 .EO. HOLB)	 GO TO 201 RCH 1820
-" IF (1YPE(N)	 .NE.	 HOLCI
	
GO TO 206 RCH 1830
201 IF	 (FDZ	 (N)	 .EQ.	 0.0	 )	 GO	 Tf)	 202 RCH 1840
IF	 (FOZ	 IN)	 .EQ. FDI(NI) GO TO 202 RCH 1850
IF (FDZ(4)*2.0	 .NE. F01(N)+FD2(N)1 GC 	 TC 205 RCH 1860
202 IF	 IF02	 IN)	 .EQ.	 0.0	 1	 GO TO	 203 RCH 1870
IF	 (F02	 IN)	 .NE. FDI(N))	 GO TO 204 RCM 1880
203 FD2(N)	 = FD1(N) RCM 1890
FOL(N)	 = 0.95 *
	
FD1(N) RCH 1900
204 FOZ(N)	 = 0.5 *	 (F01(N)	 + F02(NI) RCH 1910
P5(N)	 = PI(N)	 • ALOG((FDI(N)-P2(N))/(F01(N)-P3(N))1	 * F011N) RCH 1920
2	 -	 PHIR(N) RCH 1930
P6(N)	 =(PH102D	 -	 P5(N))	 /	 (F02(N1	 -	 F01(14)) RCH 1940
P7(N)	 =	 1.0 RCH 1950
PAM = 0.0 RCH 1960
P9(N)	 = 0.0 RCH 1970_
GO TO 206 RCH 1980
205 ' P2(N))01	 = PI(N)	 *	 ALOGI(FD1(N) -/	 (FO1(N) - P3(N)1) RCM 1990
PS(NI
	 = 01
	 * FDI(N)	 -'PHIRIN) RCH 2000
P6(N)=01+ P4(N)*FOI(N)/((FOI(NI-P2(N)1*(F01(N)-P3(NIII RCH 2010
P7(N)
	 =ALOG((PH1020	 -P'5,tl!-P6(N)*IFO2(N)-FOL(N)11/(0.5*(PHIDZD -RCH. 2020
20 5(N))-P6(N)*(FDZIN)-F01(N)1)) RCH 2030
3	 / ALOGI(FD2(M)-F01(N))/(FDZ(N)-FD1(N)))RCH 2040
PBIN)	 = (PHID2D-P5(N)-P6(N)*IF02(N)-FD1(NI)1/(FD2(N)-FDI(N))**P7(N)RCH 2050
P9(N) = P7(N) - 1.0 RCH 2060





HOLA)	 GO TO 207 RCR 2090
IF	 (TYPEIN)	 .EQ.
	
HOLBI	 GO TO 207 RCH 2090
IF	 (TYPF(N)	 .NF. HOLD) GO TO 208 RCM 2100
207 HS = HAD	 • HOD	 + HND	 + PHIR(N)*(HAO	 +HOD	 -HND	 1/ PHIS(N) kCH 21.10
HDMIN = 0.25 * (HS 	 -SORT (HS • *2-8.0*HAC	 *HOD RCH 2120
2	 *(I,0+PHIR(N)/PHIS(N) ► )) RCH 2130
PO	 =	 (PHISIN)+PHIR(N))*H0D	 /((XLO-XLI)*HND	 ) RCM 2140
0 12(N) = PO / HDMIN RCH 2150
PLlW = PO * (1.0/HNO	 -I.0/HOD	 f RCH 2160
P14(N)=	 1.0 - HND	 /HDMIN RCH 2170
P1.5(N) = HNO	 * XLI RCM 21.80
P16(N)= PHIRINI	 + PO+XLI RCH 2190
P1.7(N) = HND	 •	 XLO RCH 2200
P18(N1 = P16(N) -	 PO*XLO RCH 2210
P1 , (N)= P13(N)	 + P15(N) RCH 2220
P20(N) =	P13(N)	 •	 (P17(N)-P15(N)) RCH 2230
IF	 (TYPE(N)	 .EQ.	 HOLD)	 FD1(N)	 = FOMIN •	 XLI RCH 2240
FD4(N) = HDMIN * XLO RCH 2250
GO TD 289 RCN 2260
208 P13(N) = P1(N) RCH 2270
P15(N1= -P3(N) PCH 2280
PL71N) = -P2(N) RCH 2290
P18(N) = -PHIP(N) RCH 2300
P20(N) = -P4(N) RCH 2310
289 IF	 ITYPE(N)	 .EQ. 	 HOLA) GO TO 210 RCH 2320
IF	 (TYPEIN)	 .EQ. HOLGI	 GO TO 210 RCH 2330
IF	 (TYPE(N)	 .EQ. HOLC) GO TO 209 RCFY 2340
IF	 (TY P EIN)	 .NE.	 HOLE) GO TO 216 RCH 2350
209 PHI03 = P1(NI+ALOG((FD3(N)+P2(N)1/1FD3(NI+P3(N1)) 	 + PHIR(N) RCH 2360
GO TO 212 RCM 2370
210 IF	 (FD3(N)	 .LT.	 F04(Nl) GO TO 211 RCH 2380
PHI03	 = PL3(N)*AL17G((FD3IN)-P17(N))/(FD3(N)-P15(N)))*FU3(N)-PL8(N)RCH 2390
GO TO 212 RCH 2400
211 PH103 =	 (P12fN)	 + P13(N)*ALOG(P14(N)*F03(R)/(F03(N)-P15(N)11 	 ) RCH 2410
2	 * F031N) - P16(N) RCH 2420
212 IF	 (TYPE(N)	 ,EQ. HOLC)	 GO TO 213 RCH 2430
IF ITYPE(N)	 .NE. HDLG) GO TO 214 RCM 2440
213 PLO(N)= (PHID3 - PHID2D 	 1	 / (FD3(N) - FD2(N)) RCH 2450
GO TO 215 RCH 2460
214 PHIDIS= P1(N)*ALOG((FD1(N) -P2(N)l/(FO1(N)-P3(N)))*FD1(N1 - PHIR(N)RCH 2470
PIO(N)= (PH1D3 - PHIDIS) 7 (FD3(N) - FO1(N)'! RCH 2480
215 P11(N)= PIO(N1	 * F03(N) - PHI03 RCH 2490
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C END OF COMPUTATION OF AUXILIARY STATIC PARAMETERS.
C COMPUTATION OF DYNAMIC PARAMETERS.
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -




00 603 J=1,	 NDYNPT RCH 2540




Z4=Z4+HOB	 **2 RCk -`2590
603 CONTINUE RCH 2600
TI = NDYNPT RCH 2610




IF	 (CORMAT(N) ,EQ. HOLF) GO TO 831 RCH 2660
FS(N)=FO(N)*11..33-0.0007*(ABTEMP - 298.0)) 	 % RCH 2670
GO TO 832	 '" RCH 2680
831 F8(N) =F0(NI*(2.0+0.008*(ABTEMP - 298.0)1 RCH 2690
148
t
832 XNU(N)=IFB(N)-FD1(N))/(FB(N)-FO(N)1 RCH 2700
'XI, AM DA(N I =ROP(N) /(XNU(N)*(FB (N )-FD I M )**(XNU(N1-1.0)) RCH 2710
FOB(N)
	
= 0.99 •	 FDLINI RCH 2720




ZV(N)	 =0.003•	XLAMDAINI	 •	 (0.3*FOPP(N))4*XNUINI RCH 2750
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
C WRITE CORE-WINDINGS DATA.
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - --	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
WRITE
	
(6,506)	 N RCM 2760
IF	 (MONCOR)	 WRITE	 1697701	 QL9P0,EL9ZI,Z2,239Z4,Z5 RCH 2770




NWSURN = NWINI RCH 2800
DO 31 M = 1,NWSUBN RCH 2810
KO	 =	 KC(N,M) RCH 2820
IXNT =	 XNTIN,M) RCH 2830
GO	 TO	 (17,18,21?,KD RCH 2840
17 WRITE	 (6,509)	 M,KICIN,MI,K2C(N,M),IXNT,RWIN,MI,CICDRE(N,M1 RCH 2850
GO TO 24 RCH 2860
18 IF(K2C(N,M)	 .LE.	 0)	 GO TO	 20 RCH 2870
WRITE
	 (6,510)	 M,KIC(NrM),K2C(N,M),IXNT,RW(N,M),CICDRE(N,M) RCM 2880
GO TO 24 RCH 2890
20 K2C1 N, M)	 =	 20 RCH 2900
WRITE16,511)	 M,KIC(N,M),	 IXNT,RWIN,M),CICORE(N,M) RCH 2910
GO TO 24 RCH 2920
2Y I F	(KIC(N,M)	 .LE.	 0)	 GO	 TO	 23 RCH 2930
WRITE
	 (6,512)	 M,KICIN,Ml,K2C(N,M),IXNT,RW(N,M),CICORC(N,MI RCM 2940
GO TO 24 RCH 2950
23 KLC(N, M)	 =	 20 RCH 2960
WRITE
	 16,513)	 M,	 K2C(N,M)rIXNT,RW(N,M),CICDRE(N,MI RCH 2970
24 1 =	 NS(N,M) RCH 2980
IF	 (I	 .GT.	 1)	 WRITE	 (6,79061	 1 RCH 2990
J =	 NP(N,M) RCH 3000
IF	 l'J	 .GT.	 1)	 WRITE	 (6,7905)	 J RCH 3010
31 CONT INUE RCH 3020
..	 C
-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 --	 - -
C WRITE CORF PARAMETERS
C- -	 ----- 	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
`1




HOLLER( .RHFERRIT,T1) RCH 3050
-CALL HOLLER(6HE	 9T2) RCH 3060
IF	 (CORMAT(N)	 .FQ.	 HOLFI	 GO TO	 1111 RCH 3070
CALL HOLLER(6HTAPE-W,T1) RCH 3080
CALL HOLLER(6HOUND	 ,T2) RCH 3090





IF	 IDMAX	 .GT. 0.01	 WRITE	 (6,4466) ESSES141	 rESSES(5) RCH 3130
WRITE
	 (6000)	 CC,GRIN(N),TYPE(N),71,72,HDIININI RCH 3140














DO 807 J=1,NDYNPT RCH 3210
WR)TE(6,806)	 J,FPEQ(N,J),HOB'IN(NrJ) RCH 3220
907 CONTINUF RCH 3230
WRITE
	 (6,576) RCH 3240
-	 WRITEI'6,808)A,XLI,XLO,BR,BS,BD2,BD3,BM,HM,HS,HDMIN,HO1rHDZ,HD2r RCH 3250
2	 H03,FD4(N),PHIDIS,PHID3 RCH 3260
WRITF	 (6,514) RCH 3270
WRITE
	 _	 (_6,515)	 XOD(N!,XIDin),TYPE(N),T1,T2 RCH 32'80
WRITE	 66,5161	 PHI S(N),





(69517)	 FD3INI,PHiD2D 9HAO	 MgOr 	 9 HND	 RCH 3300
WRITE	 16,5181	 XLMOAD(N),XNUOINIrFDBINI,FOPP(N)rXLAMOAINIRCH 33L0
WRITE	 (6,519)	 XNU(N),FBIN19F0(N19ROPINI 	 RCM 3320
WRITE	 16,5201	 FBI(NltF0I(N)9R0PI(N)	 RCH 3330
WRITE	 16,5251	 RCH 3340
WRITE	 (6,527) PI(N), P2INlr P31N1 9 04 IN), P5 (N)r	 RCH 3350
2	 P6(N), P71N1 9 P81N1, P9(N)r P10IN)r Pll(N19 P121N) , RCH 3360
3	 P131N)9 P14(N)r P15(N),P16(N)9P171N),P18(N)tPl91N),P2OiN),ZVINi RCH 3370
IF (NSVVAR .NE. 0) GO TO 404	 RCH 3380
IF (NSVPHi .NE. 0) GO TO 404	 RCH 3390
WRITE
	
t6, 5421 PHIOINI	 RCH 3400
GO TO 25	 RCH 3410
404	 WR17F.	 (6, 5321 PHI(N)	 RCH 3420
25 CONTINUE	 RCH 3430
RETURN	 RCH 3440
.
150 FORMAT • (16HOELASTIC PHiDOT 92A6) 	 RCH 3450
501 FORMAT (4E12.5,11X,2All	 RCH 3460
503 FORMAT (V 12,E12.5) 	 RCH 3470
504 FORMAT(A6,i6,A6,169F12.0,E12.592i6,E12.5) 	 RCH 3480
505 FORMAT16E12.51 	 RCN 3490
506 FORMAT(1H1,/,51Xr14HC 0 R E N 0. .12 9 1)	 RCH 3500
507 FORMAT(47X,15HW I N D i N G S,/ )	 RCH 3510
508 FORMAT(7X,11HWiNDING NO.rBX 9 6HNODE B,I1X,6HNODE Tr10X,5HTURNS 9 8X, RCH 3520
110HRESISTANCEr9X,15HINiTiAL CURRENTr//) 	 RCH 3530
50Q FORMAT(1HO,5X,16,I1X, 	 i6,_LIXr	 16,SX, 11292(8X,E12.5)1 RCH 3540
510 FORMAT(1HO,5X,16,11X,	 16^,IOX,1HS9	 16,5X, i12r2(8X,E12.5)) RCH 3550
511 FORMAT(IHO,5X,I6 t 11X,	 16914X,6HGRCUND,2Xr I1292(8X,E12.5)) RCH 3560
512 FORMAT(1HO,5X,16,LOX,IHS,	 16911X9	 IE95X9 112,218X,E12.5)1 RCH 3570
513 FORMAT(1HO,5X,I6,14X 9 6HGROUND, SX,	 16,5X9 1129218X,E12.5)) RCH 3580
514 FORMAT(IH1 9 25X,47HC 0 M P U T E D	 C O R E	 P A R A M E T E R S)RCH 3590
515 FORMAT(1HOr4X,3HOD=,E12.59BXt3HTO = ,E12.595X,5HT YPE- rAI,ISX,	 RCH 3600
2	 IOHMATERIAL- ,2A61	 RCH 3610
516 FORMAT(1HO,2X,5HPHIS=,E12.5,6X,5HPHIR = 9E12.5r6X,4HFD1 = 9E t.2.598 X , RCH 3620
2	 4HFDZ=,E12.5,9X,4HFD2=,E12.5) 	 RCH 3630
517 FORMATI1HO t 3X,4HFD3=,E12.5,5X,6HPHTC2= ,E12.5,7Xr3HHA= rE12.5,9X , 3HHRCH 3640
10=,E12.5,10X,3HHN=,E12.5)	 RCH 3650
518 FORMATIBHOLAMDAD= 9 E12.5,7X 9 4HNUD = ,E12.596Xt4HF'DB = ,E12.5,7X ,SHFOPP=RCH 3660
1,E12.5 9 7X,6HLAMDA=,E12.51	 RCH 3670
519 FORMAT( H(3,4X,-3HNU=,EL2.5 t 8X,3HFS=,EL2.5,7X t 3_HFO= ,E12.5r8X_,4HROP=.RCH 3.6.80_
1E12.5) RCH 369.0
520 FOR MAT (1HO,3X 94HFB1 = ,E12.597X,4HFOI= ,E12.So 5X,5HROP1=tE12.5)	 RCH 3700




524 FORMAT(16X,4HCORE,13,16H HAS NO WINDINGS)	 RCH 3730
525 FORMAT (// 22X,57HC 0 M P U T E D	 A U X I L I A R Y	 P A R A M E RC`H 3740
IT E R S)	 RCH 3750
526 FORMAT I15',!M0tONVFRSION TO MKS UNITS AND PRELIMINARY COMPUTATION )RCH 3760
527 FORMAT(/6X,3HP1 = ,E12.5,BX93HP2 = ,E12.597 X ,3HP3= ►$12 .5 r 7X , 4H P4= 9	RCH 3770
1 E12.5,7X,4H P5=,E12.5//6X,3HP6, vE12.5,8Xr3HP7= 512.5,7X,3HP8= , RCH 3780
2 E12.5,8X t 3HP9= t E12.5 9 7X,4HPL0= rE12.5//5X,4HP 11= 9E12.59 7X t4HP1 2=, RCH 3790
3 E12.5,6X,4HP13=rEl2.StTX,4HP14 = ,E12.597Xt4HP 15s tE12.59 // , SX,	 RCH 3800
4	 4HP16=,E12.597X94HP17=,E12.5,6X,4HP18=rE12.5,7X,4HP19=9E12.5, RCH 3810
5	 7X,4HP20-,E12.5,//95X,4HZV = 9E12.5)	 RCH 3820
528 FORMAT(//38H DO NOT EXIT WHEN FLUX SWITCHING STOPS)	 RCH 3830
529 FORMAT(//49H EXIT WHEN FLUX SWITCHING STOPS iF T GREATERoTHAN,141 RCH 3840
tSHSDELT)	 RCH 3850
531 FORMAT (3E12.5,F12.092T121 	 RCH 3860
532 FORMAT(///6X,16H INITIAL FLUX = ,E12.5) 	 RCH 3870
533 FORMAT (// IOH RELF.RR = 9E10.3, 8X, 9HABSERR = ,EIO.3//)	 RCH 3880
770 FORMAT '(25H 01,PO,EL,Zl,Z29Z3,Z5tZ5 9 3E24.15 9 /t1H 9 5E24.151	 RCH 3890
799 FORMAT(//,20X,48HS T A T I C	 A N D	 0 .V N A M I C	 I WP U T RCH 3900
2	 934H ` C O R E	 P A R A M E T E R S	 1	 RCH 3910
803 FORMAT(/9X,22HSTATIC B(Hl-CURVE DATA)	 RCH 3920
R04 FORMAT IA1 9 13HHDZ(OERSTED) 9E12.5,SX,13HHO2(OERST€01= rEI2.595X, RCH 3930
2	 13HHD3(OERSTED)= 9E12.5,5X,13HHM (OERSTED) = ,E12.51	 RCH 3940
150
805 FORMAT (/9X,23HDYNAMIC BIH)-CURVE DATA,/IOXr30HFR000ENCY 	 H(OERSTERCH 3950
IDS)	 AT	 0=0/1 RCH 3960
806 FORMAT(5X913r2E14.5) RCH 3970
908 FORMAT( /6X,2HA=,E12.5,5Xr3HLI s ,E12.5,5Xr3HLOw ,E12.5,5X,3HOR=,E12.SRCH 3980
2,5X•3HRS=,E12.5/4X,4HBD2=,E12.5,4X,4HBD3-,E12.S,SX•3HBM=rE12.5,5X,RCH 3990
33HHM=,E12.5,5X,3HHS=rE12.5,2Xr6HHDMIN • ,E12.5/4X,4HHD1=,E12.5,4X, RCH 4000
44HHD2=,E12.5,4X,4HH02=,E12.5r4X,4HHC3-,E12.5,4X,4HFD4=,E12.5r RCM 4010
5	 /1X,7HPHIDIS-,E12.5,2X,6HPHID3-,E12.5) RCH 4020
820 FORMAT	 (A1r3OX,13HBO2(GAUSSESI=	 ,E12.5,5X,13HBD3(GAUSSG'S1= 	 tE12.5,RCH 4030
2	 5X,13HBM (GAUSSES)=	 ,E12.51 RCH 4040
921 FO"AT(23X,F3.0,BH PERCENT) RCH 4050
900 FORMAT	 (':,13HRR	 (GAUSSES)=	 rE12.5,13X• RCH 4060
2	 6HTYPE-	 •AI#ISX,14HCORE`MATERIAL- 	 •2A6,4X,13HHDIfOERSTED)= ,RCH 4070
3	 E12.5) RCH 4080
901 FORMAT I/9X,IOHDIMENSIONS) RCH 4090
902 FORMAT	 (A193X,IOHOD	 (INCH)= * E12.5,8X,I0HlD	 (INCH)-	 rE12.5,7X, RCH 4100
2	 IIHA	 (CM.S0.)=	 rE12.5) RCM 4110
4445 FORMAT	 (4F12.0/5F12.0/3F12.0/12X,F12.0) RCH 4120
4446 FORMAT	 IIHO,12X,4(F3.0,RH PERCENT 	 .19X)) RCH 4130
4449 FORMAT (IHO,42X,F3.0,8H PERCENT	 ,2(19X,F3.0,8H PERCENT	 1) RCM 4140
4466 FORMAT	 II HO, 12X,F3.0,RH PERCENT 	 979X,F3.0,8H PERCENT	 1 RCH 4150
7778 FDRMAT 110HOPSTEP	 = •E12.51 RCH 4160
7905 FDRMAT	 (14H REPRESENTING
	
9I2932H IDENTICALLY SWITCHING CORES IN RCH 4170
2	 ,9HPARALLEL
	 ) RCH 4180
7906 FORMAT	 (14H	 REPRESENTING •12,32H	 ICENTICALLY SWITCHING CORES IN ' .RCH 4190
2	 ,7HSER IFS	 1 RCH 4200








C	 RWCND READS IN AND PRINTS OUT CONTINUED-RUN DATA
RCN 0010
COMMON VAR I ABLE S
C
WR1TE(6,23031 RCN 0020
READ	 15,2304) NDELT,TE,DELT,DTMI,DTM2,NITRSM RCN 0030











	 1	 EPl(l),I = I,ND11 RCN 0.080
WRITF(6,2350)
	 (1,EP1111,1=I,NDI) RCN 0090
WRITE(6,2306) RCN 0100
READ	 (5,2300)	 1	 V1(JI,J = I,NZ) RCN OLIO
WRT T E(6,3434)	 (J,VI(J),J=1,NZ) RCN 0120
I F	INC.LE.0)	 GO	 TO	 2308 RCN 0130
WRITE(6 9 2307) RCN 01A0
DO 2309	 1=1,NC RCN 011)
READ	 (5,2300)	 CIC(l) RCN 016o
2309 WO TTE16,2310)	 I,CICII) RCN 0170
7308 CONTINUE RCN 0180
IF	 (NL.LE.0)	 GO	 TO 2312 RCN 0190
WRITF(6,2311) RCN 0200
On	 2313	 1 = 1,NL RCN 0210
RFAn	 (5,2300)	 CIL(I) RCN 0220
2313 WRITFl6,2310)	 I,CILII) RCN 0230
2312 CONTINUE RCN 0240
IF	 (NDTODE.LE.0)
	 GO TO 2315 RCN 0250
WRITE(6,2314) RCN 0260
DO 2316	 I = I,NOIODE RCN 0270
READ	 15,23001	 DVIII,ORIII,01111 RCN 0280
2316 WRITE(6,2310)T,DV(I),DR(I),9I(I1 -RCN 0290
2315 CONTINUE RCN 0300
IF	 INTRANS.LE.0)
	 GO TO 2318 RCN 0310
WRI.TE(6,23L7) RCN 0320
DO 2319	 I = I,NTRANS RCN 0330
READ	 (5,2300)	 BCV(I	 BCRII)9BCIII),EEV(1)rBER(I),BEI(I) RCN 0340
2319 WRITF(6,2310)1,
	 BCV(I),BCRIII,RCI(I),REV(I),BER(I),BEIIII RCN 0350
2318 CONTINUE RCN 0360
IF	 INCORF.LE.01	 RETURN RCN 0370
WRITE(6,2320) RCN 0380
OO 2322	 I = 1,NCORF RCN 0390
WRITF16,2373)	 I RCN 0400
RFAD
	 (5,23001	 FM3(TIsFM2111rFMIIII,PHlM3111,PHIM21l1,PHIM11I1, RCN 0410
2	 PDTFMI(II,PHDTM2111,PHDTMIIII RCN 0420
WRITE16,2324)	 FM4lI1rFM2(I)rFMI(I),PHTM3l11,PHIM2111,PHIM1(I1, RCN 0430
2	 PDTEM1(I),PH0TM21T1,PHDTMl(I)
	 >. RCN 0440
K	 =
	 NW( T) RCN 0450
WRITE(6,2325) ,RCN 0460
DO	 2326 J= 1,K RCN 0470
READ
	 15,2300)	 CICDRI(I,J) RCN 0480
2326 WRTTF(6,2310)	 J,CICORI(1,J) 0CN 0490
2322 CONTINUF RCN 0500
RETURN RCN 0510
C	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .
152
2300 FORMAT 16E12.5) RCN 0520
2303 FORMAT (IH1,30X,71,HC	 0 N T I	 N	 U E	 D R U N - - - L A S T U P D RCN 0530
2A T F D R E S U L T S	 ,/	 , RCN 0540
3	 59H0 NDELT	 TE	 CELT DTMI DTM2	 RCN 0550
4	 ,7X,6HNTTRSM 1 RCN 0560
2304 FORMAT (112,4E12.5,i12) RCN 0570
2305 FORMAT 11H	 .17,5X,4EI2.5,TBI RCN 0580
2306 FORMAT (IH093OX,34HNODAL AND AUXILIARY V1()	 VOLTAGES
	 1 RCN 0590
2307 FORMAT 120	 HOCAPACTTOR CURRENTS	 1 RCN 0600
2310 FORMAT (	 1H	 91593X96E12.5) RCN 0610
2311 FORMAT 1	 20HOINDUCTOR	 CURRENTS	 1 RCN 0620
2314 FORMAT (	 18HODIODE VARIABLES	 ,/, 5X, RCN 0630
2	 35H NO.	 OV	 DR DI	 1 RCN 0640
2317 FORMAT 122HOTRANSISTOR VARIABLES ,/,	 5X, RCN 0650
i 2	 72H NO.	 BCV	 BCR BCT	 BEV BERRCN 0660
3 BEI	 ) RCN 0670
2320 FORMAT (18H000RF	 VARIABLES	 1 RCN 0680
7323 FORMAT (13H CORE NUMBER	 .13,/,120H FM3	 FM2 RCN 0690
2	 FMI PHIM3	 PHIM2 PH1M1
	
PHDTEMI RCN 0700
3PHDTM2 PHDTMI	 1 RCN 0710
7324 FORMAT (IH 9F13.5) RCN 0720
2325 FORMAT(30H WINDING	 CICORI 1 RCN 0730
2349 FORMAT 123HOVARIABLE-SOURCE DATA 1 RCN 0740
2350 FORMAT 16(14,E13.5)) RCN 0 750





C	 SFQSOL SOLVES MATRIX EQUATIONS BY GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION







NMI = NV— 1
NX = 0
DO 19 14 = I,NMI
13= NX+ 14
TI = G(13)
C— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —C	 CHECK IF DIAGONAL FLEMF.NT H114,14) IS ZERO
C- - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - 
-
IF ITI .NF.O.0)GO TO 7
ERROR = — 1.0	 '._.......:.
RFTURN
	
7	 14P1 = 14 + 1
DO IR Il = 14P1,NV
13 = NX + 11
T2 = 6(13)
C— — — —	 — — — —	 — — — — — — — — — —
C	 COMPUTE THE RATIO H(11,14)/H(14,14)
c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
IF (T2 .EO.O.0)GO TO 18
0 = —T2 / TI
I3 = NX + ID + 14
15 = 13 + 11 — 14
DD 16 L2 = 14P1,NV
C—-- — — — — — — — — — - — — — — — — — —
C 	 ASSUMF THAT THE FIRST 14 ELEPENTS (LEFT OF THE DIAGONAL) OF
C	 ROW 11 ARE ZERO




IF (T3 .NE.0.0) G(15) = G(i5) + C * T3C—	
— — — — — — —	 — — - — — — — — —
C	 SUBTRACT (H(I19I4)/H(I4,I4)1 * ROW 14 FROM ROW 11
C— — — — —	 — — —	 — — — — — —— —
D1 3 = 13 + I	 —
15 = 15 + ID
	16	 CONTINUE
T(IL) = T(I1) + 0 * T(141
C— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — -C	 REPLACE T(11) BY T(11) — T(14) *HIIl,I4)/H(14,I4)
C- -




NX = NX + IO
19 CONTINUE
C —
 — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — - — — — 
—
C	 BACK SUBSTITUTE IN TRIANGULARIZED MATRIX




































14 - NV+	 1 - I2 SEO 0330
13 = NX +	 14 SEQ 0340
T1	 = G(13) SEQ 0350
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
C CHECK IF DIAGONAL ELEMENT Hi 149141 OF TRIANGULARIZED MATRIX IS
C ZERO
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
-	
-	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
IF	 III	 .NE.O.0)GO TO 26 SEQ 0360
ERROR = 1.0 SEO 0370
RETURN SEQ 0380
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-	
- -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-	 - -
C SOLVE FOR V ARRAY
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
26 0 = -TI 14)	 /	 T1 _ SEQ 0390
IF	 (Q .EQ.O.0)GO TO 32 SEO 0400
IF (14	 .LE.	 1) GO TO 32 SEQ 0410
14M1=14 -	 1 SEQ 0420
00 31
	
11	 = 1.14M1 SEQ 0430
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
C SUBSTITUTE VALUE V(141 INTO ROWS 1 TO (14-11
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
15 = NX + 11 SEQ 0440
T2 -	 G(15) SEQ 0450
IF	 (T2	 .NE.O.0)	 T(II) =	 T(11)	 + 0 • T2 SEO 0460
31 CONTINUE SEQ 0470
32 V114)	 = -0 SEQ 0480
NX - NX - ID SEQ 0490
33 CONTINUE SEQ 0500
RETURN SEQ 0510







C	 INTIAL SOLVES INITIAL CONDITIONS
COMMON VARIABLES
LOGICAL MONMA9WSOSOL
IF (NSVVAR .E0. ' O) GO Tb 400
WRITE (699237)
CALL EXIT
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C	 START OF ITERATION LOOP
C	 FILL H AND T ARRAYS
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
400 CALL ELEM
IF (.NOT. WSOSOL) GO TO 8872
WRITE (699999)
DO 9995 J = I9NV
9995 WRITE (699997) (H(JrK)9K-19NV)
WRITE (6999961 (TIJ)9J-19NV1
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C	 SOLVE MATRIX EQUATION
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
8872 CALL SEOSOL (ERR)
IF(ERR .EQ.O.OIGO TO 2001
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C	 PRINT OUT THE CONTENTS OF A SINGULAR MATRIX AND EXIT
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ° - - - - -
IF (.NOT. WSOSOL) GO TO 9980
DO 9981 J = L9NV




2001. If (.NOT. WSOSOL) GO TO 9982
CALL AUX(1)
WRITE (699970) (V(JI-rJ=I9NZ=1
9982 TOI - -TOT
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C	 TEST CONVERGENCE OF VOLTAGES
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DO 173 J a 19NV




C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C	 COMPUTE CURRENTS AND TEST FOR CONVERGENCE




IF (MONMA) WRITE (6 9 9994) JKKJ









































410 00 412 J=1,NZ TNT 0380
412 V2IJ1=V1(J) TNT 0390
GO TO 400 TNT 0400
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C END OF ITERATION LOOP
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
411 DO 413 J=I,NZ TNT 0410
IF	 (V1(J)	 .NE.O.0)GO TO 7413 TNT 0420
V21J) - V2(j) *	 1.OE10 TNT 0430
GO TO 413 TNT 0440
7413 V2(J)-(IV1(J)-V2(J)1/V1(J)1*100.0 TNT 0450
413 CONTINUE TNT 0460






C	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .
414 FORMAT (	 42HIPERCENT ERROR FOR NODE VALUE CALCULATION 1 TNT '0510
415 FORMAT(1H 6(14,F1O.5)) TNT 0520
2002 FORMAT126HISINGULAR MATRIX EQUATION ,/91MO9/9
	
20H	 H MATRIX INT 0530
IELEMENTS/1)4,I49E13.51)- INT 0540
9237 FORMAT (49H INCONSISTENT SPECIFICATION OF SAVE-VARIABLE AND TNT 0550
2	 32HINITIAL-CONDITION SOLUTION (NG1 	 1 TNT 0560
9970 FORMAT	 (16H SEOSOL RESULTS	 9/(	 IN 9 5E24.15)) TNT 0570
9994 FORMAT (6H JKKJ	 041 ENT 0580
9996 FORMAT	 (2H T	 •(	 IN ,LOE12.5)) TNT 0590
9997 FORMAT	 (2M H ,(	 IN	 9 10E12.5)) TNT 0600
9999 FORMAT (8H SEOSOL








ELEM CALLS PARTS (11 AND (2) OF EACH ELEMENT SUBROUTINE
C
	
AND CONTROLS CONVERGENCE Mf1ANS
COMMON VARIABLES
150
LOGICAL MONELM ELE 0020
.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .
IF	 (MONELMI	 WRITE	 (F,r9999) ELE 0030
IF(ABC .LT. 0.0) ABC - 0.0 ELE 0040
IF(TOI .LE.O.0)GO TO 2 ELE 0050
PART (1) - FILL H AND T ARRAYS
i
DO 1 J=1.NV ELE 0060
T(J)=0.0 ELE 0070
DO 1 K=19NV ELE 0080





CALL IVS ELE 0120
CALL RES ELE 0130
CALL CAP ELE 0140
CALL IND ELE 0150
CALL ZEN ELE 0160
CALL DIOD ELE 0170
CALL TRAN ELE 0160
CALL CORE ELE 0190
IF (MONELM) WRITE 16,7900) ABC,DELT,IBC ELE 0200
RETURN	 - ELE 0210
PART (2) - COMPUTE CURRENTS AND TEST FOR CONVERGENCE
2 TO1=-TO1 ELE 0220':`
ABC=-1.0 ELE 0230
IBC=1 ELE 0240
CALL DIOD ELE 0250
CALL TRAN ELE 0260
CALL CORE ELE 0270
IF (ABC
	




IF(TE .LE.	 TIMEIN) GO TO 100 ELE 0290
IF (NITER ,LT. ITRMAX) GO JO 100 ELE 0300
FAILED TO CONVFRGE WITHIN ITRMAX ITERATIONS
-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	




KFAIL	 KFAIL ♦ 1 ELE 0320
IF (KFAIL .LT. KFMAX) GO TO 200 ELE 0330 t
KFAIL - 0 ELE 0340




























100 IF (MONELM) WRITE (6,9180) TE,ASC,DELT,ITRMAX,KFAIL,KONVRG
RETURN
5 IF (NG .NE. -11 GO TO6
IF (JKKJ.LE. 0) GO TO 6
IF (JKLJ.LE.2001 RETURN
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C	 CONVERGENCE ACHIEVED. COMPUTE CURRENTS OF LINEAR ELEMENTS







IF (TE .LE. TIMEIN) GO TO 180
DTM2 = DTML
OTM1 = CELT
BELT = NOELT + 1
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C	 ADJUST CELT
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
IF (NITER-ITRTST) 201x1809140
201 IF (TI .GT. (DELT*DELT)) GO TO 9236
CELT = TI
GO TO 1016
9236 CELT = DELT+DELT
1016 KFAIL = 0
KONVRG = KONVRG + 1
IF (KONVRG .LT. KFMAX) GO TO 180
KONVRG - 0
IF (ITRMAX .GT. MAXMIN) ITRMAX - ITRMAX / 2
GO TO 180
140 'CELT - 0.5 s CELT







775 FORMAT (SHOOELT- ,E12.5,18X,14,13M ITERATION(S) I
7900 FORMAT (14H ABC,DELT,IBC ,2E24.159112)
9180 FORMAT (34H TE,ABC,DELT,ITRMAX,KFAIL,KONVRG
2	 /3E24.15,3I12)








































































IVs COMPUTES CONTRIBUTIONS TO H AND T ARRAYS AND CURRENTS
C
	
OF CURRENT AND VOLTAGE SOURCES
COMMON VARIABLES
LOGICAL MONIV
EQUIVALENCE (KIVS#K).(KIIVSPK11r( K2IVSsK2)r(K3IVS.93),(K41VS ►K4)
DIMENSION K(201, 1(1(201 9 K2(20) 9 K3(20),	 K4(20)








IF(K4(N).LE.	 O)	 t,0 TO	 18
CURRENT SOURCE
-
--	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 - -	 -IF(K3(N)	 .GT. 0)
	
GO TO	 10'1 -	 - -	 - -	 - -	 -	 -	 -
8-VI (N)GO TO 107
106 K5-K3(N)
8-EI(K5)
107 CIIVS(N) - 8
-	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-	 -	 -	 -
COMPUTE CONTRIBUTION TO T ARRAY
- - - - - - - - - - -
OF A CURRENT SOURCE
- - -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
	 - -	 -
GO TO (24921.23),KO
- -






- -	 - - -
VOLTAGE SOURCE
-	 -	 - -	 - - 
18 - - - - - - -8=1.0/RVS(N) - - - - - - - - - -
IF(K3(N)
	





COMPUTE CONTRIBUTION TO H AND T -ARRAYS OF A VOLTAGESOURCE















































TIK02)=TIK02) — C+8*EIIK0I) IVS 0400
GO TO 17 I VS 0410
27 H(KO1,K011=H(KO1,K011+B IVS 0420
T(KO1)-T(KOI)+C+B*Ei(KO21 IVS 0430
GO TO 17 IVS 0440
C
— —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	
—	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	
—	 —	 —	 —
C COMPUTE VOLTAGE— SOURCE CURRENTS (AFTER CONVERGENCE HAS BEEN
C ACHIEVED)
C
— —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	
—	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	
—	 —	 —	 —	 —
3333 GO TO 13009301,3021,KO IVS 0450'%`
300 CIIVSIN) - IV (KO1) — V	 (KO2))	 * 8 — C IVS 0460
GO TO 17 IVS 0470
301 CIIVS(N)	 = lV (KOI) — EI(KO21)	 * B — C IVS 0480
GO TO 17 IVS 0490
302 CIIVS(N) = IEI(KO1) 	 — V	 (K02))	 * 8 — C IVS 0500
17 IF	 IMONIVI	 WRITE	 (699117) K59KO,B,C97(KOI),TIK0219HIK019K011r IVS 0510
2	 H(KO2,K02),H(KOL,KC2) IVS 0520
117 CONTINUE- IVS 0530
RETURN IVS 0540
•9117 FORMAT	 (46H K3li,K41),B,CcTl11,712),H11,L1,H1292),H(192)	 92.16,/, IVS 0550
1	 5(	 /,	 1H .5E24.15	 1	 1 IVS 0560












LOGICAL MONR RES 0020
EQUIVALENCE (KRE3..9KIv1KIRES,K11.1K2RES.K21 RES 0030
DIMENSION K14019 K11401, KZ1401 RES 0040
C .
	
.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	
.	 .	 .
IF INR.LE. 01 RETURN RES 0050
IF IMONRIWRITE 16.99991 RES 0060	 -
IF (IBC .ST. 01 GO TO 3333 RES 0070
L . 0 RES 0080
00 114 N - 1rNR RES 0090
IF 1NRP(N1	 I.E.. 	 L) GO TO 3005 RES 0100
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - S
C R VARIES WITH TIME
C
-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
L=L • I RES 0110
J1=	 IX(LI RES 0120
IF ITE .LE. TFR(L.J1))	 GD TO 3007 RES 0130
J1= Jla I RES 0140
IXILI	 Ji RES OISO
RIM)	 RFIL.JI-11 RES 0160
3007 IF	 IXRES(L.Jll	 .ME. 0.01 RES 0170
2R(N1 =1RFli.J1	 1-RF(L9J1-111*IITE-TFR(L.J1-111 RES Oleo
3	 /(TFRIL.J`11-TFRIL.JI-111) 00 XRESIL.JII.± RFIL#JI-11 RES 0190
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 --	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C COMPUTE CONTRIBUTION TO H AND T ARRAYS
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
30058. 1.0/R(N) RES 0200
KO-K(N)	 - RES 0210
KO1*K1(N) RES 0220
K02-K21NI RES 0230
GO TO I100.1OI.1D21.KO RES 0240




GO TO 14 RES 0290
101 H(KOI.KO11=H(KO19KOII+B RES 0300
- TIK01=I=-T(KOlI+:Bd4I1K02).	 _.	 _. RES 03. 10
GO TO 14 RES 0320
102 M(K02,KO2) sM(K02.KDZI+B RES 0330
TIK021-TIK021+9*Ei(K011 RES 0340
14 IF	 IMONRI WRITE 16.91141	 B.TIKO1) ♦ T(K0219HIKO1.KOI/.H(K02.KO21, RES 0330
2	 HIKO1.KO2)	 - ROE S 0360
114 CONTINUE RES 0370
RETURN RES 0380
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C COMPUTE RESISTOR CURRENTS (AFTER CONVERGENCE HAS BEEN ACHIEVED)
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
--
-	 -	 -	 -	 -
-
3333:-:'00	 303	 N	 -	 1.NR	 -..._. RES 0390
KO-K(N) RES 0400
, KOI -K11N)	 _,RES 0410
K32•1(2(N) - RES 0420
GO TO (300.3019302).KO RES 0430	 -
300 CIR(N) - IV IKO11 - V IK0211	 / RINI RES 0440
GO TO 303 RES 0450
301 CIR(NI -	 IV IKO11 - E11KO21) / RINI RES 0460
GO TO 303 RES 0470
302 C'IR(NI .	 1EIIK011 - V	 (K021) /	 RINI RES 0480	 !^





.	 .	 .	 .	 .
9114 FORMAT (36H	 B.T(11.T121sH(1.1),H12.21sH(1.21	 . RES Oslo
1	 S(/.1H .E22. IS* E22.1S.E22.1S•E22.1S.E22..151 	 1	 - RES 0520
9999 FORMAT 413H RESISTORS	 I RES 0530
ENO	 - RES 0540
SUBROUTINE CAPCA►
 0010
C	 CAP COMPUTES CONTRIBUTIONS TO H AND T )BRAYS ANO CURRENTS
C	 OF CAPACITORS
COMMON VAItIA5LIS
LOGICAL MONO CAP 0020
EQUIVALENCE IKCAP,KI 9 IKICAP,K11,(KZCAP,K2) CAP 0030
DIMENSION K1201, KL(20) 9 K2(201 CAP 0040	 j
DIMENSION 61120)9	 B21201,	 HAA(201,	 TA(201 CAP OOSO	 j
C .
	
.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .
IF INC.I.E. 01	 RETURN CAP 0060
IF	 IMONC)WRITE	 16,99991	 - CAP 0070
DO 114 N - I,NC CAP 0060
KO-K(N) CAP 0090
KOl-K1(NI CAP 0100	 ..
K02-K2(N) CAP 0110
IF IIBC .GT. 0)	 GO TO IDS CAP 0120
IF(ABC .GT.O.0)GO TO S3 CAP 0130
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C AT THE FIRST ITERATION, COMPUTE VALUES THAT At  CONSTANT FOR A j
C GIVEN DELT 11 '
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - s
Al-DELT/RCSH(N) CAP 0140
aA2-2.0*CAPCINI+A1 CAP 0150 (
A3. 2.0*CAPC(N) -A1 CAP 0130




GO TO (64,62,63),KO CAP 0210
61 TAIN)-BLIN$*(V11K011-VIlKO21+924N11 CAP 0220
GO TO S3 CAP 0230
62 TA(N)-B11N1 • (VI(KOl)-EPlIK021+62(NII+HAA(N)4EIIKG21 CAP 0240
GO TO 53 CAP 0290
63 TA(N)--BIINI*IEP11KO11-VI(KO21+821N11+HAA(N14E11K011 CAP 0260
53 HAAJ - HAAINI CAP 02T0
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C ADD THE CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE H AND T ARRAYS (AT EVERY ITERATION)
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
GO TO 1100,101 9 1021,KO CAP 0280
100 HIKO1,KOl1-HIKOI•KOII+HAAJ CAP 0290
--.. -H1=KOI9K1)2-I-H1KO	 +KO21-HAAJ- . -.	_.	 _.	 _.. =C-AP>-0300
TIKOII+TIKOII+TAINT CAP 0310
H(K029KO1)-H(KO29KOII-HAAJ CAP 0320
HI KO2,KO21-"fK029K021+HAAJ CAP 0330
T(K021-T(KO2I-TA(N) CAP 0340
GO TO 14	 -_ CAP 0350
101 MIKOI,KCII-M(KO1,KO11+HAAJ CAP 0360
T(KOl)-T(KOI I+TAINT CAP 0370
GO TO 14 CAP 0360
102 H(KO2,KO2)-H1KC2,K021+HAAJ CAP 0390
TIKO21-T(KOZI+TAIN) CAP 0400
GO TO 14 CAP 0410
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C COMPUTE CAPACITOR CURRENTS (AFTER CONVERGENCE HAS BEEN ACOIEVED1
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
105 GO TO	 1103,L06,106), KO CAP 0420
103 CIC(N1-HAA(N) ♦( V( KOII-VIK0211-81(k)*IVIIKOI)-VI(KO2).4 210i)I
-
CAP 0430
GO TO 14 CAP 0440	 p
106 CIL(N)-HAA(N)41VIK011-EI(K02))-6d11N NIVLIKOI)-E ►i1K021+B2(N11 CAP 0490	 J
GO TO 14 LAP 0460	 __.	 {
106 C1C(N)=HAA(NIOIE1(K01)7-VIK0211-B1(N)*IE ►11KU11-V11K021+B21N11 CAP 0470
L4 IF IMONCI WRITE (6,3899) K019K02,AI,A2,A3•A4,HAA(Nl,BlfN) tB2lN), CAP 0480
2	 TA(N),CTCINI,T(KOI)!iTIK0219HIKOI,KA1.1,HIK02,KO21,mIKOl,KO21 LAP 0490
114 CONTINUE CAP OS00
_..
RETURN CAP Oslo
C . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 ...	 .	 .	 .	 .	 ,
3899 FORMAT 183H KOl,KO2,A1,A2,A3,.A4,HAAl 	 1,611	 19621
	
I,TAI	 I,CICII,T(ICAP 0520
2),T(2),H11,I),H12,21,HII,2)	 ,213,/,SE24.lS,/,5124.IS* /oSE24.lSI CAP OS30
9999 FORMAT (13H CAPACITORS
	 ) CAP 0940
END CAP OSSO
163
REAL INDL IND 0020
LOGICAL MONL IND 0030
EQUIVALENCE	 IKIND9K1 9 (KIIND9K119(K2IKD9K2) IND 0040
DIMENSION K(20),
	








C .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .
IF INL	 I.E.. 	 01	 RETURN IND 0070
IF	 (MONL)NRITE	 (699999) IND 0080
IF ING	 I.T.. 	 0) GO TO 202 IND 0090




IF	 (IBC	 .GT. 0)	 GO TO 105 IND 0140
IFIABC .GT.O.0)GO TO 53 IND 0150
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -




-	 -	 -	 -	
-	
-	
-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
IF	 1VICON(N)	 .GT.O.01	 SINI-INDLINI•EXP(-ASS( IND 51-60
2	 (CILINI•IRLSHINI+RL IN) I 	 -	 tV(K0I)-V(KO2)11/RLSHIN)1 	 • VICON(N1)ING 0170
C =2.0•S(N)/RLSHINI IND 0180
B=L.O/(2.0 •SIN)+RLIN) • (DELT+C1) IND 0190
HAA(N)=B•(DELT+C) IND 0200
51(NI=8•(C--3ELT) IND 0210
821NI nCIL(N)*(2.0•S(N)/(DELT-C)-RL(NII IND 0220
GO TO (61962963),KO IND 0230
61	 TA(N)=81(N)•(VL(KOI)-V11K02) ►82(N)) IND 0240
GO TO 53 IND 0250.
62 TA(N)=B11NI . (VI(KDI)-EP11K02)+82(N))+HAA(N)•EIIK021 IND 0260
- GO. TO 53- IND 0270
63 TA(N)=-8I(N) • (EP1(K011-VIIK021+82(N)1+HAA(N)•EI(KO11 IND 0280
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C ADD THE CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE H AND T ARRAYS (AT EVERY ITERATION)
C- -	 -	 -	 -	
-	
-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-	 -
53 HAAJ - HAAIN) IND 0290
'GO TO )1009101,102),KO IND 0300






GO TO 14 IND 0370
101 H(KO19KDII-HIKOI,KOI)+HAAJ IND 0380
TIKOII-T(K01)+TA(N) IND 0390
GO TO 14 IND 0400
102 H(K029K1)2)=HIK029KO2)+HAAJ IND 0410
T(KO21=TIK02)+TA(NI IND 0420
GO TO 14 IND 0430
C - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C COMPUTE INDUCTOR CURRENTS IAFTER CONVERGENCE HAS BEEN ACHIEVED)
C - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
105 GO TO	 110391069108), KO IND 0440
103 CIL(N)=HAAIN).(V(KO1)-V(KO2))-81IN1•(VI(KC1)-V11K021+B2(N)) IND 0450
GO TO 14 IND 0460
106 CIL(N)=HAA(NI .IVIK01)-EI(K021)-BltN)•(V1)KO1)-EP1(KO21+82IN)I IND 0470





SUBROUTINE IND	 IND 0010




108 CILINI=HAA(N)+(EI(KO1)-V(KO21)-B1(N)*(EPI(KOI)-VIIK02) +821N))	 IND 0490
14 IF (MONL) WRITE (6.3914) CIL1N),S(N), C,B,HAA(N),BL(N)982(N),TA(N),IND 0500
1T( KO1),TIK0219H(KDI9KOI),H(KC2,KD2),H(KCI,KD2) IND 0510
114 CONTINUE IND 0520
RETURN IND 0530
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C COMPUTATION OF INITIAL CONDITIONS
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -




IF (IBC .GT.	 0)	 GO TO 4007 IND 0580
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C COMPUTE CONTRIBUTIONS TO H AND T ARRAYS (INITIAL CONDITIONS. EVERY
C ITERATION)
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
IF	 (NSVIL	 .GT.	 O) GO TO 4015 IND 0590
IF	 ( INC IL(NI	 .LE.	 0)	 GO TO	 2213 IND 0600
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -




-	 -	 -	 -	
-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
4015 GO TO (400494005,4006),KO IND 0610
4005 T(KO1) = T(K01) - CIL M IND 0620
GO TO 1203 IND 0630
4004 T(KOL)	 =	 T(K01)	 - CILINI IND 0640
4006 T(K02)	 = T(K02)	 + CIL(N) IND 0650
GO TO 1203 IND 0660
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT FOR INITIAL COND17ICNS IS A RESISTANCE RL
2213 6=1.0/RL(N) IND 0670
GO TO (204,205,206),KD IND 0680
204 H(KO1,KO1) =H(KO1,K0 0 +B IND 0690
HIK01,KO2) =H(_KO1,KO2)-B IND 0700
H(KO2,K01)=H(K572,KO1)-B IND 0710
H(K02,K02) =H(KO2,KO21+B IND 0720
GO TO 1203 IND 0730
205 H(KO`I,K01)=H1K01',KO1)+B IND -0740	 -	 T
T(K01)=T(KC1)+B• EI(KO2) IND 0750
GO TO 1203 IND 0760
206 H(KO2,K02)=H(KO2,KO2) +B IND 0770
T(K02)=TlKO2) +B4 EI(KOl) IND 0780
GO TO 1203 IND 0790
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C COMPUTE INDUCTOR CURRENTS (INITIAL CONDITIONS, AFTER ACHIEVING
C CONVERGENCE)
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
4007 IF (NSVIL	 .GT.	 0)	 GO TO	 1203 IND 0800
IF	 (INCILM .GT. 01 GO TO 1203 IND 0810
GO TO(208,209,210),KO IND 0820
208 CIL(N) = ( V 	 (KO1)-V	 (KO2))/RL(N) IND 0830
GO TO	 1203 IND 0840
209 CIL(N) = ( V 	 (KOL)-EI(KO2))/RL(NI IND 0850
GO TO 1203 IND 0860
210 CIL(N)= (EI(KOL)-V	 (K02))/RLIN) I-ND 0870
1203 IF	 IMONLI	 WRITE	 (6,1990)	 B,T(KO1),T(KO2),H(KD1,K01),H(K02,K02), IND 0880
2	 H(KO1,KO2) IND 0890
203 CONTINUE - IND 0900
RETURN IND 0910
C
1990 FORMAT	 434H	 B,Tl11,T(21,H(1,11,W12,2),H(1.21 	 , IND 0920
L	 5(/,LH	 ,E22.15,E.22.15,E22.15.E22.15,E22.L5I	 ) IND 0930
3914 FORMAT(41HCIL(	 ),S1	 ),C,B,HAA(	 ),Bll	 1,821	 ),TA(	 )	 , IND 0940
I	 31HT(1),7(2),H11t11tH(292),H(1,2)	 ,	 /, IND 0950
2 411H ,5E24.15,/)	 ) IND 0960
9999 FORMAT (13H INDUCTORS	 1 IND 0970
END IND 0980
165
iSUBROUTINE ZEN ZEN 0010
C ZEN	 COMPUTES CONTRIBUTIONS TO H AND T ARRAYS AND CURRENTS
C OF ZENER DIODES
COMMON
	 VARIABLES
LOGICAL MONZEN ZEN 0020
EQUIVALENCE IKZENrKlo(KIZEN9KI)t(K2ZEN,K2) ZEN 0030






IF	 INZEN .LE. 01 RETURN ZEN 0050
IF	 IMONZENI	 WRITE	 (6 9 99991 ZEN 0060
DO 114 N - 1.NZEN ZEN 0070





IF (IBC .GT. 0)	 GO TO 502 ZEN 0110
IFIABC .GT. 0.01 GO TO 20B ZEN 0120
C
— —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 — —	 —	 —
C AT THE FIRST ITERATION, COMPUTE THE ZENER-OIOOE VOLTAGE VZ AND -
C DETERMINE THE EFFECTIVE REGION. COMPUTE TERMS THAT WILL REMAIN
C CONSTANT FOR A GIVEN DELT
C— —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 — —	 —	 —
GO TO 12OOr201r2021.KO ZEN 0130	 -
200 VZ - V(K01) — VIKO2) ZEN 0140
GO TO 203 ZEN 0150
201 VZ - VIKOII — E11K021 ZEN 01.60
GO TO 203 ZEN 0170
202 VZ - EIIKOII
	 — V(K02) ZEN 01.80
_	 203 IF	 (VZ	 .GT. VZB(N)) GO TO 205 ZEN 0190
GZIN) -	 1.0 / RZBIN) ZEN 0200
II;H-)	 -	 EZB(N)	 • GZINI ZEN 0210
GO )0 2,18 ZEN 0220
I05 IF	 (VZ .GT. VZF(NI) GO TO 207 ZEN 0270
GZIN ► 	 -	 1.0 / RZ(N) ZEN 0240
ZIINI - 0.0 ZEN 0250
GO TO 208 ZEN 0260
207
-
GZ(N) -	 1.0 ZEN 0270
ZIINI	 - 0.7 ZEN 0280
C
— —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 -	 —	 —	 —	 —	 — —	 —
E ADD CONTRIBUTIONS TO M AND T ARRAYS -
C
— —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 -	 -	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 — —	 —	 —
208 GZD - GZIN) ZEN 0290
GO -TO.I100.101.1C21aK0- ZEN 0300
100 HIKOI.KOII-HIKOI,KOII+GZD ZEN 03.10
MIKO1r KOZ1-H(KOl.KO21 —GZO ZEN 0320
TIKO11	 •	 TIKO1)	 + ZI(N) ZEN 0330
HIKO2.KO11-H(KO2,KOII-GZD ZEN 0340.
MIK029KO2)-HIK02,KDZI+GZD ZEN 0350	 -
TIKO2) - T(K02) — Z11N) ZEN 0360
GO TO 14 ZEN 0370
101 HIKO1rKO1l-H(KO19KO11+GZD ZEN 0300
TIKO11 - TIKOTI +ZI(N) + GZO • EI(K021 ZEN 0390
GO TO 14 ZEN 0400
102 HIK029K021-HIKO2.KO21+GZD ZEN 0410
T(K02) - T(KO2) —ZI(NI+ GZD	 E11KC11 ZEN 0420
GO TO 14 ZEN 0430
C— —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 — _
C COMPUTE ZENER —DIODE CURRENTS (AFTER CONVERGENCE HAS BEEN ACHIEVED)
C— —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	
—	 —	 —	 —	 — —
502 GO TO I504,506,5081,KO ZEN 0440
504 CIZINI	 -	 IV(KO1)—VIK021)	 • GZ(NI — Z11N) ZEN 0450
GO—TO 14 ZEN 0460
506 C'IZINI	 :	 (V(KO1) —EI(KO2))	 • GZIN(	 — ZIIN ► ZEN 0470
GO TO 14 ZEN 0480
508 CIZ(N)	 -	 IEI(KO1) — V(K021)
	 • GZINI — ZIINI LEN 0490
14 IFIMONZEN)WRITE (6,9114)
	 GZINI,ZIIN)rCIZINI, ZEN 0500
2	 TIKOII.T(KO21,H(K01.KDI),HIKC2,KO2).,MIKOI,KDZI
-ZEN OSLO
-	 114 CONTINUE ZEN 0520
RETURN ZEN OS30
C
9114 FORMAT • t21H GZ1^).ZII^irCt7_1.1.
	 , ZEN 0540
2	 32HTItiv't(	 `.HIIr11rH12r2)^M.I .1,Z1
	 s. ZEN 0"0
l	 S(/.1H .E22.11''_22.15,EZ2.15,E22.i5 9 E22.15)	 1 ZEN 0960







C	 DIOD COMPUTES CONTRIBUTIONS TO H AND T ARRAYS AND CURRENTS
C	 OF DIODES




EQUIVALENCE (K%DIOD*K),(K1DTOD,K1)r(K2010D,K2) 	 DID 0030
DIMENSION K(20)• KI(20)r K2(20)
	
0100040




.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .
IF(NDIODE.LE. 0) RETURN	 010 0060
IF IMOND)WR(TE (699999) 	 010 0070
IF(IBC .GT. 0) GO TO 3000 	 010 0080
C--— — — - — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
C	 • • • P A R T (I1 - COMPUTE CONTRIBUTIONS TO H AND T ARRAYS • • •
C— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
IF(DELT.EQ.TOOLD) GO TO 7950 	 010 0090
C— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
C	 COMPUTE DELT—DEPENDENT TERMS (AT FIRST ITERATION,IF CELT VALUE HAS
C	 'CHANGED)
C— - — - — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
f`
TOOLD-OELT DID 0100





DT31N) = QCR(N,41 / CELT DID 0140
IF	 IMONO)	 WRITE
	 (692272) TOOLO,C1(N),C2(N)sC3(N1,C4(Nl. DID 0150
2 OT1(N1.DT2(N1,DT3(N)
	 G DID 0160
2212 CONTINUE DID 0170





C— _ _	 —	
— — — —	 —	 —° , —	 —	
-	 —	
—.	 —	
-	 —	 — _-	 — -	 —
C COMPUTE DIODE VOLTAGE BV AT THE PREVIOUS CELT
C— —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 — —	 —
GO TO 110091.01r102)*KO 010 0230
100 BV-VI(K01) —V1(KO2) 010 0240
GO TO 1000 010 0250
101 BV=V11K01)—EPL(KO2) 010 0260
GO TO 1000 010 0270
102 BV=EP1(KD1)—V1(K02) DID 0280
1000 IFIABC .GT.O.0IGO TO 8002 010 0290	 !
C— -	 —	
-	
—	 —	 —	 -	 -	
-	 —	
—	 —	 —	 —	
-	
—	 —	 —	 — —	 —
C AT THE FIRST ITERATION ONLY (UNTIL 8002)
C— —	 —	 —	 -	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	
—	
-	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 - —	 —
LOOP = 0 DID 0300
IF 'IJSJ	 .LE. 0)	 GO TO 1001 DID 0310
C— —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 -	 -	 —	 —	 —	 _	 —	 -	 —	 —	 —	 —	 — —	 —
C FOR INITIAL CONDITIONS
	 IUNTIL 1001)
C— —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 -	 -	 —	 -	 -	 —	
-	
—	 -	 —	 -	 —	 —	 — -	 —
IF(BV .GT. — 1.0)	 GO TO 9001 010 0320
DI(N)=—SII DID 0330
DV(N)=BV DID 0340




I9001 IFIOVINI-BV)1002.1001.1001 DID 0360
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C COMPUTE OC CURRENT AND VOLTAGE (AT FIRST ITERATION)
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
1001 DEXP=BV*C2(N) 010 0370
IF(DEXP .LT.	 50.01 GO TO 1008 DID 0380
LOOP = LOOP '+ 1 DI0 -,0390
IF	 (LOOP	 .LE.	 1001 GO TO 1002 010 0400
WRITE (6.9500) N DID 0+10
CALL EXIT 010 0420
1002 DI(NI=(8V-OVIN))*ORINI+DIINI 010 0430
IF(DIIN)	 .LE.	 -Sit)
	
GO TO	 1001 010 0440
DV(N)=	 ALOG(DI(NI/SI1+1.01/C2(NI 010 0450
GO TO 1003 DID 046•
1008 DIINI=SI1*(EXPIDEXPI-1.01 010 0470
OV(N)=BV DID 0480
1003 DR(N)=IDI(N)+SI1)*C2(N) DID 0490
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C UPDATE PREVIOUS DC CURRENT DIP	 IF PRESENT VARIABLES ARE NOT RESET
C DUF TO CONVERGENCE FAILURE
IF(NAW	 .Ea.	 0)	 DIP(N1	 =	 DI(N) DID 0500
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C COMPUTE EFFECT OF JUNCTION CAPACITAKCE
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
8002 DV2 = AMINi(OV(N)9C1(N1) DID 0510




IF	 (ORIN)	 .GT.	 10000.0)	 DRIN)	 = 10000.0 010 0540
B=DRIN)*11T2(N)+C3IN) 010 0550
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C SET PHOTO CURRENT AT PRESENT ANC PREVIOUS DELI
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
IF(NAW)3050.315093151 DID 0560
3150 PPID1(N)=PPIDINI 010 0570
GO TO	 3051 010 0580
3151 PPIDINI=PPID1(N) DID 0590
3051 PPID(N)=(EI(19)*OCR(N.6)+DTIINI*PP)CINI)/DT2(N) 010 0600
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C COMPUTE CONTRIBUTIONS TO H AND T ARRAYS












GO TO 16 010 0710
301 HIKOI.KO11-H(KDI.K0II+HACH 010 0720
TIKO1)=TIKOII+TACH+HACH*EI(KO2) DID 0730
GO TO 16 010 0740
302 HIK02.KO2)-H(KO2.KO2)+HACH 010 0750
T(K02)-T(KD2)-TACH+HACH*EI(KOI) DID 0760
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C COMPUTE TOTAL DIODE CURRENT
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
16 CIDIODINI	 - HACH * DVINI - TACH DID 0770
IF	 IMONDI WRITE (6.9116)
	 BV.DVlN1.DV2AD.DI IN) *DDT 	 .DR(N)oPPIDIN)OTO 0780
2	 .B.C.T(KO1).T(KO2).H(KDL.K01).HIKO2.K02).H(KO1.KO21.CIDIOD(N) DID 0790
116 CONTINUE DID 0800
RETURN DID 0810




C * * * P A R T (2) - COMPUTE DC DIODE CURRENTS AND TEST FOR
C CONVERGENCE * * *
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
3000 DO 9102 N =	 L,NDIODE 010 0820
KO=KIN) DID 0830
KOI=KI(N)	 _ DID 0840
KO 2=K 21 N) DID 0850
Sit=OCR(N,I) 010 0860
GO TO 13003,3004,30051,K0 DID 0870
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
C COMPUTE DIODE VOLTAGE BV AT PRESENT DELT
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
3003 RV=V(KDI)-V(KU2) DID 0880
GO TO 3006 DID 0890
3004 BV=V(K01)-EIIK021 010 0900
GO TO 3006 DID 0910
3005 BV=EI(KOI)-V(KO21 010 0920
r.
-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
C COMPUTE NEW DC DIODE CURRENT
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
3006 CI=(BV-DV(N))*DR(N)+DI(N) DID. 0930





1	 WRITE	 (6,9998) DID 0970
GO TO 3002 DID 0980
3008 IF(CT	 .GT.(-SI1-SI1))GO TO 3010 DID 0990
ABC=1.0 DID 1000
IF	 (MOND	 `i	 WRITE	 1699998) DID 1010
DI(N) =-Si1 DID 1020
DVIN)=BV DID 1030
DR(N) =0.0 010 1040
GO TO 3002 DID 1050
3010 IF	 (BV*C2(N)	 .LT.	 1.0)	 GO TO 3002 DID 1060
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
C TEST FOR CONVERGENCE OF DC CURRENT




GO TO 3009 DID 1080
DEXO=SIC IFXP(OEXP)-1.01 Din 1090
IFIASS(CI-DEXP)	 .LT.	 O.1*DEXPI	 GO TO 3002 DID 1100
3009 ABC =1.0 DID 1110
IF	 (MONO
	 1 WRITE	 (6.9998) DID 11.20
- DTINI =CI DID 1130
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
C COMPUTE NEW DIODE VOLTAGE AND I/V SLCPE
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 ---	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
DV(N) =	ALOG(DI(N)/SII+I.0)/C2(N) DID 1140
OR(N)=(Dl(.N)+Sl1)*C2(N) DID 1150
3002 PWCR(N) =DI (N)*DVlN1+BV**2*C3INI DID 1160
IF	 (MOND)	 WRITE	 (6,9112)	 BV,CI,DR(N1,DIINI,DV(N),DEXP,PWCR(N) DID 1170
9102 CONTINUE DID 1180
RETURN 010 1190
C .
2272 FORMAT(45H	 TOOLD,CIf)•C2(19C3(19C4I 	 ,0;1L1 9 DT2()r0;311	 r DID 1200
7	 2(/,5E24.15)) DID 1210
9117_ FORMAT	 (34H BV, CT, ORII,011),DVI)1DEX P ,P%CRI)	 , DID 1220
1	 5(/,IH	 .E22.15,E22.15,E22.159E22.159E22.15)	 ) 010 1230
9500 FORMAT	 I18H LOOPING	 IN DIODE	 1151 DID 1240
9116 FORMAT	 (42H BV,DVO,DV2 9 D,DI(),DDIO9DR(I*PPID()9B9C	 9 DIU 1250
2	 41H, TILI.T(2).H(1,1),H12,2),1•(Iv2),CI0I0011	 9 010 1260
3	 5f/.IH	 ,F22.IS,E22.15,E22.l5,E22.lS,F22.15I	 ) DID 1270
9998 FORMAT (18H DID NOT CONVERGE	 1 DID 1280
9999 FORMAT 03H DIODES	 i DID 1290
END DID 1300
169
















DIMENSION K(20), K11201, K2(20), K3120), K4(20)







- - - - -











C- - - - - - -	 - - - - - - - °- - - - - - -
IF (DELT.EQ. TTOOLO ) GO TO 2213	 TRA 0110
C- - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - -
C	 COMPUTE DELT-DEPENDENT TERMS, (AT FIRST ITERATION91F BELT VALUE HAS
C	 CHANGED)





CDT3(N) = OTAN(N,7) / BELT
EOTI(N)=QTAN(N,3)/BELT
EDT2(N)=1.0+EDT1(N)
EOT3(N) = OTAN(N,12) / BELT
IF (MONT) WRITE 16,2272) TTOOLD,CDTI(N),CDT2(N),CDT3(N),
2	 EOTIIN),EDT21N),EDT31N)
2212 CONTINUE





C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C	 COMPUTE BASE-COLLECTOR VOLTAGE BC AND BASE-EMITTER VOLTAGE BE AT
C	 PREVIOUS BELT





















































C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -
C PNP TRANSISTOR ONLY (UNTIL 3011
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -
8E=-BE TPA 0410
BC=-BC TRA 0420










IF(ABC	 .GT.0.0)rO	 TO 8002 TRA 0530
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 - -	 -
C AT THE FIRST ITERATION ONLY (UNTIL 8002)
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -
IF	 (OELT .LE.	 0.0)	 GO TO 8002 TRA 0540
LOOP = 0 TRA 0550
IF IJSJ
	
.LE. Ol	 GO TO 307 TRA 0560
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -
C FOR INITIAL CONDITIONS 	 (UNTIL 307)
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -
IF(BC .GT. -1.0) 	 GO TO 9317 TRA 0570
BCI (N) =-Cilli TRA 0580
RCV(N)=RC TRA 0590
GO TO 601 TRA 0600
9317	 IF(BCV(N)	 .LT... BC)	 GO TO 308 TRA 0610
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - - -
C COMPUTE DC CURRENT AND VOLTAGE 	 (AT FIRST ITERATTONI
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - - -
307 DEXP=BC*CD TRA 0620
IF(DEXP .LT.	 50.0)	 GO TO 2308 TRA 0630
LOOP = LOOP + I TRA 0640




CALL EXIT TRA 0670
2308	 9CI(N)=CIO(*(EXP(DEXP)-1.01 TRA 0680
BCV(N)=BC TRA 0690
GO TO 60l TRA 0700
309	 9CI(N')=(BC-BCV(N))*BCR(N)+BCI(N) TRA 0710
IF(9C -I(N)	 .LE.	 -CIO1) GO	 TO	 307 TRA 0720
BCVIN)=ALOG(BCI(N)/CIOI+1.0)/CD TRA 0730
601.	 9CR(N)= (SC IIN)+C 1011*CO TRA 0740
9CV2= A4IN1lBCVlNI,CCl(N)) TRA 0750
IF	 (MONT) WRITE (6 9 9751)
	
SC,BE,AF(N),AR(N.),CO•EO,CIOI,EIOI,BCI(N),TRA 0760
2	 BCV2,BCR(N),BCV(NI,DEXP TRA 0770
BCC(N)	 = COT3(N)	 / SORT(1.0 - BCV2 * CC4(N)) TRA 0780
LOOP = 0
	 .. TRA 0790
IF	 (BER(N)*OTAK(N,14)	 .LE. O. t)	 CO TO 313 TRA 0800
IF	 IJSJ
	
.LE. 01	 GO TO 313 TRA 0810
IF(BE .GT. -1.0)	 GO TO 9313 TRA 0820
8EI(N)=-EIDL TRA 0830
9EV(N)=RF TRA 0840
GO TO 602 TRA 0850
9313 IF	 ISEV(N)	 .LT. BE)
	
GO TO 314 TRA 0860
313 DEXP=BF*EO TRA 0870
IFCDEXP-,.LT.
	 50.0)	 GO TO 2314 TRA 0880
LOOP ='LOOP + 1 TRA 0890
IF (LOOP	 .LE.	 100) GO TO 314 TRA 0900
WRITE (6,9502)
	
N - TRA 0910
CALL EXIT TRA 0920




GO TO 602 TRA 0950
314 RET(N)=(BE-BEV(N))*BER(N)+BEI(N) TRA 0960
IF(BEI(N)	 .LE.	 -EIO11	 GO T0. 313 TRA 0970
BEV(N)=ALOG(BET m /ET ri1^1.D)/EC TRA 0980
602 9ERlN) = EO*(REIfN) +EIO1) TRA 0990
BEV2=AMINI( REV (N).EC1(N)1 TRA 1000
BEC(N) = EDT3(N)	 /	 SORT(1.0 -	 REV2 * EC4(N)1 TRA 1010
IF(NAW	 .NE. 0)	 GO TO	 8002 TRA 1020
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 --	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C UPDATE PREVIOUS OC CURRENTS, 	 BCIP AND BFIP,	 IF PRESENT VARIABLES
C ARE NOT RESET DUE TO CONVERGENCE FAILURE
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
BCTP(N)=BCT(N) TRA 1030
9EIP(N)=BETINI TPA 1040
8002 IF(KL(N).LE.	 0)	 GO	 TO	 208 TRA 1050
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C PNP TRANSISTOR ONLY	 (UNTIL 208	 )




9EV(N)= 8EV(N) TRA 1090
9CI(N)=-BCTtN ) TRA 1100
BEI(N )￿ BEI(N) TRA 1110
BCIPtN)=-SCTP(N) TRA IT20
9ETPtN )=-BEIPINI TRA LL30
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C COMPUTE EFFECTS OF JUNCTION CAPACITANCES
r- - - -	 -	 -	 - - - -	 - - - - -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -




TCR .:,BCR(N)*CDT2(N) TRA 1180
TER=BER(N.)*EOT2(N) TRA 1190
IF	 (MONT)	 WRITE	 (6,9752) RCV2,BCC(N)r BET (h)rBEV(N),BERtN1,BEC(N), TRA 1200
2	 DSCI( N),DSEI(N),TCR,TERrOEXP,BEV2 TRA 1210
C- -	 - -	 -	 -	 - - - -	 - -	 -	 - - -	 - -	 - -	 - -
C SET PHOTO CURRENTS AT PRESENT AND PREVICUS AELT
C- -	 - -
	
-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
- - - - - - -	 -	 -
I F tNAW)3050,3150,3151 TRA 1220
3L50 PPTE1(.N)=PPIE(N) TRA 1.230
PPICLtN)=PPIC(N) TRA 1240
GO	 TO '1051 TRA 1250
3151 PPIE(N)=PPIFI(N) TRA 1260
" PPIC(N) = PPIC1(N) TRA 1270
30551'' PPIEIN) = (EI(1 9 )*OTAN(N,16)+EDT L( N )*PPTE(N)) /EDT2 (N) TRA 1280
PPICIN)=(EI(19)*CTAN(N,15)+CDTL(N)*PPTC(N))/CDT2(N) TRA 1290
C- -	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 - - -	 -	 -	 -	 - - - - - -	 -	 -	 -
C COMPUTE CONTRIBUTIONS TO H AND T ARRAYS
C- - - -	 -	 -	 -	 - - -	 -	 -	 - - - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
3050 HACH22=TCR+CC3(N)+BCC(N) TRA 1300
4ACH33=TER+EC3(N)+BEC(N) TRA 1310
HACH23= -AF(N)*BER (N ) TRA 1320
HACH32 = -AR( N)*8CR(N) TRA 1330
TACH2=	 BCVIN)*TCR-BCI(NI-AF(N)*(BEV(N)*RER(N)-BEL(N)1 TRA 1340
1 -DBCIN_yl +BCC ( N1*BC	 -PPIC ( N) TRA 1350
TACH3=	 SEV(N)*TER. -BET(N) -AR(N)*(BCV(N)*BCR(N)-BCI(N)). TRA 1360
1 - DBEI(N) +BEC(N ► *BE	 -PPIE(N) TRA 1370
IF (MONT) WRITE
	 ( 6,9757) PPIE(N),PPIC ( N),FACH22,HACH33,HACH239 TRA 1380
2	 H4CH32,TACH2,TACH3 TRA 1390
GO TO (401r402,403r404),KD TRA L400













GO TO 200 TRA 1530
402 H(K02,KO21=HIKO2,KO2l+HACHZ2 TRA 1540
H(KO2,KO31-H(KO2,KO31+HACH23 TRA 1550






GO TO 200 TRA 1600
403 H(KOI,K01)=H(KOI,KOII+HACH22+HACH33+HACH23+HACH32 TRA 1610
H(KO1,K03)=H(KO1,K031-HACH23-HACH33 TRA 1620
TtK01)=T(KOI)+TACH2+TACH3	 +(HACH22+HACH32l*EIIKO2). TRA 1630
H(KO39K01)=HIK03,K011-HACH32-HACH3? TRA 1640
H(K03,KO3)=H(KC3,KO3)+HACH33 TRA 1650
T(K03)=T(KO3)-TACH3	 -HACH32*EI(K02) TRA 1660
GO TO 200 TRA 1670
404 H(KOI,KOI)=H(KCI,K01)+HACH22+HACH33+HACH23+HACH32 TRA 1680
H('KOI,KO2)=H(KOI,K02)-HACH22-HACH32 TRA 1690
TIK01I=T(KOI)+TACH2+TACH3	 +(I+ACH23+HACH33)*EI(KO3) TRA 1700
H(K02.K01)=H(KO2,K01)-HACH22-HACH23 TRA 1710
H(KO2,KO2)=HIK02,K02)+HACH22 TRA 1720
T(K021=T(KC2)-TACH2	 -HACH23*EI(KD3) TRA 1730
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 --	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C COMPUTF TOTAL COLLECTOR, EMITTER, AND BASE CURRENTS
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
200 CICOLCINI = TACH2 - HACH22*BCV(N) - HACH23*BEVINI TRA 1740
CIEMTRI'M) = HACH32*BCV(N) + HACH33*BEV(N) - TACH3 TRA 1750
CIBASE(N)
	
= CIEMTRINI	 - CICOLC(N) TRA 1760
IF	 (MONT) WRITE(6,9753)	 T(KOI),T(KO2),TIK03),H(KO19K01), TRA 1.770
2	 H(KD2,KO2),H1KO3,K031rHIKO1,KO21,H(KO29K01),H(KO19KO3), TRA 1780
3	 H(K03,KO1)rHIK02,KO31,H(K03rK02),CICOLC IN) ,LIEMTRINIrCI BASE( N1TRA 1790
909_CONTIN_UE, TRA 1800
RETURN TRA 1810"
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C * * * P A R T 121- COMPUTE DC JUNCTION CURRENTS AND TEST FOR
C CONVERGENCE * * *
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-	
-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -.
	 -
9200 O0 9997 N=I,NTRANS TRA 1820
KO=K W TRA 1830
KO1=K21N1
	 %' TRA 1840
K02=K31N1 TRA 1850
K03=K4(N) TRA 1860
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-
C COMPUTE BASE-COLLECTOR VOLTAGE BC AND BASE-EMITTER VOLTAGE BE AT
C PRESENT DELT
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-	
-	 -	 -	 -
GO TO (9001,9002,9003,9004),KO TRA 1970
9001 BC=V	 (KD1)-V (KO2) TRA 1880
RE=V	 (K01)-V	 1(CO3) TRA 1890'
GO TO 9100 TRA 1900
9002 9C=EI	 (KOI)-V 1K021 TRA 1A10
BE=EI	 (KO11-V (K03) TRA 1920
GO TO 9100 TRA 1930
9003 BC=V
	
(KO1)-EI	 IKC21 TRA 1940
RE=V (K011-V (KO3) TRA 1950
GO TO 9100 TRA 1960
9004BC =V (KOI)-V	 (K02) TRA 1970
SE=V
	 (KO11-FI	 (KO3) TRA 1980


























C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -
C COMPUTE NEW DC JUNCTION CURRENTS,





GO TO 9101 TRA 2050
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -
C PNP TRANSISTOR ONLY 	 (UNTIL 9101)





9101 IF	 (MONT)	 WRITE	 (6,9 754)	 BC,BE,CC,ED,Cl01,E101,C1,EZ TRA 2100
IFIRC*CI .GE. -1.0E-201 GO TO 9104 TRA 2110
ABC-1.0 TRA 2120
IF	 (MONT	 1	 WRITE	 (6,9998) TRA 2130
RCR(N)=BCI(N)/BCV(N) TRA 2140 .
GO TO 9108 TRA 2150
9104 IF(CI	 .GT.1-CIO1-CI01))	 GO TO 9107 TRA 2160
ABC=1.0 TRA 2170
IF	 (MONT	 1 WRITE (699998) TRA 2180
BCI(N)--C101 TRA 2190
RCV(N)=RC	 _ TRA 2200
GO TO 9302 TRA 2210
9,10:7 IF (RC*CO	 .LT.	 1.01 GO TO 9108 TnA 2220
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -
C TEST FOR CONVERGENCE OF BASE-COLLECTOR DC CURRENT
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-	
-	 -	 -	













IF(ABS(CI-DEXP) ,LT. O.1*DEXPI GO TC 9106	 TRA 2260
9106 ABC-1.0	 TRA 2270
IF IMONT 1 WRITF 16,9998) 	 TRA 2280
9105 RCTTNI=C1	 TRA 2290C
C	 COMPUTE NEW BASF-COLLECTOR VOLTAGE AND I/V SLOPE
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
BCVINI=ALOGICI/CIO1+1.01/CO
9302 SCR(N1=(BCIINI+CIO11*CO
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 	 - - - -
C	 COMPUTE EFFECT OF BASE-COLLECTOR JUNCTION CAPACITANCE
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
RCV2-AMINIIRCVIN)•CCl(N))
BCCINI = COTM NI /SORTII.O - eCV2 * CC4TNll
IFIKI(N1.LE. 01 GO TO glop"
C- -	 - - - - - - - - - - -	 - - - - -
C	 PNP TRANSISTOR ONLV (UNTIL 9108) 	 ^.
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
RLIlN1=-RCI1Nl
BCVINI=-BCVINI
9108 IF (MONTI WRITF 16,97551 ABC98CV2•DEXP,BCIIflI#BCV(t41,BCRINI`
IF(BE*EI, .GE. -I.OE-20) GO TO 9115
ABC-1.0
IF (MONT 1 WRITE (6,99981
BER I N 1=BE I I N 1 /BE V (N`)
GO TO 9000
9115 IF(EZ .GT.1-EIOl-EI01)IGO TO 9118
ABC-1.0
IF (MONT 1 WRITE 16,9998)
BE 11 N I =- E TIJr i
8EV(N)=8E
1.
GO TO 9306 TRA 2480
9118 IF(BE*EO .LT.	 1.0)	 GO TO 9000 TRA 2490
C— —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —
C TEST FOR CONVERGENCE OF BASE-EMITTER CURRENT
C— —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —
1 DEXP=BE*EC TRA 2500
IF(DEXP .GT. 60.01 GO TO 9117 TRA 2510
DEXP-EI01*(EXPIDEXP)-1.01 TRA 2520
IF(ABS(EZ —DEXP)	 .LT. 0.1*DEXP)	 GO TC 9000 TRA 2530
9117 ABC = 1.0 TRA 2540
IF	 (MONT	 1	 WRITE	 (6r999R) TRA 2550
9119 BEI(N)=EZ TRA 2560
C— —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	
-	
—	 —	 —	 —
C COMPUTE NEW BASE—EMITTER VOLTAGE AND I/V SLOPE
C— —	 -	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 -	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —
BEV(N)=ALOG(EZ/EIO1	 +1.0)/EO TRA 2570
9306 BERN)=(8EIIN)+EI011*EO TRA 2580
C— —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —
C COMPUTE EFFECT OF BASE—EMITTER JUNCTICN CAPACITANCE
C— —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —
BEV2=AMINLIBEV(N)1EC1(N)) TRA 2590
BECINI	 = EDT3(N) / SORT(1.0 — BEV2 * EC4tN)1 TRA 2600
IF(K1(N).LE.	 0)	 GO TO 9000 TRA 2610
C— —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —
C PNP TRANSISTOR ONLY (UNTIL 9000)
C— —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 —
BEIIN)=—BE1(N) TRA 2620
BEV(N)=-8EV(N) TRA 2630
9000 PWTR(N)=BEV(N)*(BEI(N) —BCI(N)*AR(N))+BCVIN)*(BCIIN) TRA 2640
1 — BEI(N)*AF(N))	 +BC**2*CC3(N)+BE**2*EC3(N) TRA 2650
IF	 (MONT)	 WRITE	 (6997561	 BERIN)9BEV29BEC(N19BEI(N)rBEV(N)9DEXPr TRA 2660
2	 PWTR(N) TRA 2670





 (56H TTOOLOrCDT1(19CDT2l)9COT31)9EOT1l19EDT2O1EDT3O * TRA 2700
2	 921/15E24.1511 TRA 2710
9501 FORMAT	 138H LOOPING IN COLLECTOR OF ''TRANSISTOR	 1151 TRA 2720
9502-- FORMAT .(36H LOOPING IN 	 EMITTER OF TRANSISTOR— 	 115) TRA 2730
9751 FORMAT	 158H SCrBE 9 AF/ARyC0 1 EO 9 CI619E1611BCI ( I1BCV2,BCRII,BCV(19DEXTRA 2740
2P	 4(/15E24.15)) TRA 2750




1	 5l/91H't:?^;151E22.15rE22.15rE22.15rE22.151	 ) TRA 2780
9753 FORMAT	 (36H T(11#I(2)1T13)1HI11LI,H(292)9H(393) T.RA 2790
2	 9	 43HrH(L9219H(291)1H(11311H(391)9H(213)9H13121 	 r TRA 2800
3	 30HvCIC0LC(ItCIEMTR(lvCIBASE(l 	 9 TRA 2810
4	 5(/11H rE22.759E22.151E22.159E22.159E22.15) 	 ) TRA 2820
9754 FORMAT	 (29H BC9B!F.9CDPEOrCI011E1C19CI9EZ	 1 TRA 2830
1	 5(/91H	 1E22.15,E22.15tE22.lStE22.lStE22.LSI 	 ) TRA 2840
9755 FORMAT	 (13H ABC9BCV21DEXPrBCI1)98CVI1rBCR(1	 r TRA 28SO
1	 5(/91H	 rE22.15PE22.l59E22.159E22.159E22.15) 	 ) TRA 2860
9756 FORMAT ( 42H BERO9BEV2rBECoPR EIOPBEVIIPDEXP/PWTR O 	9/r TRA 2870
1	 51/91H rE22.15,E22.lS9E22.lStE22.15,E22.151 	 ) TRA 2880
9757 FORMAT (55H PPIE( Ir PPICI1rHACH229HACf331HACH239HACH329TACH29TACH3 TRA 2890
2	 rZ(/*5E24.I5)1 TRA 2900
9998 FORMAT (18H DID NOT CONVERGE 	 1 TRA 2910
9999 FORMAT 113H TRANSISTORS




SUBROUTINE CORE	 CDR 0010
C	 CORE COMPUTES CONTRIBUTIONS TO H AND T ARRAYS AND CURRENTS
C	 nF MAGNETIC CORES
COMMON VARIABLES












nlMFNSION CIJM1(20910), CIJM2120,10), GC(20,10)9 	 CDR 0060
2 KC(20,10), KtC120,10), K2C(20.101, PHDTFP120), VC120,101
	
CDR 0070
C	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .
► F(NCORF .LE. 0) RETURN
	
CDR 0080
IF (MONCOR) WRITE (6,9999)
	
CDR 0090
IFING .NE. -1) GO TO 65
	
CDR 0100
C	 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C
	
* * * INITIAL CONDITIONS • • *
C
IF (IBC .GT. 0) GO TO 35
	
CUR 0110





























IF (NSIN,M).GT.1.01 GW = GW / NS(N,M)
	
CDR 0190
IF (NP(N,Mi.GT.1.0) GW = GW • NP(N,M)
	
CDR 0200
GO TO 140,41,4219 KO
	
CDR 0210
40 H(KO1,K011 = H(KO1,KO1) + GW
	
CDR 0220
H(KO1,-KD2) -H(KO1 KO21	 GW
	
CUR 0230
H(KC2,K01) = HPKO2,K01) - GW
	
CDR 0240






41 H(KO1,K011 = H(KOI,KO11 + GW
	
CDR 0270






42 HfK02,KO2) = H(K02,Kn2) + GW
	
CDR 0300
T(K02) = T(KO2) + EIIKOII * GW
	
CDR 03;10




43 CONTINUE.	 CDR 0340




3	 I (ABC .GT. 0+0) RETURN
	
CDR 0370




















DO 54 M =	 1•NWSUBN CDR 0410
KO = KCIN,M) CDR 0420
KOl	 =	 K1CIN9M ► CDR 0430
KOZ = K2C(N,M) CDR 0440
GO TO 446,47,481	 ,KO CDR 0450
46 CICOP.EIN,MI = IVIKDI)	 - VIKO2))/RW(N,M) CDR 0460
GO TO 49 CDR 0470
47 CICORE(N,M)=(V(KOII-EIlK02))	 / RW(N,M) CDR 0480
GO TO 49 CDR 0490
48 CTCOREIN,MI	 =	 IEI(KOI)	 -	 VIK0211	 /	 RW(A,M) CDR 0500
49 IF	 INP(N,MI.GT.1.01	 CICORE(N,M)	 CICORE(N,M)	 /	 NP(N,M) CDR 0510
IF	 IMONCURI	 WRITE	 16 9 7771	 CICOREIK,MI CDR 0520
54 CONTINUE CDR 0530
55 CONTINUE CDR 0540
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 ..-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C COMPUTE AND	 SET	 INITIAL	 VALUFS OF' 'F,!'PHIDCT, AND PHI	 AT	 PRESENT
C AND PREVIOUS DELTS. THIS PORTION 126 TO 301 	 IS ALSO ENTERED
C INITIALLY FROM THE MAIN PROGRAM IF NG = 0 OR NG =
	 1
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
26 DO 30 N = I,NCORE CDR 0550
FMM = 0.0 CDR 0560
NWSUBN = NW(N) CDR 0570
DO 28 M =	 1,NWSUBN CDR 0580
CIJM1(N,M)	 = GICDREIN,M) CDR 0590
FMM = FMM	 + KNT(N,M)	 * CICORE(N,M) CDR 0600
IF	 (MONCOR)	 WRITE	 (6,774)
	
CIJMIIN,MI,FMM CDR 0610
28 CONTINUE CDR 0620
IF	 (NWSUBN	 .GT. 9) GO TO 29 CDR 0630
J = NWSUBN +	 I CDR 0640
00 407 M = J,
	 10 CDR 0650
CIJMI(N,M)	 = 0.0 CDR 0660
CICOREIN,MI	 = 0.0 CDR 0670
407 CONTINUE	 _ CDR 0680	 -
29 FIN) = FMM CDR 0690
FMI(N)	 = FMM CDR 0700
FM2(N)	 = FMM CDR 07.10
PHIDOT(N)	 = 0.0 CDR 0720
PHOTMI(NI	 = 0.0 CDR 0730
IF	 INSV -PHI	 .EQ. -01	 PHII.N)
	
= P,HIO(N) CDR 0740
PHIINI	 = PHIINI+PI(N)*FMM*ALOGIIABS(FMM)+	 P2(N)	 l CDR 0750
2	 /(ABS(fMM)+	 P3(N)	 1 ► CUR 0760
PHIMI(N)	 =	 PHIINI CDR 0770
PHIM2IN)	 =	 PHIINI CDR 0780
IF IMONCOR ► 	 WRITE	 (69775)
	
NWSUSN,PHI(N) CDR 0790
30 CONTINUE CDR 0800
RETURN CDR 0810
65 IF(IRC	 .GT.	 0)	 GO	 TO	 85 CDR 0820
IF	 (JSJ	 .FQ.	 0)	 GO TO 26 CDR 0830
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C * * PART	 (1)	 - COMPUTE CONTRIBUTIONS TC H AND T ARRAYS * *
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
FLKSW = 0.0 CDR 0840
IF	 (ABC .GT.O.0)GO TO 8009 CDR 0850
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C COMPUTE DELI-DEPENDENT TERMS AT THE FIRST ITERATION
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
AiTKEN = .TRUF. CDR 0860
TMl = -DELT CDR 0870
TM2 = TMI - DTMI CDR 0880
TM3 = TM2 - ^TM2 CDR 0890
SUMT =	 TM1
	
+^ TM2 + TM3 CDR 0900
DELTAV = SUMT / 3.0 CDR 0910
IF (DELT .LT.	 I.OE-in)	 DELTAV = -TE/NDELT CDR 0920
SUMTT = TMI**2 + TM2**2 + TM3**2 CDR 0930
SMTSMT = SUMT**2 CUR 0940
SUMTSQ	 -9.0*SUMTT + SMTSMT CDR 0950
177




8009 DO 80 N=1,NCORE CDR 0970
IF	 (MONCORI	 WRITE	 (6,1001)	 N CDR 0980
NWSUBN = NW(N) CDR 0990
IF(ABC	 C.T.. 	 0.0)	 GO	 TO	 6B CDR 1000
IF	 (MONCOR)	 WRITE	 (6,800)	 FM31N),FM2(N),FMLINI,PHDTM2INI,PHDTMI(N)COR 1010
2	 ,PHIM3(N),PHIM2(h'),PH1M1(N),POTEMI(N), CDR 1020 I
3	 ICICORI(N,J),J=1,NWSUBNI CDR 1030
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C COMPUTE FDOTAV	 AND INITIAL	 GUESSES FOR	 F AND PHI
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - 3
SUMF =	 FMI(N)	 +	 FM2(N1	 + FM3(N) CDR 1040
SUMFT	 = FM11N)*TMI
	
+ FM2(N)*TM2 +	 FMI(N)*TM3. CDR 1050
SMFTN = -3.0*SUMFT + SUMF*SUMT CDR 1060
FDOTAV
	
= SMFTN / SUMTSQ CDR 1070
FIN)	 =	 ('SUMF -	 SUMT*FDOTAV	 1	 ! 3.0 CDR 1080
PHI (N) =PHIMI(N)+(DELT/DTM11*lPH5F2IN)-PHIM U N11+2.0*DELT*PHDTM1IN)CDR 1090
IF	 IMONCORI	 WRITE	 (6,801)
	
SUMF,SUMFT,SMFTN,FDOTAY	 ,F(N),PHI(N) COR 1100
DO 4450 M=1,NWSUBN CDR 1110
CIJM2(N,M)	 = CICORI(N,M) CDR 1120
CTJMIIN,M)	 =	 CICORI(N,M) CDR 1130
4450 CONTINUE CDR 1.140
GO TO 70 CDR 1150
C UPDATE ITERATIVE WINDING CURRENTS 	 IF NITER IS GREATER	 THAN 2 i
C.
-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - E
68	 DO 69 M =	 1,NWSURN CDR 1160 I
CIJM2(N,M)	 =	 CTJMIIN,M) CDR 1170
CIJM1(N,M)	 = CICORE(N,M) CDR 1180
69	 CONTINUE CDR 1190 q
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C IF F	 IS NEGATIVE, CHANGE SIGNS
	
CF F AND PHI
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
70	 S1GNF =	 1.0 CDR 1200
IF	 (FIN)
	
.LT.	 0.01	 SIGNF = -1.0 CDR 1210
SF = SIGNF*F(N) CDR 1220
SPHT = STGNF*PHI(N) CDR 1230
IF	 (MONCOR)	 WRITE	 (6092)	 NITER,SIGNF,SF,SPHI CDR 1240
IF	 (LASTIC	 .LE.	 0)	 GO	 TO 311 CDR 1250
IF (NAW	 LT -.	 4)	 'GO TO 6000
	 - CUR 1260' -	 '-
LASTTC = 0 CDR 1.270
WRITE
	 (6,8001) CDR 1280
GO TO 311 CDR 1290
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C COMPUTE PHOTE(ELASTIC PHIDOT)	 AND PHDTEPIELASTIC PHIOOT PRIME)
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
8000 IF	 (NITER	 .EQ.	 11	 GO TO 8002 CDR 1300
IF	 INDELT	 .GE.	 31 GO TO 311 CDR 1310
8002 S3 =	 1.0 /
	 (SF + P3(N)) CDR 1320
S2	 =	 1.0	 /	 (SF	 +	 P2(N)) CDR 1330
06 = ALOG(S3/S2)	 * P11N) CDR 1340
EPS = PIIN)	 *	 SF *	 (S2-S3)	 + 06 CDR 1350
EPSP=SIGNF*P1(N)*IS2-S3)*	 12.0 -	 SF *	 (S2+53)1 CDR 1360
IF (NDELT .GE.	 3) GO TO 8003 CDR 1370
IF	 (NSVVAR .EQ.	 1)	 GO TO 8003 CDR 1380
IF	 (KONT	 .EQ.	 1)	 GO TO 8003 CDR 1390
PHDTE(N)=(F(N)-FMI(N)1* EPS/DELT CDR 1400
PHDTEP(N)
	 =	 (EPS +	 EPSP*(FIN)-FM1(N)
	 1	 )/DELT CDR 1410
GO TO 8010 CDR 1420
8003 PHDTEPINI = 0.0 CDR 1430
DLPOTE
	 =	 ABSIPDTEMI(N)l	 + ZVINI CDR 1440
PHDTFIN) = EPS*FDOTAV CDR 1450
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C CHECK AND LIMIT PHDTE WITHIN BOUNDS
C- -	 - - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
Q = PDTFM11N1
	 + DLPDTE CDR 1460
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COMPUTE PHDTIIINELASTIC PHIDOTI AND PHDTIP(INELASTIC PHIDOTPRIME)
C
322 ETA = 1.0 — ((SPHI+SPHI+PHiSIN) —PHID(N)l / (PHIS(N)+PHIDINI)) **















IF	 IPHOTEINI-01	 8005x800898007 CDR 1470
Q = PDTEMLINI — DLPDTE CDR 1480
IF	 (PHDTF(N)—Q)	 8007,8008,8008 CDR 1490
PHDTEINI = 0 CDR 1500
GO TO 8010 CDR 1510
PHOTEPINI=EPSP*FDOTAV 	 — EPS/DELTAV CDR 1520
IF (MONCOR) WRITE	 (6,8006) EPSsEPSP *FDOTAV	 PHOTEP(N),PHOTEIN) CDR 1530
COMPUTE STATIC	 PHI(F)	 AND PHIDPRIME(F)
—
IF	 (SF .GT.	 FDI(N)l	 GO TO	 312 CDR 1540
01	 = P1(N)*ALDG((SF — P21N))/(SF — 	 P31N))) CDR 1550
PH1D N) = Q1*SF — PHIR(N) CDR 1560
PHIDP =	 Q1 +	 P4	 IN)	 *	 SF /	 ((SF—P21N))*(SF—P31N))l CDR 1570
GO TO 316 CDR 1580
IF	 (SF	 .GT.	 F02(N))	 GO	 TO 313, !:OR 1590
Q2 =	 P8(N)	 *	 (SF—FD1(N)) ** P9(N) CDR 1600
PHIDINI	 =	 (P6(N)+Q2)	 *	 ISF—FDI(N))	 +	 P5(N) CDR 1610
PHIOP = P6(N)
	
+ P7(N) * 02 CDR 1620
GO TO 316 CDR 1630
IF	 (SF	 .GT. FD3(N))	 GO TO 314 CDR 1640
PHID(N)	 = P10(N)*SF - P11(N) CDR 1650
PHIDP - PIOIN) CDR 1660
GO TO 316 CDR 1670
IF	 (SF .GT.	 FD4(N)) GO TO 315 CDR 1680
04 =P13(N)
	 *	 ALOG(P14(Nl* SF /	 ISF— P151N))1 CDR 1690
PHIDINI =	 (P12(N)+041	 * SF —	 P16(N) CDR 1700
PHIOP = P12(N)+ 04 — P19(N) /	 (SF—P15(N)) CDR 1710
GO TO 316 CDR 1720
05	 =P13(N)*ALOG((SF -P17(N))/(SF — P15(N))) CDR 1730
PHIDINI	 = OS*SF	 — P18(N) CDR 1740
PHIDP =	 Q5 + P20(N)	 * SF /	 (ISF—P15(N)1*ISF—P17(NI)1 CDR 1750
IF	 (MONCOR)WRITE(6,791)	 QI,Q2,Q4,Q5,Q6,PHIDIN), PH IDP CDR 1760
IF(SPHI
	 .GE. PHIDIN)) GO TO 324 CDR 1770
COMPUTE PHDTP (PEAK INELASTIC PPIDOT) AND PHDTPP (PHDTP PRIME)
IF(SF .GT.	 FD1(NI)	 GO TO 402 CDR 1780
PHDTP = 0.0 CDR 1790
PHDTPP = 0.0° CDR 1800
GO TO 322 CDR 1810
IF	 (SF .GT. FDB(N))	 GO TO 403 CDR 1820
PHOTP = XLMDAD(N)	 *	 (SF=FDIIN))	 **XhUD(N) CDR 1830
PHDTPP = PHDTP *	 XNUDINI	 /	 (SF-FDI(N)) CDR 1840
f,0 TO 322 CDR 1850
IF(SF .GT. FB(N)) GO TO 404 CDR 1860
PHDTP =	 XLAMDA(N)*(SF—FOPP(N))**XNU(N) CDR 1870
PHDTPP = PHDTP * XNU(N)	 / (SF — FOPP(N)) CDR 1880
GO TO 322 CDR 1890
IF	 (SF .GT.	 F811N1)	 GO TO 405 CDR 1900
PHDTP = ROP(NI*(SF —	 FO(N)l CDR 1910
PHDTPP ROP(N)
	 - COR 1920
GO TO 322 CDR 1930
PHDTP ROP1(N)	 *	 (SF—FOIIN)l -	 CDR 1940
PHDTPP = ROPI(N) CDR 1950
C COMPUTE PHIDOT,	 PHDTPR,	 AND PHI
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
125 PHIDOTIN)=PHDTE(N)+	 PHOTI CDR 2030
PHDTPR = PHDTEP(NI
	
+ PHDTPP CDR 2040
SPH(=SIGNF*IPHIMI(N)+0.5*DELT*IPHDTPL(N)+PHIDOT(N)11 CDR 2050
TFISPHI	 .LE.	 PHIDIN))	 GO TO	 415 CDR 2060
IF	 ILASTIC	 .LE.	 01	 06	 =	 P1(N)	 *	 ALOG(ISF+P2(N)1/(SF+P3(N))) CDR 2070
PHIDS =PHIR(N)	 + SF*p6 CDR 2080
IF'(PHIDS	 .LT.	 PHIO(N))	 PHIDS	 = PHID(N) CDR 2090
IF	 (SPHI	 .GT.	 PHIDS)	 SPHI	 = PHIDS CDR 2100
415 PHI(N)	 =	 SIGNF*SPHI CDR 2110
IF (MONCOR)	 WRITE	 (6,7901
	
PHOTP,PHDTPP,.ETA,PHDTI,PHDTIP,PHIDOT(N),COR 2120
2	 PHDTPR,SPHI,PHIDS,PHIIN) CDR 2130
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C COMPUTE CONTRIBUTIONS TO H AND	 T ARRAYS OF EACH WINDING
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
DO 76 M = I,NWSUBN CDR 2140
GCNM	 =	 1.0/(XNTIN,M)**2	 *PHDTPR	 + RW(N,M)) CnR 2150
VCNM	 = XNT(N,MI*PHTDOT(N)	 -X21T(N,M)**2 * PHDTPR * CIJM1(N,M) CDR 2160
IF	 (NS(N,M)	 .LE.	 1.0)	 GO TO 7750 CDR 2170
GCNM =	 GCNM	 / NS(N,M) CDR 2180
VCNM = VCNM * NS(N,M) CDR 2190
7750 IF	 (NPIN,MI	 .GT.	 1.0)	 GCNM	 = GCNM *	 NP(N,M) CDR 2200
KO	 = KCIN,MI CDR 2210
KOI
	
= KIC(N,M) CDR 2220
K02 =	 K2C(N,M) CDR 2230
IF (MONCOR)	 WRITE	 (6,779)
	 GCNM,VCNM,KO,KOI,KO2 CDR 2240
GC(N,M)	 = GCNM CDR 2250
VC IN, M)	 =	 VCNM CDR 2260
GO TO
	 (72,73,74)	 .KO CDR 2270
72 H(KO1,KO1)
	 = H(KOI,KO1)	 + GCNM CDR 2280
H(KO1,KO2)
	 = HIKOI,KO21	 - GCNM CDR 2290
GCVO = GCNM * VCNM CDR 2300
T(KOI1	 =	 T(KOI)
	 + GCVC CDR 231.0
H(K02,KO1)	 = H(K02,KOI) - GCNM CDR 2320
H(K02,Kn2) = HIKO2,KO21
	 + GCNM CDR 2330
T(KO21
	 = T(Kn2)	 - GCVC CDR 2940
GO TO 769 CDR 2350
7'4 H(KO1,K01) = H(KOL,KOI)
	
+ GCNM CDR 2360
T(KOI)
	 =	 T(KO1)	 +	 GCNM	 *(VCNM	 + EI(K02))	 -	 - CDR2370
GO TO 769 CDR 2380
74 HIKO2,Kn2) = H(K02,KO2)
	 + GCNM CDR 2390
TIKn2)	 = TIK021
	 + GCNM	 *(-VCNM	 + ET(KOI)) CDR 2400
769 IF	 (MONCnR)	 WRITE	 (6,776)	 H(KOI,KC1),14 (Knl,KO2),H(Kn2,K01), GDR 2410
2	 H(K02,KO2),T(KDI),T(KO21 CDR 2420
76 CONTINUE CDR 2430
IF(ABS	 (PHDTI)
	
.GT.	 2V(N))	 FLXSW =	 I.0 CDR 2440
80 CONTINUE CDR 2450
RETURN COR 2460
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -(: * * PART (2) - COMPUTE WINDING CURRENTS AND TEST FOR CONVERGENCE •
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-	
-	 -	
-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
85 AITKEN = .NOT.	 AITKEN	 - CDR 2470
DO 100 N=1,NCnRE CDR 2480
IF	 (MONCOR)
	 WRITE	 (6,1001) N CDR 2490
NWSUBN = NWIN) CDR 2500
F(N)	 = 0.0 CDR. 2510
On 98 M =	 1,NWSUBN CDR 2520
KO = KC(N,M) CDR 2530
KOl =	 K1C(N,M) CDR 2540
Kn2
	 K2C(N,M) CDR 2550
GO	 To	 (87,8s,89),K0'^, CDR 2560 .
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-
C COMPUTE WINDING VOLTAGES
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
160
i)
87	 8V = VIKO11	 -VIKO2) CDR 2570
GO TO 90 CDR 2580
88	 RV = V(KQ1) - EI(KO2) COR 2590
GO TO 90 COR 2600
R9	 RV = EIIKOII	 - V(KO21 CDR 2610
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C COMPUTE WINDING CURRENT CIW AND MODIFY ACCORDING TO AITKIN FORMULA
C EVERY OTHER	 ITERATION IOR HALF-FACTOR FORMULA EVERY ITERATION)
C IF CIW	 IS OSCILLATORY
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
90	 CIW	 =	 GC(N,M) a	 (8V - VC(N,M)) CDR 2620
IF	 INPIN,MI.GT.1.01	 CIW	 =	 CIW	 / NPIN,M) CDR 2630
IF	 (MONCORI	 tiRITE(69795)	 BV,CIW,CIJMI(N,M),CIJM2(N,M) CDR 2640
IF	 (CIJMIIN,M)	 .EQ. CTJM21N,M)	 )	 GC	 TC 95 COR 2650
IF IPSTEP .LT.	 0.01
	
GO TO 93 CDR 2660
IF	 (AITKEN)	 GO TO 95 CDR 2670
IF	 ((CIW-CIJMIIN,M)) t (CIJMIIN,10 )-CIJM2(N,M))	 .LT..	 0.01	 CIW - CIW CDR 2680
2	 -	 ICIW-CIJMI(N,M)If+2 /	 (CIW-2.0+CIJM1(N,M)+CIJM2(N,M)1 CDR 2690
GO TO 94 COR 2700
93	 IF	 ((C)W-CIJM1(N,M))+ICIJMIIN,M1-CIJM2IN,I 0 ))	 I.T.. 	 0.01	 CIW - CDR 2710
10.5	 s	 ICTJMI(N,M)	 +	 CIWI CDR 2720
94 IF	 (MONCOR)	 WRITE(6,796)
	 CIW CDR 2730
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C TEST FOR CONVERGENCE OF EACH WINDING CURRENT
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
95 IF	 (CIW	 .EQ. 0.01 GO TO 110 CDR 2740
IF IABS(I.0-CIJMIIN,M) 	 /CIWI.GT.	 (RELERR+ABSERR/ABSICIWI)IGO TO 97COR 27SC
CICORE(N,M)	 = ABS(PSTEP)*CICORF(N,M)	 +	 I1.0-ABS(PSTEPI)+CIW CDR 2760
GO TO 114 CDR 2770
110	 IF	 (iCIJM1(N,M). EQ. 0.0). AND. (CIJM2(N,M).EQ.0.01) GO TO 112 COR 2780
97	 ABC = 1.0 CDR 2790
IF	 IMONCOR) WR)TF	 (6,9998) CDR 2800
112 CICORE(N,M)	 = CIW CDR 2810
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C COMPUTE MMF FOR THE NEXT ITFRATION
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-	
-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-	 -
114	 FIN) - FIN)	 + XNTIN,MI	 • CICORE(N,M) CDR 2820
IF	 (MONCOR)	 WRITE	 (6,797)N,M,KOl,KC2,CIW,CICOREIN,MI,FINI,ABC CDR 2830








-	 -	 -	 -	 - 
-`-
	 -	 _	 -	 - --	 -	 _	 -	
_`
C PREVENT STOP- SWITCHING EXIT BFFCRE INELASTIC SWITCHING STARTS
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
IF	 (ABS	 )FIN))	 .GT.	 FD1(N)l	 NOFXIT =	 0 CDR 2850
100	 CONTINUF CDR 2860
IF	 (ABC.	 .GT.	 0.0) RETURN CDR 2870
C- -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -. -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C AFTER CONVERGENCE IS ACHIEVED, UPDATE TI-E VALUES OF F,PHIOOT, PH19
C AND WINDING CURRENTS OF PREVIOUS DELTSt	
C -	
-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
on 772 N = I,NCORE CDR 2880
FM3(N)	 =	 FM2(NI CDR 2890
F142(N)
	 = FMI(N) CDR 2900
FMLINI = FIN) CDR 2910
PHOTM2(N) = PHDTMI(N) CDR 2920
PHOTMI(N)	 = PHIDOT(N) COR 2930
PDTFMI(N)	 = PHDTE(N) CDR 2940
PHIM3IN)	 = PHIM2(N1 CDR 2950
PHIM21N)	 =	 PHIM1(N) CDR 2960
PHIMI(N)	 =	 PHIIN) CDR 2970
NWSU9N = NW(N) CDR 2980
DO 2326 M=I,NWSUBN CDR 2990
2326 CICORI(N,M)	 = CICORE(N,M) COR 3000
772 CONTINUE COR 3010
C- -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
C CHECK IF	 THE RUN SHOULD TERMINATE CUE TC STOP-SWITCHING EXIT
C- -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
IF(STSWEX .LE.	 0.0) RETURN CDR 3020
IF(FLXSW .NE.	 0.0)	 RETURN CDR 3030
IF	 (TE	 .LE. (TIMEIN+RNUDT*DELT1) RETURN CDR 3040
IF	 (NDFXIT .EQ.	 1) RETURN CDR 3050
WRITE (69530) CDR 3060
JCAT -	 10 CDR 3070
RETURN CDR 3080
C .
530 FORMAT(1HO,10X,19HSTOP- SWITCHING EXIT) CDR 3090
774 FORMAT 116H CIJM1(N,M),FMM	 .2F22.1C) CDR 3100
775 FORMAT (16H NWSUSN.PHItN)	 .11292E22.151 CDR 3110
776 FORMAT (39H H(1,1),H[192),H12.11,H(2,2),T(1),T121 CDR 3120
1	 5(/,IH ,E22.15,E22.15,E22.i5,EZ2.15,F22.15) 	 1 CDR 3130
777 FORMAT (13H CICORE(N,M)
	 ,E22.15) CDR 3140
779 FORMAT (22H GCNM,VCNM,K09KO19K02
	
.2E24.15,3112-) CDR 3150
790 FORMAT (75H PHOTP,PHDTPP,ETA.PHDTI.PHDTIP,PHI DOT (N).PHDTPR.S PHI, PHCOR 3160
210S,PHIINI . CDR 3170
3	 ,/,1H	 ,5E22.159/,IH .5E22.15,/,1H	 ,1121 CDR 3180
791 FORMAT (30H Q1,Q2.Q4,Q5,06,PHID,PHIDP	 , CDR 3190
1	 5(/,1H 9E22.15,E22.15,E22.15,E22.15,E22.15)	 I CDR 3200
792 FORMAT (40H NITER,SIGNF,SF,SPPI	 ,	 114, CDR 3210
1	 5(/91H ,E22.15,E22.15tEZ2.15tE22.lS,F22.lSI	 ) CDR 3220
795 FORMATA
 32H BV,CIW,CIJMI(N,M),CIJM2 ( N,M) /5EZ4.15) CDR 3230
796 FORMAT (13H CIW(AITKEN)
	 ,	 E24.15) CDR 3240
797 FORMAT 138H N,M,KOI.KD2,CIM.C(COREIN,MI.F(N).ABC 	 9416, CDR 3250
1	 5(/91H .E22.15,E22.15,EZ2.l5tE22.15,E22.15)	 ) CDR 3260
800 FDRMAT t 42H FM3(N),FM2(N),FM1(N),PHDTM2lN),PHDTMI(N)COR 3270
2 39H,PHIM3 (N). PHI M2IN),PHIPI(N).PDTEMI ( N), COR 3280
3 25H(CICORI(N.J).J=1,N^-SUBN) 	 94(/SE24.15)	 1 CDR 3290
801 FORMAT 1 41H SUMF,SUMFT,SMFTN, FOOT AV(N),F(N),PHI(N) CDR 3300
2	 .21/95E24.15)) CDR 3310
1001 FORMAT	 (35(3H .	 194MCORE ,13) CDR 3320
8001 FORMAT _(53H ELASTIC PHIDOT SET TC ZERO AFTER THREE CONVERGENCE COR 3330
2	 .fOHFAILURES 1 CDR 3340
8006 FORMAT (36H EPS,EPSP,FDOTAV(N),PHDTEP,PHOTE(NI	 9/95E24.15) CDR 3350
8765 FDRMAT (39H TM1,TM2.TM3,SUMT,SUMTT,SMTSMT,SUMTSQ COR -.3360
"1 5(/1IH 9E22.15,E22.15,EZ2.15,E22.15 EZ2.15)-) CDR 3370
9998 FORMAT (18H DID NOT CONVERGE	 1 CDR 3380
9999 FORMAT (13H CORES
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dimren,ir.ns_ na
dcna-i, ,
 E,H i for sinusoidal E; r , :
computatior. of _r tF1 parameter-. ..1- 78
curvea. -c'
inp ut data. 71. 87. 1I.13. IL 1r. I -3a
.vavefor-^ otEtr . Biti, andHi'ti.
static Rill , :	 _
computation of _ . ,Fi paran..eter	 -I - 1
curves. -@
input parameters. r a --I. 87. 11.12. 11-47
I1.58-50
6indS. n3
aindin_s_ 10-11. LI.;1- 11.3-. 11.1: I1.11
cF"Eird. -. 08. 6	 Z.-
dimensions- o1
dvaamic , tF i s
computation of unspecified IrurameterS, o8.
121	
II.3o.input parameters. C5, 8" 1"_1.
II.3U. 11.5'.
static _(Fl:
computations of auxiliar . para-.eters. a5-ce
input parameters. o1-05.8. 11.35 IL'8.
11. 5•,
Core. caenetie
derii-acion of ,H and _? 40- 43 	
dcnamic _I t Fi-See- Dy namic =F t Fi model
equivalent of identical S'.rttc4in g cores in:
parallel 13-11
series. 13-t3
inpput data-See Core input data
palaritN of:
currents. 40-11
F and r 10-11





RBCL)RR- 11. 1-14- 151
snitching model-See Core model
suitchin, resistance.
uindines. 11
.f and - _T expressions. 1-_-13
Lore ::ateriai, ferrite I's. tape-:+Lund:
data. n?, ^"
Fn FL t; z lt 78
specification. 01. -,a , cc . 11.35. 11.38. I1-12-
1I.4S
184
Data, input-See Input data
Debugging means-See MONITOR WRITt statements
Derivation of pH and AT:
general:
three-terminal circuit element, 9-14











Diffusion capacitan_^- of diode model, 26-27











derivatioi>.of 'H and cT, 25-33
diffusion capacitance, 25-27
temperature effect, 26-27
input data, 85-87, II.28-29






pH and nT expressions, 30-33
pt-dependent termF, 32
Dynamic OP (F) model, 59-62
	
-	 -
approximate parameter evaluation, 61-62
boundary-continuity conditions, 61-62
general model, 59-62
of tape-wound core, 61
..parameters:










exclusion, 101, 120, 11-33, II.40, 11- 178










e1 :-r,ic ^, -15-50
auxiliary parameters, 45-46
avecad ng F(t), 46-49
boundary limits, 49-50




d"[F,F(- 1)] , 46
OE[F(-1)' F(-2) , F (-3) ]	 48-49
0e [F (-1)
 (-2)	 F(-3) ] , 48-49
inelastic, 50-62
dynamic	 (F), 59-62 (See also Dynamic of (F)
model) P	 P
effect of sign of F, 50
negligible value, 49-50, 68
static ¢(F), 5-59 (Sae also Static ¢(F) model)
dpi (0, F), 50
¢'(0,F), 51
input data, 63-78 (See also Core input data)
"BR"-69-78 (See also Core input data,
"R11" kind)




"1311", 69-71, 87, I1.42-43, I1.45-46
computation of:
dynamic:




"Bil l' to "OF", 71-74
example, 131-132
input data:
dimensions, 64, 69, 87, 11-35, 11-38, I1.42,
11.45
dynamic,:
"B11". 71, 87, 11.43, IL46
"¢F", 65, 87, 121, II.36, I1.39
static:
1311", 69-71, 87, II.42, II.45
"OF	 64-65, 87, IL35, 11.38
"OF ", 64-65. 87, 121, 11.35-36, IL38-39
(ARE subroutine:
description, 100-103 (See also 45-63, 86-93)







Core subroui nes, description of:
CORE, 100=-'_03
initial conditions, 100
h10;4ITOR WRITE statements, 102-103''
Part (1): filling H and T arrays, 101,102





















flow chart,	 96-97 local,	 I1.73-90
glossary,	 94,	 II.85 AUX(	 ),	 11.90
listing,
	 TI.158-159 CAP,	 11.85-86
Part (1),
	 95-96 CORE, 11-88-89
Part	 (2),	 95-97 DIOD,	 11.36-87
subroutine calls,	 95-97 ELEM,	 11.85 (See also 94)
tasks,	 94 HOLLER(	 ,	 ),	 11.74
variables,	 94 IND,	 11.86
Error-message printout: INTIAL,	 I1.85IVS,	 11.85
elastic ^b set to zero to improve convergence,
11,178,	 11.182
main program,	 11.73-7h 
excessive number of: PARER(	 ),	 I7P	
5-7
5,	 II.7





cores,	 11.136 PRPLT(	 ); 11.76-77
core windings,
	 1I.138,	 II.142,	 II. 1.50 RES,	 11.85diodes,	 IT.131-132 RW'CAP,	 11.79 inductors,	 11.127-128 RW'CND,	 11.85nodes,	 11.103,	 11.106 RW('ME, ILB1
resistors,	 :11.123-124 RWCORF, 11.81-82sources:
current and floating voltage,	 11.121-122 RW"WM, 11,82-85RWDTOD, IL BO
time variable and dc, 	 11.103,	 11.106 RWIND,	 11-80 transistors,	 11.133, 	 TL 135 RWIVS, 11.79
unknowns,	 I1.103,	 11.106 RWRES, 11.79
zener diodes,	 11.129-130 RWRUNC, II,74-75
failure	 to converge in: RWIRAN, 11.80-81
initial-conditions solution, 	 11.157 MEN, IL BO
transient	 solution,	 11.95,,II.98 SEQ_SOL(	 ),	 I1.85
inconsistent specifications for saving variable 11.87-88
Whyvalues and solving initial conditions, several circuit-element subroutines,
11.1.56-157 11.73





missing core Windings,	 11-138,	 11.142,	 11.150
missing data	 for V-vs.-V plots,	 11.103,	 11,106
singular matrix in: HOLLER(	 ,	 ) subroutine
initial-conditions solution,	 11.156-157 description,	 110
transient solution,	 II.95,	 11.98 glossary,	 local,	 11.74
Experimental verification for magnetic-core listing,	 11.100	 r'
circuit analyses:
core-diode shift-register, 128, 134
two-phase current diver, 136-137
IND subroutine:
background,	 20-22,	 86-93
T 	 local,	 11.86 
Failure of:
listing,	 11.164-165
circuit,	 108	 113,	 II.20 Inductor.
conve rgence	 120-121
initial conditionssol.0 t:bn, 	 113-114
current,	 22
derivation of pH and AT, 20-22
transient solution,	 81 82,	 108 input data,	 85-87,	 11.25-26




Filling H and T arrays,	 6 IND,	 1I.164-165
RWINID.. 11.127-128	 -
F l ow chartof:	 .,..
computation circuity-element subroutine,
ll and pf expressions, 22-23Al ,
general,	 88 Inelastic	 component:
ELEM subroutine, 96- 97 computation:
general organization of A7limc, 81 debugging,	 102-103
READ;WRITE circuit- element subroutine, in CARE subroutine, 	 101-102
general,	 84 method,"summary of,	 63
subroutine calls in AffRAC,	 105-106 model,	 50-62
Flux-switching model--See Core model
dynamic ¢P (F),	 59-62	 ,.
Flux-switching parameters-See Core parameters static Off), 51-59




Information-sensing driver,	 136,	 138-140 IVS subroutine:
circuit	 diagraw,	 138 background,	 15,	 18,	 86-93
input	 data,	 138-131 lossary,	 local,	 11.85




control	 by main program,	 L04-105,	 107.
example,	 129-133
in	 11-11	 circuit-elelllellt	 subroutines*
.Junction capacitance of diode model, 	 30
general,	 83-84
RHCOHF subroutine,	 99-100
relation	 to convergence	 failure,	 190
ruu control: KirchofI*'s current	 law,	 application of,	 5
n	 I111'11 1W subroutine,	 111-t13
--	 Initial-conditions, 	 solution	 of:
j	 in 00111: subroutine:
description,
	 100 Listing,	 program—,See Program listing
listing,	 11.176-177 Local variables,See -Glossary of variables, 	 local
INTIAL subroutine:
called by main	 program,	 104-105,	 115 LooPing message in131OD subroutine!;	 11.168-161description,
	
113-114 TRNV subroutine,	 11,171,	 11.175rglossary,	 local,	 I1.85
listing,	 11.156-157




T1.5 Magnetic cote—See Core, magnetic
luput.	 data,	 84-87,	 119-120.	 11.1-59 Maj.netic-core circuit anatysis—.See Analysis of
Al'\(IU
	
sub routine,	 109,	 117-111,	 125-126 tagnetic-core circuits
capacitors,	 85-87,	 11.2 :4,	 11.50 Mabnecic-core model—See Core model
cores,
"1311",
	 69-78,	 87,	 I1.40-46,	 11.58-59 ruin program—See MfRAC main program
63-68,	 87,	 11.33-39,	 II.56-57 Matrix	 arrays [If	 and 'I] ,	 6
current	 sources,	 85-87,	 11.21,	 11.48 cases:
diodes,	 85-87,	 LL 28-29,	 11.53 transistor—See Transistor,	 four cases of
r	 Illustrated	 circuits: two-tet•nli.na'1 element--See TWO- terminal
core-diode shift register, 	 125-127 circuit element,	 three cases ofinformation-sensirw driver,	 138-139 clearing,., 6two-phase current, driver, 	 L35-136 contring,.6n by specific circuit elements;
inductors,	 85-87,	 11.25-26,	 11.51 capacitors,	 19-20
_parameter deviat-ion,
	 120;	 IL 1,	 71.17-59 cores, 42-43
current sources, 15printout—See Printout of input data
eraintion photocurrent,	 11.1.5 diodes,	 30-33
resistors,
	 85-87,	 11.22-23,	 11.49 inductors,	 22-23
runcontrol'. resistors,	 15
,ontinuat.ion,
	 II.1 transistors,	 34-40
convergence leans,	 11.4 voltage sources,	 18
failure-termination conditions, '11.90 zener diodes,	 25
initial.	 conditions,	 11.4-5,	 11.14 filling procedure,	 6MONITOR printout,	 11.2
normal-teraination conditions,	 11.18-19 Matrix equation, T] _ 9	 [11] x V]
Blotting,LT.,S?:1 derivation,	 1-6
print	 plotting'(	 II,5-11 expression,	 6,
printout,
	 11.5
specification of umxiinum pt,	 1T.12-13





variable values saving,	 11.3 unsegmented,	 1og,	 114''
source deck,	 1.09,	 117-119,	 125-126 main program,	 l09
temperature,	 11.12 segments,	 115
time-variable and do sources,	 11.5,	 11.16-17, subroutines,	 L10
..	 11.47
	 Ss. Messages:..,
transistors,	 85-87,	 11.30-32,	 11.34-55 error—,Se' Error-message prin out
vuliable	 count,	 117,	 125,	 x.36,	 139,	 11.5 termination—ee Termination-message printout.S
Voltage sources,	 floatin6,	 85-87,	 11.21,	 11-48 





description,	 113-114 (See	 also	 80,	 92-93) inelastic„ h, 	 50-63
glussary,	 local,	 If. 85 static ¢,	 51-59
listing,
























MON TOR %RITE statements:
application, 120-1.21
conditional control, 108
in CORE subroutine 102-103
provision, 79
specification, 111, 11.2
NFRAC m in program:
description:
initialization, 80-81, 104-107








detailed-See grogram description: M RAC
subroutines
general;-­See Circuit-element subroutines
individual subroutines.-See Subroutines in
MAC
listing.- See Program listin
table of names, subject, an^'memory occupancy, 110
Newt oil-Rap hson convergence method:




modified for diode model, 27-28
Nodal voltages, 5-6, 117, L25
Normal-termination conditions, 108, 11.97-98
Operation, circuit;
core-diode shift register, 124-125
information-sensing driver, 136, 138-139
two-phase current driver, 128, 135






frequency o.f plotting or print-plotting





calling plot subroutine pLAPR( ),
106, 109








control by main program, 109
PLAPR( ) and PRPLT( 	 ) subroutines, LLL,
I]:  108-Ll4
specifications, 11.7
printout of variables vs. time:
example, 133
general, 81-83
in main program, 109
Parabolic ^,(0) core model, 50
Parameter deviation in-rerun, 99,113, 120,
11. 47-59 (See also Cards, input data,
parameter deviation)
Parameters of model for:
capacitor, 18, 87, 11.24
core:
dimensions, 64, 69, 87, I L 35, I1.38, II.42,
11,45
dynamic:
"BH" input, 71, 87, IL 43, 11.46
"BH"-to!'OF" conversion, 74.78
computation of unspecified, 68
temperature effect oil
	 78
"6F" input, 65, 87, 121, IL-36, 11.39
static:
auxiliary, 54-56, 65-68
TH::_ input, `69-71, `87, 11:4`?', I1-45
"BN"to-" OF" conversion, 71-74
"OF" input, 64-65, 87, 11.35, 11,38
diode, 25-27, 30, 87, I1.28-29
temperature effect on Bmd and Td , 26-27
inductor, 20, 22, 87, II.25-26
resistor, 15-17, 87, II.22-23
transistor,. 33-34, 87, II.30-32
voltage source, 18, 87, I1.21
zener diode, 23-25, 87, II.27
"r











in main pro tram: ,.
calling V of subroutine PLAPR( ), 106, 109
storing to plot arrays VP( 	 ) and TF( ),
107-109




e .^._e$ r v.. v ¢.x...le ai
INDEX
PLT()	 subroutine: READ-WRITE—.See Circuit-element subroutines,
description,	 111 READ-WRITE
glossnry,	 local,	 11.77-79 RWCND, 114
fisting,	 11.115-1.19 RWRLNC,	 111-113
Print-plotting Gee Plotting and,'or print-plotting table of names,	
subjects,	 and memory occupancy,
1.10
Printout	 of: segmentation,	 114-115
error messages—See Lrror-message printout TBAC, 79
initial	 conditions:
general,
	 80-81. Program glossary.--See Glossary of variables
in main program,	 104 Program listing,	 I1.90-182
inpuL	 data: ALJX(	 ),	 126
control	 by main program,	 104-1.05,	 107 CAP,	 I1.161
example,	 125,	 128-132 CORE,	 I1.176-182
in R-W circuiL-element subroutines: DIOD,	 11.167-169
general, 83-84 ELF61,	 II.158-159
RW'CORF subroutine, 99-100 IIOLLER(	 ),	 1I.100
relation to corvergence	 failure,	 120 IND,	 II.164-165
run control: INTIAL,	 11.156-157
general,	 80-81 IVS,	 11.160-161
in RWRU1'C subroutine,	 111-113 NIMAC main program,	 11.91-99
MONITOR WRITE statements: PAREN(
	 ),	 11.120
application,	 120-121 PLAPR(	 j,	 TI.108-111





provision,	 79 RES,	 11.162
specifications,	 111,	 11.2 RW'CAP,	 11..125-126
output	 results: RWCND,	 11.152-153
auxiliary variables—See AUX(K) 	 subroutine RWCORE,	 II.136
fre uency of' print-plotting and printout: RW'CORF.	 I1.1.37-143
description,	 107-109 RWCORII,	 TI.144-151
specifications,	 11.5 RWDIOD,	 11.131-132
print plotting: RW'IND,	 II.127-128
control	 by main program,	 106,	 109 RW'IVS,	 II.121-122
PLAPR(	 ) and PRPLT(	 ) subroutines, RWTIES,	 11.123-124
111,	 11.108-114 RW'RUNC,	 I1.101 -107
specifications,	 112,	 II.7 RWTRAN,	 II.133-135
variables us,	 time: RW'ZEN,	 11.129-130
example,	 133 SEQSOL(	 ),	 11.154-155
general,	 81-83 IRAN,	 11.170-175
in main program,	 109 ZEN,	 IT.166
termination messages.,. caused b„ :
circuit-failure condition, 	 1O8,	 11-98- 49 PRPLT(	 ,.;_.,	 )	
subroutine:
description,	 111
normal	 condition,	 108,	 11.97-98 glossary,	 local,	 II.76-77




CORE subroutines._-See CORE subroutines
ELEM subroutine--See ELF61 subroutine Radiation photocurrent, 	 113,	 11.15,	 I1.47
general organization, 80 = 83 READ-WRITE circuit-element subroutines:
flow chart,	 81 description—See Circuit-element subroutines,
initialization,	 80 . 81 description of, READ-WRITE
transient solution, 	 82-83 listing—See Program listing
(,lossary of variables, 	 I1.61-90
listing--See Program Listing Rerun with parameter deviation, 	 99,	 113,	 120,P
modifications,	 79x 11.47-59 11.50 NMIAC main prograo,'104-109 capacitors,
initialization,
	 104-107 cores:
'BB” data,	 II.58-59transient	 solution,	 105-1:09
\RIiAC subroutines, 109-11 ,4 (See also Circuit- ",ff" data, 11.56-57




calls,	 flow chart,	 105-106 photocurrent,	 II:47
.-.-computation--See (ircuit-element subroutines_:__ resistors,	 I1.49
computation	 -r'	 -	 - sources:current and floating-voltage, 	 11.48
ELFId subroutineFLEb1—See 
E
time-variable and dc,	 H.47
HOLLER( ,	 110
INTIAL,	 113-111 transistors,	 II.54r55
PLAPR(	 ),	 111
zener diodes,	 II. 52
PLT(	 ,	 ,	 ,	 ),	 111 RES subroutine:










dl and ST, 15
Results, output See Output results
Bun control See Cards, input data, run control
Nun-time limit, 108, 11.98
RW'CAIR subroutine:
glossary, local.. 11.79













description, 99 -100 (See also 63-68, 85-87)
glussary, local, 11.81.-82
input data, 11.33-39 (See also 04-65)
listing. 11.137-143
RW'COHI{ subrout ine:
description, 1.00 (See also 69-78, 85-87)
glossary, local, I1.82-85









































transient sgJution, II.95. II.98
Sinusoidal- voltage core data:
computationr'of vP (F) parameters, 74-78
curves, 70
input data 71„87, I1.43, IL46, II.59
waveform of	 B(t), B(t), and H(t), 76
Solution ofi
initial conditions-See Initial conditions,
solution of
transient response-See Transient solution,
description of
Source deck, input --See AUX(K) subroutine
Source, time-variable and dc, input data 11.5,
11. 16-17
Square-loop core model-See Core Model
Square-loop magnetic core--See Cire, magnetic





region 1, 51-52, 54, 56
region 2, 51-56
region 3, 52-53, 55-57
region 4, 52-53, 55-57
region 5, 52-53, 55-57'










simplified models, 52, 58-59
Type A. 52, 58
Type B, 52, 58
Type C. 52, 59
Type D, 52, 59
Type E. 52, 59
Type F, 52, 59
Subroutine tabulation:
calls, 105-106
names, subjects, and memory occupancy 111






































description, 113-114 (See also 80, 92-93)
glossary , local, II.85
listing, 11.156-157
IVs:











PLT(. , , ):
description, 111

























description, 99-100 (See also 63-68, 8x•87)
glossary, local, I1.81-82
input data, II.33-39 (See also 64-65)
listing, II.137-143
RW'mRH:
;;description, 100 (See also 69778,
glossary, local, 11.82-85
input data, I1.40-46 (See also 69-71)
listing, II.144-151
RWDIOD:
glossary, local, 11.80	 C.








input data, 11.21 (See also 85-87)
listing, I1.121-122
RWRES:	 Iglossary, local, II.79









input data, 11,30-32 (See also 85-87)	 E
listing, II.133-135 	 i
R%M :
glossary, local, II.80


































 of cores, 78
8^d and Td of diode, 26-27
entry, 112, II.12
Terminal data, order of, 86
Termination-message printout:
circuit-failure condition, 108, II.98-99
normal condition, 108, II.97-98
run-time limit, 108, II.98
Three-terminal circui lt, element--See Transistor
Threshold of:	 jib
static O(F), 51-53
¢p (F), 60-62	 ^A
Time-limit specification, II.1
Time-step At:
adjustment in ELE11 subroutine;- 94-98
artifice for solving initial conditions,
92-93, 112







Time-step pt:	 continued: Unknowns—See Nodal voltages
in main program:
iniLializing previous values, 	 107
User's	 guide,	 117-121	 '..
AU(g) subroutine,	 117-119




In and storing,	 I.12
current,	 118
116-11.9
setting to	 102-0	 for solving initial
pbNer,119¢,
conditions,
	 112 voltage,	 118
specifications	 for maximum values,	 I1.12-13 variable index numbers, 	 117
Timer-circuit operation,	 122-123 convergence problems,	 120-121
II11C program,	 .40,	 79
cote parameters,
	 121
input-data cards,	 119-120,	 II.1-59	 (See also
11•R&N subroutine: Cards,	 input data)




Transient analysis of magnetic-core circuits—
See Analysis of magnetic-core circuiLS
Variable glossary—See Glossary of variables
Transient solution,	 description of:
computation in	 a circuit-element subroutine, Variable-values saving,	 II.3
81-92 Variables, auxiliary See Auxiliary variables
control by ELFM subroutine, 	 94-98
general,	 81-83 Voltage source:
in CORE subroutine, 	 101-102 floating (in series with Rs):
in amin program,	 105-109 input data,	 85-87,	 II.91
magnetic-core circuits--See Analysis of subroutine listing:
magnetic-core circuits IVS,	 1I.160-161
RII'IVS,	 II.121-122
'CransisCOr: All and AT,	 18
_	 alpha values,	 33-36,	 38 time-variable or do (connected to ground):
beta vnlues,	 38,	 87 evaluation in main program, 107
constant	 terms,	 38 input data,	 II.5,	 II.16-17
currents,	 9-14
derivation of pN and AT, 33-40 storage,	 113
four cases of,	 9-14 Voltages,	 nodal,	 5-6,	 117,	 125
I'	 V	 and V	 unknown,	 9-12
u nknown,End1 1B	 known;	 V	 V	 1.2-13
IH known;	 lF and VE unknown,	 13




wL data,	 85-87:_ 11.30-32input core-diode shift register,	 128,	 134
model,	 33-34 information sensing driver, 139-140
subroutine listing: sinusoidal B(t) and resulting B(t) and HM, 76
RW'IR N,	 11.133-135 two phase current driver,
	 136-137'
IRAN,	 11.170-175
All and pT expressions,	 34-40 Winding,	 core:	 ,






effect	 on: two-terminal circuit element, 41-43
incremental	 switching resistance,	 43
MNIF, 40-41 Worst-case analysis, 	 99,	 113,	 120,	 11,47-59
.11 and ff, 42
in analyzed magnetic-core circuits,	 124,	 135, --138
input	 data,	 87,	 I1.34,	 11.37,	 11.41,	 I1_44
Two-phase current. driver, 	 128,	 135-137 ZEN subroutine:
circuit diagram,	 135 background, 23-25,
	 86-93
input data,	 135-136 glossary,	 local,	 II.86
operation, 128, 135 listing,	 II.166
resulting plotted waveforms, 	 136-137
Zeiler diode:
Two-terminal circuit element: current,	 23
current,	 1 derivation of M and AT, 23. 25	 --
equation,
	 1 input data,	 85-87,	 1I.27
equivalence for elements in: models,	 23-25
parallel,
	 2-3 subroutine listing:
series;
	 3-4 RW'ZEN,	 II.129-130
equivalent	 circuit,	 1 ZEN,	 II.166
linearization,	 1 M and pT expressions, 25	 \
three cases of,	 7-9
. V.	 and I%	 unknown,	 -1-8
-	
-
Va	known and I'y	 unknown,	 9 p
I'a	unknown and I'6	 known,
	 8-9
v. I
t	 .
192
J
